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This Statue oj Geoie W mh{nglon was 
pretenkd to 1M Bu ato Normal School 
by the class of 19 . II has herom< a 
triUlitional meeting place. 
COPYRIGHT 
RUTH B. MOLYNEUX 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
JEROME WILKER 
BUSINESS MANAGER 
THE DU BOIS PRESS 
BUILDBRS OF FINE BOOKS AND CATALOGUES 
ROCHESTElt, NEW YORK 
Process COM Printing and BngratJ;ng, 
Fountain and Pool presented and dedi-
caled to Ihe Buffato Normal School 
by the Alumni Association 
June 26, 1922. 
T ·HE ELMS 
OF 
192 9 
Hail to thee! 0 Alma Maler, 
We shall honor thee. 
THE ELMS 
OF 
192 9 
Published by 
The Graduating Classes of 
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE AT BUFFALO 
BUFFALO, N. Y. 
Ground for lhe new college was broken November 1, 1928. The 
corners/one jor Ute main building is to be 
laid in September 1929. 
On June twenty-third, eighteen hundred sixty-six, 
Jesse [(e/chum offered land to /he city oj Buffalo for a 
Normal School building. Upon /hat sile, this institu-
tion was jounded. It has borne two names ' and dwell 
in two buildings. Now /he original sile has been out-
grown and ground for n.ew college buildings has been 
broken. In the jolkYwing pages, /he Staff oj the 1929 
Elms has tried to present the history of this develop. 
ment and some/Jling oj the spirit /hat 
made this growth possible. 
To The Hon. Henry Wayland Hill, LL.D. 
With sincere appreciation of his interest and efforts 
in the behalf of our institation, the class oj nineleen 
hundred twenty-nine dedicates this eighteenth volume 
of the Elms to the Honorable Henry Wayland Hill,jor 
many years Secretary and Treasurer of /he 
Local Board oj Truslees. 
Although many books had been accumulating since ihe beginning 
oj the school, the library was rwt organized until 1910. 
During the past year it was reorganized. 
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"lIer ways are ways oj pleasantness 
and all her pantS are peace." 
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HenryB.BlWkham,A.M., Principal 1871-
1886, W(J8 appoinled flJ'st printipal of the 
BuJJakJ Nor1llOl School, January 1871. He 
~ eonLilW<d '" printipal unlil June 1886. ~ 
FACULTY 
DR. JAMES M. CASSETY 
Principal 1886-1909 
Dr. James M. Cassety, a graduate of Harvard, was appointed principal succeeding 
Mr. Buckham. He entered upon his duties as Principal and "Teachel' of Didactics" 
in September 1886. During his administration the facilities for practice teaching 
were increased by dividing the class rooms with sliding doors, and fitting up addi-
tional rooms. In 1888 the Science building was completed. This was for "Gymna-
sium, Natural Science Department and Chemical Experimentation." The Princi-
pal's residence was completed in 1894. The rooms formerly occupied hy the princi-
pal's family were then fitted up for the use of the School of Practice. The School of 
Practice was organized into the regular nine grades of the city schools, each with 
forty pupils, with a separate critic teacher. About this time, the Kindergarten was 
established as a private school with tuition fees for pupils, in connection with the 
Normal Schoo!. In 1395, it was made a purt of the Normal department and the 
three-year Kindergarten-Primary course was adopted. During Dr. Casscty's 
administration, also, the Natural Science laboratory was fitted up, the iron fence 
was erected, and the elms set out around the block. In 1909, at the close of the 
school year, Dr. Cassety resigned. 
'3 
DR. DANIEL UPTON 
Principal, 1909-1918 
Dr. Daniel Upton, a graduate of Cornell University, began bis duties as Principal 
of the Normal School in September 1909. With the growing demands of puhlic 
school education, the State Department at Albany had already adopted the policy 
that Buffalo.' Normal School should undertake the work of preparing teachers 
equipped for the demands of manual training and technical work in the public 
schools. To this service Dr. Upton consecrated his life. Within two years of his 
appointment two new departments had been created, the Home-making Vocational 
and the Industrial Vocational. With the addition of these departments the old 
huilding proved itself wholly inadequale. The next important work was the plan-
ning and huilding of the present struclure of the Normal School. The cornerstone 
of the building was laid October 9, 1913 by the Honorable Edward H. Butler, 
President of the Local Board of Managers. In September 1914, sessions began in 
the new building. In 1916, Puhlic School 38 was taken over for additional practice 
teaching facilities. Night school classes for skilled mechanics began in 1912, and in 
1917 the first summer session began. In the midst of the second summer session, 
July 27, 1918, Dr. Upton died suddenly. 
HARRY WESTCOTI' ROCKWELL, A.H., A.M., Ph.D. 
Under the leadership of President Hockwcll the school hils made m"arked advances. 
First. the Homemaking Department went. on a four-year basis, granting degrees. 
Then, t.he Industrial Department was est.ablished as a part of t.he Vocational Depart-
ment, the Genefal Normal course was lengthened, first to three years, t.hen to four, 
with the degree of Baehelor of Science in Education. Finally the name of BuJTalo 
Normal School was changed Lo SLate Teachers College at Buffalo. \Vhile these changes 
were taking place, Dr. Rockwell was working to secure Iegislati6n for a new college 
phmt. This was accomplished in March. 1927, when the Governor signed the bill 
approving the new campus and buildings. 
1) 
Catherine E. Reed 
A.B. , A.M. 
Deanof~omn 
(? - E 
.--....~ . _/ 
Grace A. Allen, B.S. 
Assislant Direelor of 
Training 
Gertrude M. Bacon 
B.S., A.M. 
Professor of Elementary 
Educalion 
H. Arnold Bennett 
A.B., A.M. 
Inslruclor in Hislory 
John P . Bethel 
A.B., A¥., ~.D. 
Ins~"fn.~ 
Jf 
Charles B. Bradley, B.S. 
Professor of Fine Arts 
r6 
Homer A. Bruce 
B.S., A.M. 
I nslruelor in Education 
Clinton B.Burke 
I nslruclor in 
Woodworking 
Myrtle V. Caudell 
B.S., A.M. 
Director of Home 
Economics Education 
Luella Chapman 
;:~~ 
.J¥!arion A. Clark, A.B. 
#;!!.inancial Secretary 
~ u:~ 
Mary C. Clark, R.N. 
~S~~l~(~ 
n 
Stephen C. Clement 
A.B.,A.M. 
Professor of Education 
a~~~: .~ 
Mary H. Cook, B. S. 
Hoasehold Science and 
Practice House 
Marion P. Dana, 
B.S.,A.M. 
I nstruclor in 
[( indergarlen-Primary 
Method 
Earl Daniels 
A. B., A. M., Ph. D. 
Professor of English 
Robert O. DeMond 
A. I3., A. M. 
Professor of Hislory 
Jennie L. U'f\Q8/'I.O, 
!Slenograp!i:er 
~ _ t~ 
/ 
'7 
Rubie B. Donaldson 
B. S. 
I nslructor in Foods 
Helen G. Englebreck 
A.B.,A.M. 
I nslruclor in H islory 
Anna M. Gemmill 
B.S.,A.M. 
I nstruelor in Science 
UL~~lbert 
Cafeteria j\1anager 
Renilda K. Glunz 
Subslitule in 
Health Education 
Mina S. Goosen 
B. O. E. 
I nslruclor in English and 
Dramatics 
Wilbur C. Gorham 
A.B., A.M. 
Professor of Science 
Andrew W. Grabau, B.S. 
I nslructor in English 
Marguerite Hanson 
B.S., A.M. 
Instructor in Des ign 
Isabel R. Houck, A.B. 
Registrar 
Ruth E. Houston, A.B. 
Professor of Health 
Educatwn 
18 
George E. Huckins 
Instructor in Printing 
Edna W. Hurd 
Instructor in Music 
Faye Keever, B.S. 
Instructor in Ctothing 
V7'--~ 
Ida L. Kempke 
Pd.B., A.B., A.M. 
Professor of English 
Mildred Krier 
Stenographer 
1 111.1 do.. ~ K,·: 0.-
. N ancye Lansdale 
Garment Shoppe Manager 
• 
M. Louise McMahon 
Instructor in Music 
Charles A. Messner 
A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
Professor of Latin 
Edward L. Morrice 
Instructor in Mechanics 
George W. Morris 
A.B., A.M. 
Instructor in Science 
Eileen Mulholland 
Ph.B.,A.M. 
. Assistant Professor. 
of English 
George B. Neumann 
A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
Professor of Socwlogy 
~ /.3.'Yu •. . A ... 
May C. Nye, A.B., A.M. 
Instructor in Foods and 
Textiles 
Rosamond Olief, B.S. 
Accompanist 
Irving C. Perkins, B.S. 
Director and Professor of 
Vocational Education 
Joseph F. Phillippi 
A.B., A.M. 
Professor of Mathematics 
»- ,+'G~ 
G.M. Quackenbush, B.S. 
Assistant Professor in 
VocationalOrganiw.tion 
Martha May Reynolds 
A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of 
Psychology 
Gertrude E. Roach, R.N. 
Insirucior in Health 
q~e .~ 
Jennie Robson, Pd.B. 
I nslruclor in M aihemalics 
Charles C. Root 
B.Pd., M.Pd.,A.B.,A.M. 
ProfessorofEducalion and 
Direel,"r of Programs 
Wini fred Salem 
I nslruelor in Health 
Education 
Florence Scoular, B.S. 
Instructor in Science 
Alma M. Shugrue, A.B. 
I nstruelor in J( inder-
garlen-Pr imary Method 
.... , 
. Mildred L. Sipp 
B.S.,A.M. 
Assistant Professor of 
Teacher Training 
Ruth E. Speir 
Assistant Professor of 
IVlusic 
Alice Spencer 
A.B ., B.L.S. 
Assislant Librarian 
Amelia B. Sprague 
I nstruelor in Fine Arts 
Harry J. Steel 
B.S., A.M. 
Direcior of Training and 
-ip:spr ~u:ation 
Kathryne C. Thomas 
A.B.,A.M. 
Assistant Professor of 
Geography 
Grace Viele, B.L. 
Librarian 
Walter B. Weber 
Instructor in Electricity 
Agnes Agnitch 
Third Grade , School 38 
Grace G. Ballard, B.S. 
Fourth Grade, School 33 
Carrie M. Benson, B.S. 
Fourth Grade, School of 
Practice 
Lydie A. Chamot 
French, School of Practice 
~[ 
Mary L. Darker 
Second Grade, School 33 
Marguerite M. DeLany 
Sixth Grade, School 38 
Lena Denecke 
Reading and L ilerature 
School 38 
Mary J. Doe 
Fourlh Grade, School 38 
M. Josephine Durney 
B.S. 
English, School 33 
Genevieve Dye Feuchler 
Fifth Grade, School 38 
Edna R. Gardner 
Geography, School 33 
Lina L. Gielow 
History, School 38 
Eleanor M. Gover 
Sixth Grade, School of 
Practice 
Minnie Groves 
Mathematics, School of 
Practice 
Edith A. Henning 
Hislory and Geography, 
School of Practice 
Thelma M. Hepp, B.S. 
Second Grade, School 38 
Ethel H. Herlan, B.S. 
First Grade, School 38 
Mary E. Hofmann, B.S. 
Fifth Grade , School 38 
Mary L. Jamison, B.S. 
K indergarlen, School 
of Practice 
Alice McKay, B.S. 
First Grade, School 38 
Martha G. Metz 
First Grade, School of 
Practice 
Ellen C. Moehler 
Second Grade, School 38 
/ 
Charlotte M. Moore 
Arithmetic, School 38 
Stella O'ItejlWJv 
Fifth Uradl/'~q~J01 
Martha S. Pratt 
B.S., M.A. 
Teacher Training, 
Kenmore 
Theresa A. Roehsler 
B.S. 
Second Grade, School of 
Practice 
Frances M. Rudell 
Second Grade, School of 
Practice 
Edna M. Shaw 
2) 
Elizabeth B. SmaIl 
English and Latin, School 
of Practice 
Ella M. Smith 
Third Grade, School of 
Practice 
Elma R. Smi th 
Third Grade, School 38 
Inez Stebbins, B.S. 
First Grade, School 38 
Marion R. Wakeman 
B.S. 
Sixth Grade, School 38 
J( indergarlen, School 38 
-
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IN THE FACULTY DINING ROOM 
This is a small pari oj lhe graduating 
class oj nill<leen hundred Iw.!... This 
class published IIi.firslflOlurn. QJlheElms. 
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M. Fried 
R. Frei 
, 
n. M olyneux 
R. Topping 
V. Corcoran 
Senior Class Officers 
President 
Representative to Social Program Committee 
Vice-Pres ident 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Faculty Advisers 
~6 
. Ruth Topping 
. Martin Fried 
Ruth Molyneux 
Ruth Frei 
Verna Corcoran 
Miss Scoular, Dr. Neumann 
ABBOTT, VERYL G .. Colden, N. Y. 
Vee 
Intermediate. 
Y.W.C.A. '26-'29. 
AGANS, C. ONNALEE R. 
nome, N. Y . 
KindergarLcn-Prhnary. 
Dramatic Club '28; Non-Resident 
Association '28. 
BANTLE, FLORENCE O. 
Hamburg, N. Y. 
Flossie 
Grammar. 
Dramatic Club '26; Y.W.C.A '26' 
Sociology Club '28, '29; Nu ~d~ 
Sigma '28 , '29; Current Events Club 
'28, '29; Class Day Committee '29 . 
BATT, DOROTHY M. Buffalo, N·. Y. 
Dot . 
Home Economics. . ' Pi Delta Theta '28, '29, Vice-Presi-
dent '28, '29; Home Economics Club 
'26-'29; Invitation Committee '99-
Swimming '27. - , ' 
BAUER, MARGARET E. 
Buffalo, N;. Y. 
iVlarg 
Home Economics. 
Phi lIpsiJon Omicron '27 '28' Editor 
of "Candle" '28; Edito'r of I-P E 
~ul~etin Board '27, '28; Glee Club 
26- 28; Homemaking Pl~Y '28. , 
"~\\~\ 
~7 
BRUCE, VIRGINIA RUTH 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Jin 
Home Economics. 
Home Economics Club; Finance 
Committee '29. 
BUTLER, LUCILE L. 
North Collins, N. Y. 
Gel 
Grammar. 
Y.W.C.A. '26, '29; Current Events 
Club '28, '29. 
CAIN, MARGARET A. Adams, N. Y. 
Bug 
Home Economics. 
Theta Sigma Upsilon, Treasurer '28, 
'29; Phi Upsilon Omicron, Secretary 
'28, '29; Home Economics ChID; 
H. E. Bulletin Board Committee 
'28, '29. 
CHRISTEN, RUTH K. Buffalo, N.Y. 
Christy 
Home Economics. 
Sigma Sigma Sigma '26-'29. Keeper 
of Grades '27, Corresponding Secre-
tary '28; Section Captain '25, '26; 
Secretary of Freshman Class '25, '26. 
Home Economics Club '25-'29; Pic-
ture Committee '29. 
CORCORAN, VERNA H. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Corky 
Grammar. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha; Y.W.C.A. '26-
'29, Treasurer '27, Finance Chairman 
'28, Secretary '29, Silver Bay Dele-
gate '27 j Athletic Association Sec.-
Tress. '28, '29: Basketball '26-'29, 
Orange and Black '26, '27; Finance 
Committee '28; Class Treasurer '29: 
Moving-Up D~:y Chairman '29; 
Chairman of All-Student Day As-
sembly '29. 
DARGERT, RUTH H. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Home Economics. 
Horne Economics Club. 
DURKEE, ALICE EVELYN 
Avon, N. Y. 
Durk 
Home Economics. 
Y.W.C.A. '27-'29; lIome Economics 
Club; ~wirnming '27, '27; L'Alliance 
Francruse. 
FITZGERALD; DOROTHY E. 
Hamburg, N. Y . 
Dot 
Horne Economics. 
Phi Upsilon Omicron '28; '29, Treas-
ureri Y.W.C.A. '25; Horne Eco-
nomiCS Club '25-'29. 
FOX, NORMA NIGHTINGALE 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Foxy 
Home Economics. 
Home Economics Club '25-'29. 
FRANK, MILDRED I . 
Fredonia, N. Y. 
Frank 
Grammar. 
Non-Resident Association '29. 
j 
30 
FREl, RUTH F. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Free 
Home Economics. 
Sigma Sigma Sigma '26-'29, Secre-
tary '27, Treasurer '28; Phi Upsilon 
Omicron '28, '29; Home }I~onomics 
Club; Social Program Committee 
'27, '28, Election Committee '28; 
Class Secretary '29; Elms Staff, Art 
Staff '29. 
FRIED, MARTIN B. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Marly 
Grammar. 
Debating Club '25, '26, President 
'26: Orchestra '25-'29; Band '28; 
Men's Chili '28; Sociology Club '28; 
Elms Staff '28; Rceord Staff '28, '29, 
Editor-in-Chief '29; Social Program 
Representative '29. 
. , 
GARDINER, CHAItLOTTE E. 
Lancaster, N. Y. 
Intermediate. 
Central Council, Alternate '25, Rep-
resentative '26. 
GEBHARD, CECILIA M. 
'. 
Ebenezer, N. Y. 
eel 
Intermediate. 
Current Events Club '27-'29; Nu 
Lambda S;gma '27, '28 ; Y.W.C.A. 
'28, '29; Honor Roll, January '29. 
GILLISON, RUTH M. 
. . . . . . , FrankfOl·t, N. Y. 
Rufus 
Grammar. 
Cur"re~t · Event8 Club '28, '29; Non-
Resident Association '28, '29. 
GRANT, MARGARET A. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Peg 
Home Economics. 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, Recording Sec-
retary '26-'28, President '28 '29' 
HOl1?-e Ffonomics Club; Y.W.C.A: 
Cabmet 26, '27, President '27 '28 
Treasurer '28, '29. ,. 
GRAVES, MARTHA E. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Murthy 
Home Economics. 
Sigma Sigma Sigma '27-'29, Keeper 
of Grades '28, '29; Y.W.C.A. '27. 
HALL, RET A H. N;agara Falls, N.Y . 
Grammar. 
Y.W.C.A. '26-'29; Nu Lambda S;g-
rna '28, '29. 
HAMILTON, LORRAINE EVELYN 
Lockport, N. Y. 
Home Economics. 
Pi Delta T~eta '27-'29, Panhellcnic 
Represe~~tlve '28, '29, R~8trar 
'29; Parihellenic Association Treas-
urer '28, '29; Home Economics Club 
'26-'29; Y.W.C.A. '28. 
HEMERLEIN, MARIE A. 
Buffalo, N. Y . 
Heme 
Home Economics. 
Pi Delta Theta, Secretary '28 
S.econd ~ice-PfesideQ.t . '29; Phi Up~ 
sllon Offilcron 28; Treasurer Juniol' 
Home Economics Class '28 ~ Home 
Economics Club '25-'29. t 
32. 
HUBELER, EDITH K Buffalo, N.Y. 
Ede 
Home Economics. 
Delta Sigma Epsilon '26-'29, Treas-
urer '27. Vice-Pre!>idcnt. '28; Phi 
Upsilon Omicron '27-'29, Vice-Presi-
dent. '28;- President of Panhcllenic 
Associat.ion '28: Home &x)[lomics 
Club '25· '29, Secretary '26, President 
'27- T reasurer of Home Economics 
Cl;ss '25, '26; Chairman of Gift. 
Committee '29. 
HUBER, GEORGE Buffalo, N. Y. 
Herr 
Industrial. 
Orchestra '25-'28. 
H UNT, CORA BLANCHE 
Hornell, N. Y. 
Coe 
Grammar. _ 
Thet.a Sigma Upsilon '28, '29; D~b8t­
ing Society '26-'28; Non-Resident 
A8sociation, Treasurer '28: Central 
Council Hepresentative '29; Finance 
Committ.ee '29. 
JACKLING, NEVA A. 
Middleport, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Swimming'27; Y.W.C.A. '28; Record 
Staff '28 '29, News Editor '29; Honor 
Roll. Ja~. '27, June '28; Non-Resi-
dent Association '26. 
.TERCE, MAY ALICE Buffalo, N. Y. 
Home Economics. 
Pi Delta Theta '27-'29, Secretary 
'28 '29; President of Sophomore 
Ho~ne Economics Class '26; Central 
Council '25, '26, '28, '29; Home Eco-
nomics Chili. 
KATZ, JENNIE Buffalo, N. Y. 
Home Economics. 
Home Economics Chili '28, '29. 
KRZYZYKOWSKI, FLORA C. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Keder 
Grammar. 
Pi Delta Theta '27-'29, Historian 
'27, President '29; Panhellenic Asso-
ciation '28; Nu Lambda Sigma '26, 
'27; Art Kraft Klub '26; Cap and 
Gown Committ.ee '29. 
LEININGER, MARJORIE EDITH 
Kenmore, N. Y. 
lVfarge 
Home F....conomies. 
Theta Sigma Upsilon '28, '29, Secre-
tary '29: Drama~ic Club '27; Home 
Economics Club '26-'29. 
LOOMIS, ELLAMAE Buffalo, N. Y. 
Home Economics. 
Sigma Sigma Sigma '26-'29, Vice-
President '29; Y.W.C.A. '28; Home 
Economics Club '26-'29; Elms Staff, 
Art Editor '29 . 
MAFTINY, MARY Allcgaoy, N. Y. 
Home Economics. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha '27-'29, R"!;is-
trar '27; Phi Upsilon Omicron 27-
'29, President '28. '29: Home Eco-
nomics Club '26-'28, National Dele-
~ate '28; Ring- and Pin Committee 
29. 
33 
I 
34 
MATT, GEORGIA F. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Georgie 
METZGER, FRANK D. 
. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Men's Glee Club '25-'28; Current 
Events · Cluh, C'A rresponding Secre-
tary'29. 
MILLER, MARION R. 
Williamsville, N. Y. 
Home Economics. 
y ',W:C.A. '25, '26; Swimming '26, 
'27' Home Economics Club. 
MITCHELL, E. LUCILLE 
Delevan. N. Y. 
Home Economics. 
Phi Upsilon. Omicron '28, '29, Secre-
tary.'29 Home Economics Club '25-
'29; Y.lV.C.A. '28, '29; Non-Resident 
Association '28, -'29. 
MOLYNEUX, RUTH B. 
Buffolo, N. Y. 
Ruthie 
Grammar. 
Alpha Si\l,ma Alpha '26-'29, Ex-
Collegia Secretary '28; Drama Lic 
Club '26-'28: L'Alliance Francl:lise 
'27, ' '28, ' Vice-President '27, '28, 
President '28; Record Staff '28; Stu-
dent Handbook Committee '28: 
Section Captain '28, '29 : Vice-Presi-
dent of Class '29; Editor--in-Chief of 
1929 Ehns. 
NOWICKI, LEONA H. Buffalo. N. Y. 
Lonah 
Grammar. 
Pi DelLa Theta '27-'29, Editor '29; 
Dramatic Club '26; Art Kraft Klub 
'26 ; Picture Committee '29. 
OLIEF, GRACE M. Bull'alo, N. Y. 
Dulch 
Home Economics. 
AJpha Sigma A!pha '26-'29, President 
'28, '29; Phi Upsilon Omicron '28, 
'29; Basketball '25, '26; Girls' Glee 
Club '25-'28; Home Economics Club 
'25-'28; Moving-Up Day Committee 
'29. 
PETERSON, MARION E. 
• Lockport, N. Y. 
Peter 
Grammar. 
Pi Kappa Sigma '26-'29; Treasurer 
'26, '27, Corresponding Secretary 
'27, '28, President '28, '29: Girls' 
Glee Club '25-'29, Vice-President 
'26, '27, Treasurer '27, '28; Senior 
Ball Committee '29. 
RICE, ANGELINE S. Burt, N. Y. 
Nan 
Home Economics. 
Alpha Sigma Tau '27-'29, Historian 
'27: Alumnae Representative '28; 
Phi Upsilon Omicron '27-'29; H. E. 
Dulletm Board Committee '28; Home 
Economics Club '26-'29. 
ROSE, WILLIAMJ. Dutralo, N. Y. 
Bill 
Grammar. 
Men's Glee Cluh '26, '27; Men's Club 
'26, '27; Dramatic Cluh '27, '28; 
Current Events Club '26-'28; Christ-
mas P lay, Spring Play, '27, '28. 
35 
I 
nOYNAN, MARGARET A. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Roy 
Home Economics. 
Home Economics Club '26-'29; Art 
Kraft K]ub '26-'28; Moving-Up Day 
'28. 
SATTERLEE, ADAH FRANK (Mrs.) 
Butfalo, N. Y. 
Ad, 
Grammar. 
SCHMIDT, DOROTHY A. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Dot 
If orne Economics. 
Pi Delta Theta '28. '29. Treasurer 
'28, '29; Dramatic Club '26, '27; 
Home Economics Club '26-'29; Invi-
tation Committee '29; Moving-Up 
Day Committee '29. 
SCHUMACHER, GERTRUDE V. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Gert 
Home Economics. 
Home Economics Club; Section Cap--
tain '28, '29i Senior Ball Committee 
'29. 
SHEPARD, RUTH E. Derby, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Basketball. 
SHERK, ELIZABETH Buffalo, N.Y. 
Betty 
Home Economics. 
SMITH, ELEANOR G. 
Lockport, N. Y. 
Elli, 
Grammar. 
Section Captain '26; Dramatic Club 
'26; Central Council '26-'29; G-irls' 
Glee Club '26-'29; Y.W.C.A. '26-'29; 
Fellowship Chairman '28, '29; Non-
Resident Association '28; Current 
Events Club '29; Gift Committee '29. 
SMITH, ELEANOR J. Buffalo, N.Y. 
Home Economics. 
Theta Sigma Upsilon '27-'29; Home 
Economics Club '25-'29; Y.W.C.A. 
'28, '29. 
STEELE, VIOLA E. 
Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
Vi 
Grammar. 
Orchestra '26-'29; Glee Club '26, '27, 
'29; Nu Lambda Sigma '28, '29; 
Song and Motto Committee '29. 
Honor Roll '29. 
SWART, MARY Medina, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Current Events Chili '28, '29; Soci-
ology Club '28, '29. 
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TOPPING, RUTH E. 
Rutherford, N. J. 
Toppy 
Home Economics. 
Delta Sigma Epsilon '26-'29; Presi-
dent, Freshman Home Economics 
Class '26; Central Council '27, '28; 
Non-Resident Association '28; Dra-
matic Club '28, '29; Y.W.C.A. Cabi-
net '28, '29; Home Economics Club 
'25-'29; Class President '29. 
T URNBALL, NORRIS Derby, N. Y. 
Snort 
Grammar. 
Orchestra '25, '26, '28, '29: 1\1eo'8 
Glee Club '25, '26. 
WALKER, ELEANOR M. 
BulTalo, N. Y. 
Elly 
Home Economics. 
Home Economics Club; Central 
Council Representative '27, '29: 
Girls' Glee Club; Blanket Tax Com-
mittee; Song and Motto Committee 
'29. 
WELLS, VALMA E. BulTalo, N. Y. 
Val 
Grammar. 
Theta Sigma Upsilon '26-'29, Secre-
Lary '26, Vice-President '27, Presi-
dent '28, '29; Panhellenic Associa-
tion, Treasurer '27; Y.W.C.A. '25-
'28, Treasurer '27. Chairman of 
Religious Education '28; Current 
Events Club, Corresponding Secre-
tary '28; Ring and Pin Committee 
'28. 
WHEELER, ELIZABETH A. 
Springville, N. Y. 
Lib 
Home Economics. 
Pi Kappa Sigma '26-'29, Secretary 
'29; Alternate to Central Council; 
Horne Economics Club. 
BURKE, JOSEPHINE M. 
BulTalo. N. Y. 
Jo 
Home Economics. 
Home Economics Club '26-'29;Swim-
ming '27, '28; Section Capt.ain '28; 
Merrill Palmer School '28. 
CIPOLLA, MARY A. BulTalo, N.Y. 
May 
Intermediate. 
KOTOK, REBECCA BulTalo , N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Deity 
LE COCQ, NITA E. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Home Economics. 
Phi Upsilon Omicron '28, '29; I-lome 
Economics Club '25-'29; Merrill Pal-
mer School '28. 
MULLETI', ELIZABETH (Mrs.) 
Bull'alo, N. Y. 
Home Economics. 
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Candidates for the Degree of 
Bachelor of Science 
IN miME ECONOMICS 
Dorothy M. Datt 
Margaret E. Bauer 
Virginia Ruth Bruce 
Josephine M~ Burke 
Margaret A. Cain 
nuth K. Christen 
Ruth H. Dargert 
Alice Evcl-yn Durkee 
Dorothy E. FitzGerald 
Norma Nightingale Fox 
Ruth F. Frei 
Margaret A. Grant 
Ml:lrl,ha E. Gmves 
Lorraine Evelyn Hamilton 
l\'Iarie A. Hemcrlein 
Edith E. Hubeler 
l\.fay Alice Jerge 
Jennie Katz 
Nita E. LeCocq 
Marjorie Edith Leininger 
Ellamae Loomis 
l\-Iary Martiny 
Marian n. Miller 
E . Lucille Mitchell 
Elizabeth Mullett 
Grace M. Olief 
Angeline S. Rice 
Margaret A. Roynan 
Dorothy A. Schmidt 
Gertrude V. Schumacher 
Elizabeth Sherk 
Eleanor J. Smith 
Ruth E. Topping 
Eleanor M. 'Valker 
Elizabeth A. Wheeler 
V cryl G. Abbott 
C. Oonalee R. Agans 
Florence O. Bantle 
Luci le L. Butler 
Mary A. Cipolla 
Verna H. Corcoran 
Mildred 1. Frank 
Martin B. Fried 
Charlotte E. Gardiner 
Cecelia M. Cebhard 
Ruth M. Gillison 
ReLa H. Hall 
Georgc Huber 
Cora Blanchc BunL 
Neva A. Jackling 
IN EDUCATION 
Rcbecca Kot.ok 
Flora C. Krzyzykowski 
Georgia F. Matt 
Frank D. Metzger 
Ruth B. Molyneux 
Leona H. Nowicki 
Marion E. Peterson 
William J . Rose 
Adah Frank Satterlee 
Ruth E. Shepard 
Eleanor G. Smith 
Viola E. Steele 
Mary Swart 
Norris Turnball 
Valma E. Wells 
SENIOR SNICKERS 
S.T.C. at Buffalo 
THE STAFF 
Editor. . . . X.Y.Z. 
Manager. . . . . . . . .. Z.x.Y. 
Reporter . . . . .... Y.x.Z. 
Printer . ..... . . . Y .Z.x. 
Newsboy. . . . .. X.Z.Y. 
Mail Subscriptions 
In locker room. . . . . . 06S 
In class. . .. ... .. 00$ 
Members of the 
Dislocated Press 
EDITORIAL 
A Saving Spirit 
One of the Seniors ofS.T.C. 
recently had a narrow escape 
from borrible injuries. A very 
few minutes after she had 
left home to attend a bas-
ketball game, the wind blew 
over the chimney on her 
house, knocking some of the 
bricks through the ceiling 
into her room. Thus, because 
of her School Spirit she was 
saved. MORAL ........ . 
SUPERVISED STUDY 
CLASS 
SENIOR SNICKERS 
Evening Serial Story 
A BAD DREAM 
Synopsis: All that has gone before. 
Nth CHAPTER 
It was away out Grant Street on the outskirts of the Ham-
ilton wood, near the site of two old oil Wells that it happened; 
there stood a haunted Hall wherein met a Gardiner, a Shoe-
maker, a Miller, and a Butler every night to Hunt for hidden 
treasure-a famous Fox and Katz fur. 
Late one night, Peter's son, a Shepard boy, stopped to 
Steele for his sweetheart a Rose from the Bauer near the 
window of the Hall. Alas! He stumbled over one of the old 
Graves in the yard. His Cain clicked against a tombstone. 
There was a sound of feet on the door Matt. Then a large 
Batt struck his head! So, now his mother is praying that 
her son may return soon to his supper of Rice wiLh its sugared 
Topping. 
NEW LIBRARY BOOKS 
Whither Mankind ... ... . . .. George Huber 
The Little Minister. . . . nil! Rose 
The Leap Year Girl. . . . ... Margaret Bauer 
The Curiosity Shop . . . Cora Hunt 
The Homemaker. . . . . . . Grace Olief 
The Self-Made Man .. ..... Martin Fried 
Book of Knowledge . . . .. .. Charlotte Gardiner 
The Beloved Vagabond ..... Ruth Topping 
Innocents Abroad .......... Ruth Molyneux 
The Call of the Wild. . . Verna Corcoran 
COURT NEWS IN PRINT AGAIN 
h On Thursday last Judge 
The Registrar requests t at Fried decreed that Flora 
Another book of Etiquette 
by Dean Topping will soon 
appear at the bookstores. It 
treats the more difficult 
phases of social life, the 
chapters on The Problem 
Child at Home, at Tea, and 
in the Classroom being es 
pocially good. 
the following students remain Krzyzykowski could change 
after school each night for 
special work, until theirsehol- her name legally only by 
arship shall be satisfactory 'm_a_r_r_ia...:g:...e_. _ ___ ___ _ 
again: 
Edith Hubeler 
Charlotte Gardiner 
Valma Wells 
Ruth Frei 
George H uber 
Eleanor G. Smith 
Use Neumann's Panacea For 
That Pain. (Adv.) 
• 
FOR SALE 
Special Sale, June 15 
Tumball and Huber Encyclo-
pedias for K.P. Kids. 
LOST 
One-third bottle of Sta-
comb. Return to Frank 
Metzger. Reward. 
4' 
Scoular's Servile ria 
For dairy products nice and 
sweet 
Try our Cafe-
It can't be beat. 
Adv 
Committees for Graduation 
Ruth Molyneux 
Martin Fried 
Verna Corcoran 
GRADUATING CABINET 
Ruth Topping, Chairman 
R. Guy FosLer 
Ruth Feei 
Verna Barcellona 
Lillian Bautz 
RING AND PIN COMMITTEE 
Linda De Marchi 
Mary Martiny 
Marie Bullock, Chairman 
Valma Wells 
Margaret Sider 
Albert Verher 
CAP AND GOWN COMMITTEE 
Maric Hcrncrlein, Chairman 
Caroline Goldstein Flora Krzyzykowski 
Margaret Main Virginia Van Pelt 
Sigmund Wojnowski 
FINANCE COMMITTEE 
H. C. Thiclking. Chairman 
Elizabeth Arend 
Margaret Ashhy 
Waller Baumgardt. 
Virginia Bruce 
Cora Hunt 
Lillian KonikofT 
Frances Moulton 
Jolm Murray 
Catherine Smith 
Marion Young 
SENIOR ·BALL COMMITTEE 
Lillian Bautz 
Floyd Filmel' 
Margaret Poole, Chairman 
Gertrude Schumacher 
Marion Peterson 
• 
Committees for Graduation 
CLASS DAY COMMITTEE 
C. H. Johnson, Chairman 
Onnalec Agans 
Florence Bantle 
Ramona Dahlman 
Dorothy Freund 
Margaret Grant 
Laura Moot 
Charles Allgeier 
Elizabeth Beach 
Russell Grauer 
George Schuster 
Edwin UhI 
PICTURE COMMI'I'J'EE 
Clarence Schwach, Chairm.an 
Leona Nowicki 
Ruth Christen 
Grace Harry 
INVITATION COMMITTEE 
Bernice Lich~man, Chairm.an 
Dorothy Schmidt 
GIFT COMMITTEE 
Edith Hubclcr, Chairman 
Eleanor G. Smith 
Grace Steinbach 
FLO\VER AND COLOR COMMITTEE 
Christine Miller. Chairm.an 
Lena Blossom Martha Graves 
John O'Neill 
SONG AND MOTTO COMMITTEE 
Everett Kampel, Chairman 
Elizabeth Sherk Viola Steele 
Virginia VaTl Pelt 
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3Jn .fMtmoriam 
ANNA MARGARET DRILL 
April 28, 1909 - January 10, 1929 
Resolved, That Theta Chapter of Theta Sigma Upsi-
lon mourns the lOBI!! of its beloved sister, Anna Margaret 
Brill. To us she wil1 always be remembered for her sta-
bility, sincerity, and cheerfulness of spirit. 
Theln Chapter of Theta Sigllla Upsilon. 
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K. Laney 
M. Poole 
V. Barcellona 
./ 
/.....v~.C-
L. Bautz 
S. Shurgot. 
Third Year Graduating Class Officers 
President 
• Representative w Social Program Commillee 
Vice-Pres idenl 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Facully Adviser 
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Verna Barcellona 
Kathryn J"aney 
. Lillian J3au t7. 
Margaret Poole 
Stella Shurgot 
Dr. Daniels 
ALLGEIER, CHARLES S. 
WH.on, N. Y. 
ned 
General Industrial. 
Psi Phi; l\'Ien';s Club '27, '28: Men's 
Glee Club, VIce-President '28: Pic-
ture Committee '29. 
AMERICA, HELEN ERNESTINE 
New York, N. Y. 
Miss America-'29 
Vocational. 
Treasurer. One - Year Vocntional 
Class; Art Kraft. Klub; Dramatic 
Club. ~
ANDERSON, PAUL O. F. 
Andy 
General Industrial. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kappa Kappa Kappa; Men's Club; 
Baseball. 
AREND, ELIZABETH D. (Mrs.) 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Beth 
Grammar. 
~cct!on Captain '27-'29: Y.W.C.A. 
28, 29; Honor RoU, January '29. 
ASHBY, MARGARET E. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Migs 
Kindergarten-Primary, 
Delta Sigma Epsilon '27-'29 Record-
ing Secretary '28, '29; Gi~ls' Glee 
Club '28, '29; Finance Committee '29. 
BACHMAN, VERA Kenmore, N. Y. 
"V" 
Intermediate. 
Current Events Club '29. 
BANYAS, FRANK A. Freeland, Pa. 
General Industrial 
Kappa Kappa Kappa; Men's Club 
'27-'29; Industrial Representative, 
Social Program Commi,tree '27. 
BARBER, HAZEL M. Sanborn, N. Y. 
Haz 
Grammar. 
Record Staff '2S, '29, FeaLure Editor 
'29: Elms Staff '29, Literary Editori 
Non-Resident Association '28, '29; 
Debating Club '28, '29, Treasurer 
'29; Honor Roll '28, '29. 
BARCELLONA,VERNA 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Vee 
Grammar. 
Delta Sigma Epsilon: Basketball '27: 
Glee Club '27, '28: Honor Roll '27, 
'28; Representative, Social Program 
Committee '27, '28; Section Captain 
'28; Vice-President oC Sophomore 
Class '28; President oC Third Year 
Graduating Class '29: Vice-President, 
Social Program Committee '29. 
BAUMGART, WALTERA. 
Bun'.lo, N. Y. 
Baumy 
Vocational. 
Kappa Kappa Kappa; Men's Club; 
Finance Committee '29. 
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BAUTZ, LILLIAN C. BulTalo, N. Y. 
Lill 
Grammar. 
Delta Sigma Epsilon '28, '29: Alter-
nate to Central Council '28: Vice-
President, Third Y cal' Graduat.ing 
Class '29. 
BEACH, ELIZABETH M. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Betty 
Intermediate. 
Baseball '26: Basketball '26. '27. 
BEACH, RACHEL E. 
Lockport, N. Y. 
Ray 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Swimming '27, '28; Girls' Glee Club 
'27-'29. 
BECK, CARLETON E. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Colly 
Gcncrol Industrial. 
Kappa Kappa Kappa; Orchestra; 
Band '28; Representative, Social 
Program CommIttee '27, '28. Treas-
urer, Social Program Committee '27, 
'28; Central Council '27; Men's 
Club '27, '28: Manager, Men's 
Basketball '28, '29. 
BECKER, RUTH MARION 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Y.W.C.A. 
1 
BIRD, LILLIAN V. BulTalo, N. Y. 
Lit 
Grammar. " 
Dramatic Club; Swimming; Debat-
ing Club. 
BLESSING, ELLEN H. 
Allegaoy, N: Y. 
Polly 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Non-Resident Association '28. '29, 
Member of Cabinet '29; Basketball 
'28; Swimming '28; Honor Roll: 
June '28, January '29; Y.'V.C.A. '29' 
BLOOM, LENA Buffalo, N. Y. 
Lee 
Intermediate. 
Current Events Club '23, '29. 
BLOSSOM, LENA C. 
Friendship, N. Y. 
Lee 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Girls' Glee Club '28; Non-Resident 
Association '28. 
BONDROW, ROSE 
Ro 
Grammar. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
DrDmatic Club '26; nasketball '26; 
Sociology Club '27; Girls' Glee Cluh 
'27, '28. 
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BOOKBINDER, SYLVIA 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Syl 
Intennediate. 
Current Events Club '28, '29; 
Sociology Club '29. 
BROLINSKI, HELEN PEARL 
Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Current Events Club '28; Nu Lrunh-
da Sigma '28. 
BROWN, STEWART E. 
Lockport, N. y, 
Brownie 
General Industrial. 
Psi Phi '27-'29; Men's Club '27-'29. 
BUCK,RUTH 
Buckie 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
"Stunt Nite" '29. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
BULLOCK, MARIE LUCEIL 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Delta Sigma Epsilon '27-'29. Treas-
urer '29; Central Council '27; Y. W. 
C. A. '28, '29; Chairman of Ring 
and Pin Committee '29. 
BURG, DOROTHY C. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Dot 
Grammar. 
Y,W.C.A. 
BURKE, NORA F, Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Current Events Club '28, '29; New 
Voters' Unit '28, '29. 
BUTLER, SARA R, 
Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Orchestra '26-'29. 
BYRON, PAUL E. 
New Rochelle. N. Y. 
Lord 
V ocalional. 
Men's Glee Club '28, '29. 
CALLAHAN, MILDRED V, 
iVlil 
Kindergarten-Primary, 
Orchestra '27-'29. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
5' 
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CAMPBELL, CATHERINE M. 
Dull'alo, N. Y. 
Kay 
Grammar. 
New Volers' Unit '28. '29; Corrc-
spondingSccrctary '28, '29 ;Dl'amatic 
Club '28, '29; Current Evcnt8 Club, 
Treasurer '28, '29. 
CARREL, SARA Buffalo, N. Y. 
Sally 
Intermediate. 
Sociology Club '28, '29; Current 
Events Club '28, '29: Riding Club 
'28, '29. 
CASTEN, KATHRYN Buffalo, N. Y. 
Casey 
Kindergarten-Primnry. 
Theta Sigma Upsilon '26-'29, Editor 
'28, '29; Representative to Panhel-
lenic ASSOCiation '26-'29; Record 
Staff '26, '27; Orchestra '26-'29: 
Girls' Glee Club '28, '29. 
CASTERLlN, WARREN L. 
Port Jervis, N . Y. 
Casty 
Vocational. 
Psi Phi: Men's Club: Daseball: 
Basketball. 
CASTILONE, MARY F. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
May 
Intermediate. 
Current Events Club '28. '29j Sociol-
ogy Club '28, '29. 
• 
CHAPELL, MARJORY E. 
Rnnsomville, N. Y. 
Pal 
K indergarten-Primar y. 
Y.W.C.A. '27-'29; Non-Resident A't.-
sociation '28; Swimming '28; Junior 
Girls' Glee 'Club '28; Senior Girls' 
Glee Club '29. 
CIMMERER, ELVA M. 
Al 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Baseball '27 ; Kindergarten-Primary 
Play '28. 
CIRIlINCIONE, DOMENICA J. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Margie 
Intermediate. 
L' Alliance Francaise '28; Sociology 
Club '28; Current Events Club '28. 
CLARK, EDNA L. Eldred, Pa. 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Alpha Sigma Tau '26-'29: Panhel-
lenie Association '26-'29; Y.W.C.A. 
'27: Girls' Glee Club '28, '29. 
CLARK, HATTIE E. 
Rushford, N. Y. 
Intermediate. 
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CONGDON,A.BEULAH 
Angola, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Non~Resident Association '28; Cur-
rent Events Club '28. 
CONNOLLY, HELEN TERESA 
Buffalo. N. Y. 
Intermediate. 
y.W.e.A. '27; Current Events Club 
'29; Riding Club '29. 
CONWAY, MONICA AGNES 
Attica, N. Y. 
Monnie 
Grammar. 
CORBY, HELEN L. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
. Sociology' Club '27. 
CORMACK, JOHN H. 
Vocational. 
Springfield, Ohio 
Runt Cormack 
Men's Club. 
CRAWFORD, MARY ELAINE 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate. 
CREAN, AGNES C. Prattsburg, N.Y. 
Ag 
Intermediate. 
Current Events Club '28; Sociology 
Club '28; Central Council '28. 
CRICHTON, FRANCES 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate. 
CURLEY, ELSIE V. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate. 
CZERNIEWICZ, HELEN MARIE 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
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DAHLllilAN, RAMONA M. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Monie 
Kindergarten-Prima.ry, 
Alpha Sigma Alpha '27-'29, Chap-
lain '28; Gir1a' Glee Club '28, '29; 
Class Day Committee '29. 
DAILEY, W~:;S Lgy A. 
w" 
General IndusLrinl. 
Psi Phi. 
Arcade, N. Y. 
DAVIES, MILDRED MARY 
Bun'alo, N. Y. 
lvlil 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Junior Girls' Glee Club '27. 
DEHLINGEH, MARCELLA M. 
Mar 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Girls' Glee Club '29. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
DeMAHCHI, LINDA MAHlE 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Lyn 
Inl.ermediate. 
Current Events Club '26-'29, Cor-
responding Secretary '27, President 
'28- Sociology Cluh '27; Dramatic 
chili. Treasurer '28; Section Cap-
l.ain '27; Proper~x Manager, Christ-
mas Play '28; Nu Lambda Sigma 
'28; New Voters' Unit '28, '29, 
J>rcsidcnt '29. 
DeMAY, HAHOLD L. Newark, N. Y. 
Bud 
Vocat.ional. 
Men's Club. 
DISTLEH, MARIAN A. 
Darian City, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary, 
DONOHUE, MARION 
Salamanca, N. Y. 
Mamie 
Grammar. 
Non-Resident Association '28. '29; 
Girl's Glee Club; Sociology Club '29; 
Current EvenLs Club '29. 
DOOLITTLE, MILDHED L. 
Naples, N. Y. 
Mil 
Grammar. 
Current EvcnLs Club '28; Non-
Resident Aa8ociation '28. 
DOWNES, HUTH MAHIAN 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Dasketball '26, '27; Junior Girls' 
Glee Club '27. 
• 
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\ DUNLEAVY, MARY CATHERINE 
Hornell, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
DUSING, GENEVA M. ALLica, N. Y. 
Gene 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha '26·'29, Secre· 
tary '29; Representative to Central 
Council '29; Inter-Campus Relations 
Committee '29. 
ECKSTEIN, BESSIE E. 
LancasLcr, N. Y. 
Bess 
Grammar. 
Girh;' Glee Club '26-'29, Assisto.nt 
Librarian; Art Kraft Klub '26-'29. 
Treasurer; Chairman, Bulletin Board 
Committee '29. 
EMMINGER, BEATRICE 
Kenmore, N. Y. 
Bea 
Grammar. 
Junior Girls' Glee Club '26; Bas-
ketball '26. 
FEHMOILE, MAHGARET L. 
Middleport, N. Y. 
IV/ary 
Kindergarten-Primary, 
Non-Resident Association. 
FILMER. FLOYD 
Fil 
Vocational. 
Albany, N. Y. 
Psi Phi '28, '29; Men's Glee Club; 
Record Staff '28, '29: Central Coun-
cil '28, '29: Men's Club '28, '29; 
Senior Ball Committee '29. 
FISHER, ALICIA Titusville, Pa. 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Girls' Glee Clob '26·'28. 
FISHER, IRENE A. Clarence, N. Y, 
Rene 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Y.W.C.A. '27·'29. 
FITZPATRICK, MARIE E. 
Bnllalo, N. Y. 
Sis 
Kindergarten-Primary, 
Basketball'27, '28, Black Team '27; 
Junior Girls' Glee Club '27; Kin-
dergarten-Primary Play '28. 
FLINN, FHANCIS J. Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Frank 
Vocational. 
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FLYNN, GERTRUDE M. 
Andover, N. Y. 
Gcrt 
Grammar. 
Non-Resident Association '27, '23: 
Sociology Club '28. 
FOSTER, R. GUY Shreveport, La. 
Slim 
Vocational. 
Psi Phi '2B, '29; Dramatic Club; 
Men's Club '28, '29; Graduating 
Cabinet '29; Baseball '29. 
FOSTER, RUTH HARRIET 
Dayton, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
FRANK, VIOLET B. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Vi 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Girls' Glee Club '26-'28, Treasurer 
'28; Basketball '26; Kindergarten-
Primary Play '27. 
FREUND, DOROTHY K. 
Bun'alo, N. Y. 
Dol 
Grammar. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha '28, '29, Chap-
lain '29; Treasurer of Freshman 
Class '27: Elms Staff '29; Class Day 
Committee '29. 
FRIEDMAN, EVELYN ADELAIDE 
West Seneca, N. Y. 
Intermediate. 
Basketball '26-'28; Current Events 
Club '28, '29. 
GALVIN, MARGARET R. 
iV1arg 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Junior Girls' Glee Club '27; Bas-
ketball '27, '28. 
GEDDES, RALPH M. Elmira, N. Y. 
Jake 
Vocational. 
Men's Glee Club; Men's Club '28, '29. 
GIDDINGS, RALPH E. 
Schenectady, N. Y. 
Giddy 
Vocational. 
Kappa Kappa Kappa; Men's Club' 
Christmas Play '28; Spring Play '29: 
GILMAN, SOL Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Solly 
General Industrial. 
6r 
62. 
GLUNZ, DORIS L. Bun'alo, N. Y. 
Dorie GIlADER, VERA JUNE 
Grammar. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha '27-'29. Editor 
'28, Corresponding Secretary '29; 
Record Stan' '27; Y.W.C.A. '28, '29; 
Elms Staff, News Editor '29; Honor 
Roll '27, '28. January '29. 
GOLD, ESTELLE 
Siel 
Intermediate. 
Buflalo, N. Y. 
Dramatic Club '26-'28 ; Current 
Events Club '28, '29; Sociology 
Club '28, '29. 
GOLDSTEIN, BESSIE B. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Bess 
Grammar. 
Nu Lambda Sigma '27-'29; SecLion 
Captain '29; Honor Roll '27, June 
'28, January '29. 
GOLDSTEIN, CAROLINE 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Car 
Intermediate. 
Dramatic Club '26; Basketball '26, 
'27; Nu Lambda Sigma '27, '28; 
Current Events Club, Vice-Presi-
dent '28; Librarian, All-StudentS' 
Day '29; Cap 80(1 Gown Committee 
'29. 
GORNBEIN, ROSE 
Grammar. 
Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
Ro 
Dramatic Club '27-'29; Debating 
Club '28; Record Stalf '28, '29. 
Kindergarten-Primary, 
Junior Girls' Glee Club '26: Senior 
Girl.' Glee Club '27-'29. 
GRAUER, RUSSELL F. 
Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
Rus 
Gener81 Industrial. 
Psi Phi '28, '29; Men's Club '28, '29: 
Baseball '28, '29: Central Council. 
GRIFFIN, WINIFRED G. 
Winnie 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Girls' Glee Club '27. 
/luffalo, N. Y. 
GROTKE, DORATHEA 
Buff.lo, N. Y. 
Dol 
Grammar. 
Girls' Glee Club '27-'29; Honor 
Roll, Juue '28. 
GROTKE, WARREN T. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
General Industrial. 
Psi Phi '28, '29; Dramatic Club '27, 
'28; Men's Club '27-'29; Men's 
Glee Club '27, '28; Section Captain 
'28, '29. 
GUGLIUZZA, MARY Buffalo, N. Y. 
May 
Intermediate. 
GWOZDZ, GERTRUDE 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Gert 
Gminmar. 
Girls' Glee Club '21-'29. 
HAnnINGTON, MAnGARET E. 
Orchard Park, N. Y. 
Peg 
Kindcrgartcn-Pr hnary . 
Y.W.C.A. '27; Girls' Glee Club 
'27-'29. 
HARnIS, BERNADINE B. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Belly 
Grammar. 
Hepresentative, Central Council '26. 
HARRIS, THENA G. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Glee Club '26; ·Senior 
Club '27, '28; Current 
A<vc",Ls Club '28. 
{ 
HARRY, GRACE 
GaUe 
Kindergarten-Primary, 
LeRoy, N. Y. 
Y.W.C.A. '27, '28; Section Cap~ain 
'27-'29; Girls' Glee Club '28, 29; 
Picture Committee '29. 
HARSCH, IRMA 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
HASTINGS, ALICE M. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Alexander, N. Y. 
Al 
Intermediate. 
Baseball ; Riding Club '28. 
HAUCK, LAURIlTTA Attica, N. Y. 
IIauck 
Intermediate. 
L'Aliisllcc Francaise '28. 
HAYES, JOAN E. Tonawanda, N . Y. 
Bessie 
Intermediate. 
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HERSCHEL, AUGUSTA E. 
lIamburg, N. Y. 
Kindergarten~Primnry. 
HODGSON, MARTHA D. 
Kenmore. N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary, 
Alpha Sigma Tau. '27, '28; Dramatic 
Club '26; Section Captain '26; Art 
Kraft Klub '26, '27; Represent.o.Live 
Central Council '27. • 
HOLDEN, RUTII J. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary, 
Alpha Si£ma Tau, President '27, '28; 
Home Economics Club '25; Girls' 
Glee Club '27, '28. 
HORDER, AMY Niagara Fall" N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Girls' Glee Club '27-'29; Debating 
Club '27-'29, Secretary '28; Section 
Captain '28; Honor Roll. June '27 
'28, January '29. • 
HORTON, MARY ELIZABETH 
Ellington, N. Y. 
Billie 
J ntermediate. 
Girls' Glee Club. 
HUGGETT, WINNIFRED 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Win 
Intermediate. 
Representative, Central Council '27-
'29; Current Events Club '28, '29; 
New Voters' Unit '28. '29. 
JACK, KATHERINE E. 
Lewiston, N. Y. 
Kay 
Grammar. 
Junior Girls' Glee Club '26; Dramatic 
Club '26; Senior Girls' Glee Club 
'27, '28; L'Alliance Francaise. '27; 
Non-Resident Association '28; Cur-
rent Events Club '28; New Voters' 
Unit '28, '29. 
JACKSON, WILLIAM E. 
Bill 
General Industrial. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Basketball '28, '29: Representative, 
Central Council: Men's Club. 
JANOWSKY, NORMAN 
North Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Jan 
General Industrial. 
Psi Phi '28, '29. Chaplain '29; Varsity 
Baseball '28; Interclass Basketball 
'28, '29; Men's Glee Club '28, '29; 
Men's Club '28, '29. 
JAYNES, LEAH LOUISE 
Hornell, N. Y. 
Lu 
Grammar. 
Accompanist, Junior Girls' Glee 
Club '27; Orchestra '27, '28; Senior 
Girls' Glee Club '28"; Non-Resident 
Association '27, '28. 
JEFFE, ALLEN KARL Buffalo, N.Y. 
AI 
Grammar. 
KaPI?a Kappa Kappa '27-'29, Secre-
tary 28; Secretary, Sop-hamore Class 
'27: Central Council 27, '28, Vice-
Chairman '28; Men's Glee Club '27, 
'28: Athletic Association '28, Presi-
dent '28. 
~
)I!NSO~;.SiYRUS H. 
Ii vrvvv"" \ Buffalo, N. Y. , Cy ocational. 
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Section Captain '29: Chairman of 
Class Day '29; Men's Club. 
JOHNSON, EDWIN T. 
IBuffalo, N. Y. 
General Industrial. 
Psi Phi '27-'29; Men's Club '27-'29: 
Men's Glee Club '27-'29; Dramatic 
Club, President '28, '29. 
.JONES, MARGUERITE G. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
lYlarg 
Intermediate. 
Central Council '26, '27; Girls' 
Glee Club '26-'28: Current Events 
Club '27, '28; New Voters' Unit 
'28, '29. 
JONES, MILDRED G. Akron, N. Y. 
Intermediale. 
Non-Resident Association '28. '29; 
Debating Club '28, '29; Honor Roll 
'28. 
JOSEPH, DANIEL Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Vocational. 
Men's Club. 
KAMERY, MILDRED BLANCHE 
Olean, N. Y. 
Mil 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Theta Sigma Upsilon: Dramatic Club 
'26; Representative, Central Council 
'27; Swimming '27; Y.W.C.A. '26-
'28; Non-Resident Association '28. 
KAMPEL, EVERETT Sherrill, N.Y. 
, Ev 
Vocational. 
Men's Club; Picture Committee '29; 
Chairman of Song and l\.'lotto Com-
mittee '29 . 
KEEN. ARLEIN Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Alpha Sigma Tau '27-'29. 
KELLER, CERENE Buffalo, N. Y. 
Rene 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Pi Delta Theta, Panhellenic Repre-
sentative '28, '29; Central Council 
'23, '29. 
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KEMNITZER, ALLEN E. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Al 
General Industrial. 
Psi Phi '27-'29, Presid"ent '28, '29; 
Men's CJub '27-'29: Dramatic Club 
'28, '29. 
KONIKOFF, LILLIAN LEONORA 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Lit 
Intermediate. 
Basketball '26, '27; Dramatic Club 
'26-'28; Current E vents Cluh '26-. 
'29; Sociology Club '27, '29, Presi-
dent '29; Finance Committee '29. 
KOPEK, BERTHA M. 
Bert 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Bulfalo, N. Y. 
Basketball '26, '27; Baseball '26, '27. 
KRANICHFELD, KATHRYN M. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kay 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Alpha Sigma Tau '26-'29, Corre-
sponding Secretary '28; Central 
Council '26; Spring Play '26; Girls' 
Glee Club '26; Kindergarten-Primary 
Play '27. 
KREI NHEDER, DOROTHY LUCY 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Do! 
~indergarten-Primary. 
KRENNING, ALICE E. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Al 
Grammar. 
Dramatic Club '27: Nu Lambda 
Sigma '2a, '29. 
KROVETZ, BEATRICE E. 
Bea 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Orchestra '26-'28. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
LAESE, FLORENCE E. 
Lockport, N. Y. 
Flip 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Varsity Basketball '26; Interclass 
Basketball '26, '27; Baseball '26' 
'27; Girls' Glee Club '26, '27. 
LANEY, KATHRYN MARGARET 
BUffalo , N~ 
C(ev '?/ Pete 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Dramatic Club '27, '28: Editor of 
Student Handbook '27, '28: Central 
Council Representativc '27-'29; Rep-
resentat ive, Social Program Commit-
tee '28, '29, ChairmaIl of Extcnsion 
Committee '28, '29: Kindergarten-
Primary Play '28; Elms Staff, Photo-
w;aphic EdItor '29; Chairman of 
'Circus" '29; Inter-Campus Rela-
tions Committee '29. 
LAUBE,KATHRYN W. 
Kay 
Kindcrgarten-Primary. 
Y.W.C.A. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
7' 
7'-
LEDERMAN, ROSE Buffalo, N.Y. 
Rosie 
Intermediate. 
Basketball '26; Debating Club: Cur-
rent Events Club. 
Strykersville, N. Y. 
IntermediaLc. 
LEMPKE, BERNICE Alden, N. Y. 
Bernie 
Intermediate. 
Nu Lambda Sigma '28, '29; Cur-
rent Events Club '29; Representa-
t ive, Central Council '29. 
LETTS, DOROTHY J. 
Dort 
Waverly, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Section Captain '26; Orchestra '26-
'29. Librarian '27; Swimming '27; 
Girls' Glee Club '27-'29. 
LEVIN, EDITH Dulfato, N. Y. 
E'cc 
Grammar. 
Girls' Glee Club; Nu Lambda Sigma. 
LICHTMAN, BERNICE 
Dulfalo, N. Y. 
Bernie 
Grammar. 
Junior Girls' Glee Club '27: Dramatic 
Club '27-'29; Spring Play '28: Chair-
man of Invitation Committee '29. 
LINCOLN, MATILDA 
Dull'alo, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Current EYents Club '28, '29; Y.\\'. 
C.A. '28, '29. 
LOCKMAN, ETHEL MAY 
Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Sal 
Kindergart.en-Primary, 
Y.W.C.A. 
LOCKWOOD, STEPHEN D. 
Vocational. 
1\1"eo's Chili. 
Steve 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
LONGNECKER, JULIA E. 
Clarence, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Y.W.C.A. 
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LOTTER, IVA A, Springville, N. Y. 
Intermediate. 
Y.W.C.A. 
MAIN, M. MARGARET 
Attica, N. Y. 
llfarg 
Grammar. 
Alpha Sigma Alj)ha; Jun.ior Girls' 
Glee Club '27; Honor Roll, January 
'29; Cap and -Gown Committee '29. 
MALLOCH, MAUREEN 
Springville, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Delta Sigma Epsilon '27-'29; Girls' 
Glee Glub '26.'29. 
MALONEY, ANNA L. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Ann 
Intermediate. 
Basketball '26,·'27; Debating Club 
'29; Current Events Club. 
MALONEY, KATHLEEN E. 
Bull'alo, N, Y. 
](ay 
Grammar. 
MANNING, NELLIE A. 
Bull'alo, N. Y. 
Nell 
Intermediate. 
MARTAN, WILFRED S. 
Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
ned 
General Tndustrial. 
Psi Phi '27-'29; Men's Glee Club 
'27-'29, President '28; Dramatic 
Club '27-'29, Vice-President '28; 
§pring Play, Christmas Play '28; 
Men's Club '27-'29; Cheer Leader. 
MATIAGIO, ANTHONY G. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Mally 
Grammar. 
Men's Glee Club '28; Dramatic Club 
'28; Current Events Club '29. 
MAUS, LOIS Cattaraugus, N. Y. 
Lo 
Grammar. 
Y.W.C.A. '25; Girls' Glee Club 
'25, '27, '28, Librarian '25; Swim-
ming '27; Current. Events Club '28: 
lIonor Roll; January, June '26, 
January '29. 
MAY, ROBERT E. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Bob 
Grammar. 
Basketball '26-'23; Debating Club 
'27; Men's Club '27, '28; Spring 
P lo), '28; Baseball '28. 
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MAYER, KATHERINE 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
gale 
Intermediate. 
L'Alliancc Francaise '29; Current 
Events Club '29. 
McKERNAN, MARION C. 
Attica, N. Y. 
Mac 
Intermediate. 
Basketball '26, '27; Baseball '27; 
Current Events Club '29. 
McLAREN, JEAN B. 
Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Junior Girls' Glee Club '26, '27; 
Senior Girls' Glee Club '27-'29. 
MEAD, HELEN MARIE 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary, 
Dramatic Club; Spring Play '26; 
Kindergarten-Primary Play '27. 
MELNICK, BESSIE CUSHMAN 
Vocational, 
(Mrs.) 
Bess 
Astoria, N. Y. 
Art Kraft Klub; Dramatic Chili; 
Vice-President, Vocational Class; 
Record Staff. 
MIKULEC, ALICE Buffalo, N. Y. 
Al 
Grammar. 
MILLER, CHRISTINE M. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Chris 
Grammar. 
Riding Club '27, '28; Dramatic Club 
'28 ; Elms Staff '29; Chairman, Flower 
and Color Committee '29. 
MILLER, MARGARET MARION 
Chaffee, N. Y. 
Marianne 
Grammar. 
Alpha Sigma Tau '26-'29, Vice-
President '27, Presid.ent '28, '29; 
Basketball '26;- Central Council '26; 
Baseball '26, '27. 
MINOT, PAULINE HARGRAVE 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Poll 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Girls' Glee Club '25_'27, Assistant 
Accompanist; A.ccompanist, Practice 
School Glee Club '25-'28; L'Alliancc 
Francaise '26, '27; Riding Club '27. 
MONSELL, WILBUR P. 
Forestville, N. Y. 
General Industrial. 
Men's Club '23; Record Staff '28, 
Assistant Business Manager. 
~ I 
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MORRISEY, MARY M. 
BulTalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate. 
I 
Basketball '26; Swimming '26;',Cur-
rent EveJ?-ts Club '29; Y.W.C.A. '29. 
hOULTON, FRANCES HERBERT 
V North Tonawanda, N. Y. f trJ SI. Louis Grammar. 
Junior Girls' Glee CLub, President 
'28; Champion Freshman Basketball 
Tealll '28; Riding Club '28, '29; 
V. W.e.A. '28, '29, President '29. 
MULROY, MARY ELIZABETH 
Bull'Hln, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary, 
Alpha Sigma Tau '26-'28, Custodia.n 
'27; Dramatic Club ; Spring Play '27. 
MU RR AY,.T. HOWARD 
Moravia, N. Y. 
General _Industrial. 
Psi Phi '28, '29, Financial Secretary 
'29; Rcoord Staff '28, '29; Men's 
Club '28, '29; Finance Committee 
'29. 
MYERS, M. EVELYN 
.i!-'vie 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Cha n'ee, N. Y. 
Junior Girls' Glee Club '26, '27. 
NERENBERG, ESTHER H. 
BulTalo, N. Y. 
Nn'l'ERAUER, LUELLA M. 
Lou 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Bufralo, N. Y. 
Si~ma Sigma Sigma; Dramatic Club: 
Kmdergarten-Primary .Play. 
O'BYRNE, HELEN M. 
13ufralo, N. Y. 
Byrnie 
Intermediate. 
Basketball '26, '27; Central Counci l 
'28, '29. 
O'LAUGHLIN, AGNES 
BulTalo, N. Y. 
Priscilla 
Intermediate. 
Basketball' 26; Debating Club '29; 
Current Evcnts Club '29. 
O'NEILL, JOHN, C. 
Queens Village, N. Y. 
Johnnie 
Vocational. 
Men's Club '28; l\'Ien's Glee Club; 
Flower and Motto Committee '29. 
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OWEN, LE GRAND 
Mickey 
General Industrinl. 
Forks, N. Y. 
Kappa Kappa Kappa; Men's Club; 
Baseball '27, '28; Uasketball '27-'29. 
OWENS, MARY B. 
Intermediate. 
Corfu, N. Y. 
Non-Resident Association '29. 
PACE, LUCY R. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Lulu 
Intcfmcdial.c. 
Basketball '26, '27; L'Allhmcc Fran-
caise, Vice-President '28, '29; Cur-
rcnt Events Club '29. 
PADDON, SYBIL LOUISE 
Lockport, N. Y. 
Syb 
Kindergarten-~imary. 
Kindergarten-Primary Play '28. 
PAEPLOW, DOROTHY ELEANORE 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Dol 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
PALTZIK, GERTRUDE S. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Gerl 
Grammar. 
Dramatic Club '27; Sociology Club, 
Secretary '28. 
PAPPIER, KATHARINE MAY 
Buff.lo, N. Y. 
Kay 
Grammar. 
Central Council Ilepresentative '26, 
'27; Y,'V,C.A. '27-'29. Religious 
CommiLlee '29; Debating Club '28, 
'29; Current Events Club '29; New 
Voters' Unit, '28, '29. 
PAHENT, EDWARD n. 
HuchcsLcr, N , Y. 
Ed 
Vocational. 
M"(m's Club; Central Council '28, 
'29. 
PARHY, HAHVEY E. 
Yonkers, N. Y. 
Vocationul. 
PECORA, EDWARD Buff.lo, N. Y. 
General Industrial. 
Men's Club. 
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PERKINS, ERVA ELAINE 
Friend!)hip, N. Y. 
Eoivie 
Grammar. 
Alpha Sigma Tau '27, '28, Treasurer 
'23; Basketball '26 ; Section Captain 
'26; Baseball '26, '27; Record St.lf 
'26-'29. 
PETERSON, HELEN BulTalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate. 
Current Events Club '29; L'AlIionce 
Francaise '29. 
PETRELL..,", CLARA EUNICE 
BulT.lo, N. Y. 
Clair 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Y.W.C.A. '26; Basketball '26, '27; 
Basehall '26-'23; Art Kraft Kluh 
'27-'29, Corresponding Secretary '28; 
Central Council '28. 
PIIILBROOK, LORAINE IRMA 
Bulfalo, N. Y. 
Lorry 
Intermediate. 
Girls' Glee Club '26, '27; CWTent 
Events Club '29. 
POOLE, MARGARET HELEN 
BulTalo, N. Y. 
Peg 
Intermediate. 
Sigma Sigma Sigma '27-'29~ Corre-
sponding Secretary '29; Panhellcnic 
Association '28, '29; Dramatic Club 
'27-'29, Spring Play '27; Secretary, 
Third Year Graduating Class '29; 
Chairman of Senior Ball '29. 
PRANGE, FRANKLYN E. 
Shorty 
General Industrial. 
Bulfalo, N. Y. 
Psi Phi; Men's Club '23, '29, Presi-
dent '29. 
PRIES, PAULINE M. 
Polly 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Junior Girls' Glec Club '26. '27. 
PRIZLAK,ANTOINE'I' fE LORETTA 
Bufl·alo,~. Y. 
Tony 
J ntermcdiatc. 
Y.W,C.A. '26. 
Quem, ELLEN GERTHUDE 
Cuba,N. Y. 
Quinnie 
Kindergarten-Primary. ~ 
Y.W.C.A. '28, '29; Non-Resider · 
A8sociation '28, '29; Nu Land a 
Sigm. '29. " ~_I 
RADDER, MARIAN L. 
Attica , N. Y. 
Intermediate. 
Non-Resident Association '28. 
I 
RAINEAR, GENEVIEVE E. 
R,osiere, N. Y. 
Jen 
Kindergarten-Primary, 
Honor Roll, January '29. 
RASEY, RUTH M. Pawlet, V\,. 
ROb'ey 
Grammar. 
Dramatic Club '28; Christmas Play 
'28; Record Staff '28; Student Hand-
book Committee '28; Y.W.C,A. '28, 
'29, Finance Chairman '29; Non-
.Resident Association '28, '29, Secre-
tary '28, President '29; Honor Roll 
'28 , '29. 
RAUCH, DOROTHY C. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary, 
REICHEL, DOROTHY C. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Dot 
Kindergal' Lcn-Primary. 
Central Council '26, '27; Junior 
Girls' Glee Club '26, '27; Nu Lambda 
Sigma '27-'29; Y.W.C.A. '27-'29. 
REUSS, ESTHER C. 
Gardenville, N , Y . 
Es 
Intermediate. 
DramaLic Club '23; Y.'V.C.A. '28, 
'29; Current Events Club '28, '29. 
RICH, HELEN ALEETAH 
Dunkirk, N . Y. 
Len 
Grammar. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha '26-'29, Secre-
tary '28; Y,"W,e,A. '27: Swimming 
'27; Dramatic Club '28. 
ROGENMOSER, WILLIAM 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Rogey 
Vocational. 
Men's Chili. 
ROMEIt, RICHARD W. 
Buffalo, N. Y., 
Dick 
General Industrial. 
Kappa-Kappa Kappa '27- '29; Men's 
Club '27-'29; Men's Glee Club 
'27-'29. 
ROOF, MARGARET E. 
Hamburg, N. Y. 
PeOIlY 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
ROOK, MILDRED 
Mil 
Intermediate. 
Medina, N. Y. 
Y.W.C.A. '25; Swimming '25; Girls' 
. Glf::e Club '25, '26. 
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ROSENKRANZ, CHARLES 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Rosie 
Vocational. 
L'Alliance Francaise; Men's Club. 
RUBY, DENNIS 
Industrial. 
Rome, N. Y. 
SCANLON, HELEN M. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate . 
Current Events Club '29 . . 
SC HAEFER, WILLIAM O. 
Hancock, N. Y. 
Bill 
W· Gl'ammar. 
Psi Phi; Men's Glee Club '27-'29. 
SCHILLKE, GERTRUDE M. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Gerl 
Gnumnaf. 
' Baseball '27, '28; Basketball '27-'29; 
Swimming '28; Y.W.C.A. '28, '29: 
Central Council '29. 
SCHMIDLE, S. JOSEPHINE 
West Seneca, N. Y. 
Jo 
Grammar. 
Basketball '26, '27; Bal:lchall '27, 
Captain '27. 
SCHRAFT, RUTH Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
llasebaU '27; Y.'''.C.A. '27-'29; 
Basketball '27, '29; Sociology Club 
'29: Reoo,d Staff '29. 
SCHUE, ALICE D. 
Al 
Kin<.iergar ten-Primary. 
Akron, N. Y. 
Y.W.C.A. '28: Ridh'g Club '28. 
SCHULTZ, GEORGE E. 
Buflalo, N. Y. 
General Industrial. 
Kappa Kappa Kappa '27-'29. Vice- ili 
President '28, '29, Grand Treasurer 
'28, '29; Representative, Central . 
Council '27; Vice-President, Fresh~ J) \ 
man Class '27, '28; Men's Club '27-
'29; Men's Glee Club '28; Assistant 
Manager, Baseball '28; Manager of 
Baseball '29: Elms Stan' '29, Ad-
vertising and Circulation M auager. 
SCHULTZ, HOWARD K 
ClareIl(,'C, N. Y. 
H.E. 
Grammar. 
Psi Phi '27~'29, Secretary '28; 
Men's Glee Club. 
\ 
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SCHUSTER, GEORGE E. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
General Industrial. 
Psi Phi; Orchestra; Band '28; Men's 
Chili; Financial Manager, Basket-
hall '28, '29; E lms Staff '29. 
SCHWACH, CLARENCE E. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Central Council Representative '27-
'29; Men's Club '28; Chairman of 
Picture Committee '29; -E lms Staff 
'29. 
SCHWARTZOTT, CATHERINE J. 
Katie 
Kindergarten:~Prjmary. ' 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
SENFT, NORMA R. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Norm 
Intermediate. 
Basketball '26; Central Council '27; 
Y.W.C.A. '23, '29; Current Events 
Club '28, '29. 
SHAHROW, 'EARL F. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Paddy 
General Industrial. 
Kappa Kappa K.a~pa; Basketlm.ll 
'28, '29; Baseball 28, '29; ]\:fen's 
Club '28, '29. 
SHORT, DOROTHY M. 
Hamburg, N. Y. 
Shorty 
Kindergarten-Primary, 
Y.\V.C.A. '26, '27; Basketball '26-
'28; Girls' Glee Club '27. 
SHURGOT, STELLA Buffalo, N. Y. 
Stelle 
Grammar. 
Delta Sigma Epsilon; Honor Roll; 
January, June '27; Girls' Glee Club 
'27, '28; Treasurer, Sophomore Cluss 
'28; Hiding Club '28; Baseball '27-
'29; Basketball '27- '29, _ Captain 
'27-'29; Y,W,C,A. '27-'29, Program 
Chairman '28, Vice-President '29; 
Treasurer, Third Year Graduating 
Clas.<l, '29; SLudent Handbook Com-
mittee '29. 
SIDER, MARGAHET 
North Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Peg 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Junior Girls' 
Glee Club '27; Representative, Cen-
tral Council '27; Dramatic Club 
'27-.'29; , Chris~mas Play '27; '28; 
Sprmg P lay 27; Hing and Pin 
Committee '29: Elms SLaff '29. 
SIEMON, GLADYS M. 
Lancaster, N, Y. 
Glad 
Intermediate. 
Basket.ball '27; Y.W.C.A. '28, '29; 
Current EvenLs Club '29. 
SMITH, CATHERINE E. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kay 
Intermediate. 
Basketball '26; Baseball '26: Section 
Captain '27-'29. 
SMITH, RUTH ELIZABETH 
Lockport, N. Y. 
KinClergarten-Primary. 
Basketbllll '27; Baseball '27. 
SMITH, RUTH M. Lawtons, N. Y. 
Smitty 
Grammar. 
Debating Club. 
SNELL, WADE H. Batavia, N. Y. 
M[lU 
VocaLiono.l. 
Men's Club. 
STAHL, MARIE A. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate. 
Nu Lambda Sigma '27; Current 
Events Club '28. 
STEi\RNS. LORi\ C. 
Springville, N. Y. 
Larry 
Grammar. 
Y.W.C.A. '23, '29; Non-Resident 
Association '28, '29. 
STEINBACH, GRACE 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Y.W.C.A. '26; Nu Lambda Sigma 
'28, '29; Gift Committee '29; Honor 
Roll, January '29. 
STEKL, JOSEPHINE 
Jo 
Kindergarten.Primary, 
Fillmore, N. Y. 
Non-Resident Association '28; Art 
Kraft Klub '28. 
STEW ART, ANITA M. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Theta Sigma Upsilon '27-'29, Vice-
President '28, '29; Nu Ltunbul::l Sigma 
'27, '28; Debating Club '28, '29; 
Y.W.C.A. '29; Current Events Club 
'29. 
STROBECK, EMILY M. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Lee 
Intermediate. 
Y.W.C.A. 
STRONG, EDGAR H. 
Silver Creek, N. Y. 
ned 
General Industrial. 
Kappa Kappa Kappa '27-'29, Cor-
responding Secretary '27, President 
'28; Orchestra '27, '28; Band '27, '28, 
President '28; Meo's Cluh '27, '28; 
Chriat..rnas Play '27, '28; Spring 
Play '28; Section Captain '28. 
9' 
92. 
SULLIVAN, JOHN E, 
King Ferry, N. Y. 
Sully 
General Industriol. 
Psi Phi '28; Record Staff '28; Men's 
Club '28. 
THIELKING, HAROLD C, 
Amsterdam, N. Y. 
IIal 
Vocational. 
Men's Club: Men's Glee Club; 
Chairman, :F'inancc Committee '29. 
THOMPSON, RUTH E, 
Bulfalo, N, y, 
Ruthie 
Grammar. 
Girls' Clee Club '27-'29; Record 
Staff '28, '29, 
THOMPSON, MAE (Mrs,) 
Buffalo, N, Y. 
J ntermediate. 
TIFFANY, NELSON V, 
Buffalo, N, Y. 
Nel 
General IndustriaL 
Kappa Kapp,8 Kappa '26, '29, Treas-
urer '28, 29; Men's Glee Club 
'27-'29; Men's Club '27-'29. 
TOY, KATHERINE C, 
Duffalo, N, y, 
Kay 
Intermediate: 
TRIPP, CLIrrON V, B, 
Aneram, N. Y. 
Cliff 
Vocational. 
Psi Phi: Men's Club; Record Staff 
'28, '29: Baseball. 
TUIlRELL, ADA CLARA 
Akron, N. Y. 
Intermediate. 
Non-Resident Association '28: Y. 'V. 
C,A, '29, . 
TURPELL, GLADYS r. 
Buffalo, N, Y. 
Grammar. 
Baseball '26; BnskcLhall '26-'28; 
Swimming '26, '28: Y.W.e.A. '26-
'29; Debating Club '28, '29. 
TUSKEY, JOHN J. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Jack 
Vocational. 
Men's Club: Men's Glee Club: 
Basketball; Baseball, 
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UHL, EDWIN Buffalo, N. Y. 
Eppy 
General Industrial. 
Kappa Kappa Kappa; Basketball 
'28, '29; Orchestra '28, '29, Presi-
dent '28, '29; Band '27, '28; Men's 
Club, Treasurer '28, '29. 
UHRI, CHRISTIAN 
Industrial. 
Warron, Pa. 
VAN AKEN, WILLIAM A. 
East Bloomfield, N. Y. 
Van 
Vocational. 
VAN PELT, VIRGINIA A. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Gina 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Delta Sigma Epsilon '27-'29, Corre-
spond~ng Secretary '27, '28; Section 
Captam '26, '27; Junior Girls' Glee 
Club '26, '27; Y.W.C.A. '26, '27; 
Christmas Play '28; Senior Girls' 
Glee Club '27·'29. 
VAUGHAN, LOUISE JEANETTE 
Arcade, N. Y. 
Louie 
KindergarLen-Primary. 
Girls' Glee Club '28. 
VERBER, ALBERT A. Bronx, N.Y. 
Al 
Vocational. 
Men's Club; Basketball; Ring and 
Pin Committee '29. 
VETTER, MILDRED M. 
Alii 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Art Kraft Klub '25, '26; Section 
Captain '25, '26. 
VON HASSELN. MARTHA E. 
Buffalo. N. Y. 
Mart 
Grammar. 
Current Events Club, Corresponding 
Secretary '29: Nu Lambda Sigma, 
Treasurer '29. 
WAGNER, CARLETON E. 
Lancaster, N. Y. 
Grtrley 
General Industrial. 
Psi Phi; Men's Club '27-'29 Vice-
President '28, '29; Baseball' 'Men's 
Glee Club '28, '29, Secretary l28, '29. 
WAITE, GERALDINE J. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Jerry 
Intermediate. 
Y,W.C,A.; Representative, Central 
Council '27. 
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WALKER, MYRTLE Gasport, N. Y. 
Alert 
Intermediate. 
Dramatic Club '26, '27 ; Non-Resi-
dent Association '27. 
WEBSTER, MARION A. 
East Aurora, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Honor Roll '27; Y.W.C.A. '28; 
Nu Lambda Sigma '23, '29. 
WEGENER, EMMA A. Buffalo, N.Y. 
Intermediate. 
WELKER, FRANCES E. 
Attica, N. Y. 
Fran 
Intermediate. 
L'AlJiancc Francoise '28. 
WHEATON, DORIS A. 
Williamsville, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Junior Girls' Glee Club '26; Bas-
ketball '26; Swimming '26, '27; 
naseball '27; Y.W.C.A. '29. 
WHI'ITINGTON, EDWAl\D N. 
Dick 
General Industrial. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Psi ·Phi; BaskeLball '26~'29; Men's 
Club '26-'29; 1l.,cbaU '28, '29. 
WILKEl\,JEl\OME F. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Jerry 
General Industrial. 
Kappa Kappa K8~pa '27_'29, Ser-
geant-at-Arms '28, 29; Section Cap-
tain '27; Freshman Class President 
'28; Social Program Committee '27-
'29; Basketball '28, '29, Captain '29; 
Baseball '28. '29; Student Handbook 
Committee '28; Delegate, Student 
Federation Convention '28; Men's 
Club;' Men's Glee Club '28; Elms 
Staff, Business .Manager '29. 
WILLIAMS, HENRIETTA I. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Hen 
Grammar 
Swimming '27; Baseball '27, '28; 
Basketball '28, '29; Sociology Club 
'29; Y.W.C.A. '29. 
WILLIAMS, KATHRYN G. 
Youngstown, N. Y. 
Kay 
IntermediaLe. 
WILLIS, LARAINE EDNA 
Elba, N. Y. 
Laurie 
InLermediate. 
Junior Girls' Glee Club '27, '2a; 
Senior Girls' Glee Club '20, '29; 
Section Captain '28, '29; Non-Resi-
dent Association '28, '29. 
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WILSON, DORA Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Girls' Glee Club '28, '29. 
WILSON, DOROTHY L. 
Dot 
Kindergarten-Primary, 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Girls' Glee Club '26-'28, President 
'28. 
WYMAN, FLORENCE F. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Pat 
Grammar. 
Non-Resident Association '27, '28. 
WOJNOWSKI, SIGMUND YOUNG, MARION F. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Rochester, N. Y. 
Siy 
General Industrial. 
Psi Phi. Sergeant-nt-Arms; Men's 
Club; Men's Glee Club; Basketball 
'26, '27; Elms Staff '29j Cap and 
Gown Committee '29. 
WOOD, MA.RK Rocheste" N. Y. 
Woodie 
Vocational. 
:i\:lcn's Club '28. 
WORTENDYKE, WALTEH O. 
Walt 
General Industrial. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Band '28; Orchestra '28, '29. 
Mamie 
Kindergarten-Primary. 
Pi Kappa Sigma, Vice-President '28; 
Girls' Glee Club '27. 
ZIEMANN, WINONA E. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Basketball '26, '27; Y. W .C.A. '26. 
'28; Riding Club '28. 
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AUCHMOODY, LEIGH 
Niagara Falls. N. Y. 
Scolly 
General Industrial. 
KaFP'a Kappa Kappa '27-'29 ; Base-
b.l 28, '29; Men'. Club '29. 
DYE, ONETA E. Medina, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
Sociology Club '28; Non-Resident 
Associat.ion '28, '29. Vice-President 
'29; Current Events Club '29. 
FREEDMAN, CAMILLE 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar. 
FRUCELLA, ROSE ALICE 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Lilllc One 
Intermediate. 
Sociolo.8Y Club '28, Vice-President 
'29; Curl'enL Events Club '28; 
L'Alliance Froncaisc '28. 
HURLEY, EDNA 
Kindergarten. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
LANG, MARJORIE Buffalo, N. Y. 
Marj 
Intermediate. 
SMITH, MABEL A. 
Millgrove, N. Y. 
Intermediate. 
Non-Resident Association. 
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Farewell to Alma Mater 
Our days with you are over; 
It's time for us to part. 
Alone.without your guidance 
New epochs we must start. 
We leave you, Alma lV/aler 
With fondest memory 
Of work and play together 
At Our dear old S. T. C. 
We glory in your triumphs, 
Your victories and fame. 
We trea$ure love and friendships; 
We're proud of your dear name. 
We cherish all you've given, 
The guardian you have been 
Instilling great desires 10 
Aspire, seek, and win. 
So now, dear Alma Mater 
We bid you our farewell. 
In our hearls and minds forever 
Your kind, sweel lhoughts will dwell. 
We turn our foolsleps forward, 
We, the class of '29, 
To go forever onward 
In lhis noble work oflhine. 
Words Stella Shursot 
Music Verna Barcellona 
: 
To The Alma Mater 
at Midnight 
I walched you against the aulumn sky, 
The Dipper sank wearily toward lhe tower, 
And the elms bowed when like a sigh 
The clock struck out the lingering hour. 
The echoes fell on my head like rain 
Thai blots and blurs and conlorls the night. 
Then I slole away with a sudden pain 
That turned my face from each glaring light. 
Hazel M. Barber 
102. 103 
M.'Bauer 
C. Beck 
M.Frank 
E. HubeJer 
nKreinhc~r . 
ENGAGEMENTS 
OTHER CLASSES 
I 
I 
G. Cleary 
D. Burton 
1-1. Wil!cgaf 
F. Ambcllan A. Agle 
Junior Degree Class Officers 
President 
Representative 1.0 Social Program Commitke 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Faculty Adviser 
'. 
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Doris Burton 
Grace Cleary 
Harriet Winegar 
Fred Ambellan 
Amelia Agle 
Mr. Gorham 
Peterson Stanley Karpowicz Koenig Rautenstraut 
Benzinger DickinHon Hail Guida Gitin Vnrbois Hann Hasch OU.o 
Guarino Cross Barnes Ryan Lazer Schutrum Brown PORcey HarringLon Weatherston 
Noeller Chapman Cranden Gutekunst Erickson Smith McGarry Sll;llc Ludwig Fitzgt~raJd 
Chujnoshi Coffey Vail Lynch A'ledlicott CorLi · Parkhurst Rowe Churchill Ehrig 
Ewers Grampp Cleary Agle Ambellan Burton Winegar Metz Wesp Wright 
Junior Degree Class Committees 
Membership Program 
Dorothy Wesp. Chairman Harriet Winegar. Chairman 
Alene Brown Katherine Barnes 
Anna Coffey Louis Gitin 
Elizabeth Donnelly Alexander Corti 
Pauline Fitzgerald Gertrude Flynn 
Helen Lazer 
Mary Smith 
Assembly Program 
Eleanor Peachy. Chairman 
Emily Chojnecki 
Grace Guarino 
Justin Guida 
Mildred Lynch 
Evelina Medlicott 
Grace N oeller 
Geraldine Ryan 
Lillian Wright 
Finances Enkrtainment Publicity 
Martha Hodgson. Chairman Dorothy Ewers. Chairma.n Edna Grampp. Chairman 
Gertrude Churchill Mary Benzinger Marjorie Chapman 
Mildred Elliott Ruth Ehrig Dorothy Crandell 
Alice Erickson Grace Hann Helen Dickinson 
Elsie Gutekinst Marion Harrington Margaret Harrington 
Carmilla Karpowicz Arthur Metz Joan Rasch 
Mildred Slate Elizabeth Rowe 
Virginia Sheret 
Viola Vail 
Alice Weatherston 
Marion Webster 
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DEGREE 
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I 
I 
G. Slater E. Hausen 
R. Milloy J. Moulton B. Miller 
Sophomore Class Officers 
President 
Representative to Soeial Program Gammillee 
Viee-Presiden! 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Faculty Adviser 
'''9 
Jean Moulton 
Gladys Slater 
Ruth Milloy 
Elizabeth Hausen 
Bertram Miller 
Dr. Bethel 
Sophomore Council 
The Sophomore Class Officers 
Dr. Bethel, Faculty Adviser 
Section Captains 
Eleanor Hickey 
Fay Leidy 
Doris Dove 
Dorothy Ralph 
Eleanor Hird 
Eleanor Schiersing 
Winifred Allen 
. Represenlalives 
Virginia Frey 
Catherine Mitchell 
Janel Adolf 
Bcrnctta Stein 
Doris Haley 
Mary Rindone 
Ruth Buddenhagen 
IIO 
Alternales 
Ida Frantz 
Marian Rogers 
Marie Baumgardt 
Dorothy Stevenson 
Edith Johnson 
Emma Schmidt 
Esther Bliss 
WHAT CRITICS SAY 
"The wildest show since 'Simba. I " 
- Town Tidings. 
"The Basketball Season opens next week 
after which all assembly programs will be 
devoted to the singing of Christmas Carols 
owing to the omission of several names from 
the Honor Roll." 
-The Record. 
"Excellent-considering. II 
- Miss Goossen. 
WE THANK YOU 
PROGRAMME 
A. "Now and Then"-A Nightmare in 
Two Acts. 
Act I Then 
Nancy 
Bill 
Pa -
Ma-
Sis -
Eleanor Hickey 
William Heist 
John Arcara 
Winifred Allen 
Ruth R. Reiman 
and Guests 
Act II Now 
The Girl- -
The Boy -
Ma 
Lucy Corty 
- Ed. Whittington 
Winifred Allen 
- - John Arcara 
and Guests 
Pa 
Scene 1 At Home, lOP. M. 
Scene 2 At a Nightcluh 
Curlain will be lowered five minutes . for 
Rehearsal. 
III 
THE SOPHOMORE CLASS 
presents 
"SOFRIVOLITIES" 
First Showing at Populal' Prices 
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
Tuesday, Dec. 11, 1928 
By Arrangemenl wit.h. Dr. Rockwell 
PROGRAMME 
B. "The Fystic Miraculo"- Sees All, Knows 
More. 
Earl Sharrow 
George Hatch 
C. "Hurp unt Hiz Ghank" 
Hurp - - - "Red" Strong 
The Ghank - Themselves 
1. Hoahie G. Bee - - - Beulah Brett 
2. "IT" Self 
3. Nazzy Movova - -
- - Fay Leidy 
- - Naomi Goll 
4. Madame Fortissima DeLona McKee 
5. Finale 
Please check dripping umbrellas and snow-
bound galoshes in t.h.e Sophomore checkroom. 
II 
I· 
Sophomore Sallies 
The Class of 1930, our nohle Sophomores, has certainly been zipping along this 
year. To begin with, when the election returns were in, we found that Jean Moulton 
was our President, Ruth Milloy our Vice-President, Betty Hausen, Secretary, and 
Bertram Miller, Treasurer. Under the able leadership of these officers and the 
faculty advisor, Dr. Bethel, the class has planned and carried out some great things. 
Chief among them was our assemhly program- Sofrivalities. All the members of 
the cast, as well as Miss Dorothy Marley, who was in charge, worked very hard 
on the program, and, judging hy applause, the results were worth all the effort. 
This year our class inaugurated an event which we hope will become an annual 
one-our Sweater Dance. Inspired by the success of the first dance, we have already 
made plans for subsequent ones and we feel sure that our Sweater Dance will 
become a permanent college institution. 
Last year, as Freshmen, we walked away with the honors on Moving-up Day 
and we intend to repeat the performance as Sophomores. To aid and sponsor the 
worthy cause we elected Dorothy Ralph and Earl Sharrow as marshals. They 
will have charge of the running. oU' of the events, while the rest of the class runs off 
with the honors-ahem I 
Aside from such minor details as the Soph-Senior War and our treasurer's color 
combinations, our Sophomore year has heen a profitahle and enjoyable one. Here'. 
hoping all our college days pass as happily. 
Ill. 
President 
W. Schill 
D. Spelder 
E. Scharlock 
L. Swain M. Ralph 
Freshman Class Officers 
Representative to Social Program Commillee 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Faculty Adviser 
II, 
Margaret Ralph 
Eleanor Sharlock 
William Schill 
Doris SpeIdel' 
Howard Swain 
Mr. Perkins 
Freshman Cabinet 
The Freshman Class Officers 
Dr. Daniels, Faculty Adviser 
Section Captains 
Section I 
Section II 
Section III 
Section IV 
Section V 
Section VI 
Section VII 
Section VIII 
Home Economics 
General Industrial 
Henry Richards 
Thelma Corcoran 
Marjorie Eckhardt 
Marie Holme 
Margaret McEneny 
Janet Murphy 
Jane Ramsey 
Ella Weiss 
Martha McCabe 
Roland MacDaniels 
Delegates to Central 
Council 
Adaline Allen 
Marion Baumgarten 
Dorothy Garrett 
Ursula Horgan 
Frances Krenning 
Marie Murphy 
Beatrice Rosebrock 
Ruth Sloss 
Charlotte Dugra 
Howard Swain 
Between registration and mid-term, 
While the Freshmen are still fresh and meek, 
Comes a pause in the year's occupation 
That is known as Freshman Week. 
General Rules for Freshman Week 
Rules for Men: 
1. During ·Freshman Week, first year men must wear green ties. 
2. First year men must not talk to girls. 
3. Smoking on the campus is prohibited during this time. 
4. They must obey upper-classmen. 
Rules for Girls: 
1. Freshman girls must use the back door on Normal Street only. 
2. Every girl must enter the school building each morning singing a school song. 
3. Girls must speak to the instructors in the halls with a cheery good morning. 
4. Girls must wear the official Frosh buttons. 
Special Rules for Girls: 
Monday: From nine to noon, girls shall speak to everyone in the halls; from 
noon until four o'clock they shall cease to speak to anyone except their in-
structors. 
Tuesday: They cannot wear short dresses or use cosmetics. 
Wednesday: Girls must carry dolls at least nine inches tall. Sophomores may 
borrow dolls if they so desire. 
Special Events: 
1. There is to be a cross country run in which all first year men must participate, 
date to be announced later. 
2. A Freshman convocation will be held during this week in the Auditorium 
for the purpose of entertaining the upper-classmen extemporaneously. The 
day will be announced later. 
• 
A Freshman Writes Home 
B.S.T.e. 
November 7, 1928. 
Dear Folks: 
Say, tbis is some placel I wish that all you folks could see it. On the tower they 
have a clock almost as big as the one on the courthouse at the county seat at home. 
Believe me, Buffalo is bigg'er than Mud Banks is. 
They got part of a farm around the buildings here, and they even got a home 
Ecroom. I guess good food don't give them enough trouble. 
The fuuniest thing they got up here is a game they call basketball. I played it 
the other day, and 1 liked it. It is real simple. I'll tell you how we did it. We went 
on different sides and a girl threw up the ball between two people and they jumped 
up after it and hit it right toward me. 1 grabbed it and ran toward the end of the 
gym and everyone began laughing and calling for me to stop but I didn't pay any 
attention to them. When I got to the end of the gym J threw the ball at a funny 
iron thing with lace hanging on it, but somebody must have moved it becanse I 
never even came near the board it's fastened to. The other players showed me I'was 
wrong, so 1 began to play rough with them. (I showed them the old Mud Banks 
spirit). I pushed and hit a few smart girls and was suddenly put off the floor by 
the boss of the team. She must have thought J was the ball, because she tried to 
throw me around. 
Gee, I'm popular up here. Upper classmen send me all over the building to get 
things for them, and I have been asked to join some sororities, too. (You know, 
folks, sister clubs.) 
Give my regards to everybody, and tell the preacher and news men to tell 
everyone yon heard from me. 
Your daughter, 
Theresa Green. 
rz6 
• 
• 
SigmaSigmaSigma_was lhe.firsl national 
sorority to be established at Bu)/'alo No,... 
mal School. This group oj thelr members 
was taken in nineteen hundred fiftee~n~. ~~~~~~~jjr 
FRATERNITIES 
The Fleet 
Winged argosies of Greek ensign, 
Sails filled /yy work and play 
Will cut through rippling waves of lime, 
To speed upon their way. 
Their cargo is the precious gold 
Of brolherhood and lot"'; 
It glows from stem to bow, in hold; 
White guard is kept above. 
The ballast 'faith' gives poise 10 each, 
As 011 these vessels ride. 
The goals slrelch far which they would reach, 
Yellear will not abide. 
Heave-Ho, haul in the anchor rop.s-
The driving winds are sweel; 
A nd it is good to be aboard 
A vessel of our fleet! 
V. Van Pelt 
III 
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V. 'Veils J. Moulton J. Rasch G.Olief S. Otto T. Swachamer 
I. Carmody M. Poole M. Miller Ii', Krzyzykowski M. GranL A. Coffey 
D. Ewers M. Peterson D. Burton E. Hubclcr L. Hamilton M. Nye K. Casten 
Panhellenic Association 
Chairman . 
Corresponding Secretary 
Recording Secretary 
Treasurer 
Faculty Adviser 
OFFICERS 
uS 
Edith Hubeler 
Katherine Casten 
Doris Burton 
Lorraine Hamil ton 
. Mrs. Nye 
'. 
Panhellenic Association 
Grace Olief 
Marion Miller 
Margaret Grant 
Flora Krzyzykowski 
Marion Peterson 
Valma Wells 
Sally Otto 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Doris Burton 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Edna Clark 
Della Sigma Epsilon 
Edith Hubeler 
Pi Delta Theta 
Lorraine Hamil ton 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
Anna Coffey 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Katherine Casten 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Margaret Poole 
Dorothy Ewers 
Irma Carmody 
Jean Moulton 
Cerene Keller 
Joan Rasch 
Thelma Schwachamer 
Elizabeth Hausen 
Panhellenic Association is made up of three representatives from each of the seven 
sororities. It acts as a forum for the discussion of questions of national and local 
sorority interests; fixes the date of bid day, passes and enforces rush rules, encourages 
inter-sorority spirit and cooperation, and fosters active interest of all chapters 
in college activities. 
E. Grampp II. Rich V. Corcoran P. Setter I-I. Lazer T. Corcoran 
H. Lies A. Weatherston R. Brems H. Molyneux R. Dahlman M. Main R. Puis 
E. Rowe W. Allen D. Marley M. Martiny F. Leidy G. Martiny E. Schiersing 
D. Freund D. Glun:;; D. Ewers G. Olief E. Small C. Mitchell G. Dusing 
President 
V ice-President 
Corresponding Eecrelary 
Treasurer 
Chaplain 
Registrar 
Recording Secretary 
Editor 
Facully Adviser 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
OFFICERS 
]20 
Grace Oliee 
Doris Burton 
Doris Glunz 
Catherine Mitchell 
. Dorothy Freund 
Eleanor Schiersing 
Geneva Dusing 
Dorothy Marley 
Miss Small 
Pi Pi Chapter established, June 1926 
Ramona Dahlman 
Geneva Dusing 
Dorolhy Freund 
Doris Glunz 
Winifred Allen 
Doris Burton 
Dorothy Ewers 
Edna Grampp 
Ruth Lies 
Dorothy Marley 
Ruth Brems 
Thelma Corcoran 
Verna Corcoran 
CLASS OF 1929 
CLASS OF 19:30 
Alice W ea therston 
CLASS OF 1931 
Eleanor Schiersing 
PLEDGES 
FACULTY MEMBER 
Miss Olief 
HI 
Mary Martiny 
Ruth Molyneux 
Grace Olief 
Helen Rich 
Eleanor Hickey 
Helen Lazer 
Fay Leidy 
Pauline Setter 
Catherine Mitchell 
Ruth PuIs 
]\If argaret Main 
Grace Martiny 
Elizabeth Rowe 
, 
I 
E. Hi,d D. Constable R. Rech K. Few D. Haley 
A. Isaacson E. Prozcller M. Hodgson V. Ncssclbeck M. Benzinger M. Clegg M. HarringLon 
P. Cruickshank I. Carmody H. Bruce L. Zdafsky A. Keen M. Ellis E. Otto 
N. Hallahan L. Chapman E. Perkins M. Miller K. Kranichfcld E. Clark E. Hurd 
President 
Vice-President 
Treasurer 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Historian 
Custodian 
Faculty Advisers 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
OFFICERS 
122. 
Marian Miller 
Edna Clark 
Erva Perkins 
Nora Hallahan 
Kathryn Kranichfeld 
Elsa Prozeller 
Eleanor Hird 
Miss Chapman, Miss Hurd 
Sigma Chapter established, May 1925 
Edna Clark 
Martha Hodgson 
Ruth Holden 
CLASS OF 1929 
Arlein Keen 
Kathryn Kranichfeld 
Mary Benzinger 
Helen Bruce 
Mary Clegg 
Doris Constable 
Pearl Crnickshank 
Mary Ellis 
Katherine Few 
Doris Haley 
CLASS OF 1930 
Eleanor Hird 
CLASS OF 1931 
Elsa Prozeller 
PLEDGES 
Marian Miller 
Mary Mulroy 
Edith Otto 
Erva Perkins 
Angeline Rice 
Nora Hallahan 
Irma Carmody 
Margaret Harrington 
Agnes Isaacson 
Lucille Mitchell 
Virginia N esselbeck 
Ruth Rech 
Lillian Zdarsky 
M. Chapman V. Barcellona M. Mansfield V. Toorner D. Stevenson 15. Huber C. Dugra 
J. Moulton M. Mallock C. Doelman M. Holme M. Eckhardt M. McCabe M. Harrington 
S. Shurgot M. Bullock J. Murphy V. VanPelt P. Striker E. Pcaccy R. Buddenhagen 
A. Gemmill R. Topping R. Donaldson R. Houston M. Ashby M. Grant E. Hubeler 
Presidenl 
V ice-Pres idenl 
Recording Secrelary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Treasurer 
Chaplain 
Sargenl , 
Hislorian 
Faculty Adviser 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
OFFICERS 
Margaret Grant 
Edith Hubeler 
Margaret Ashby 
Eleanor Peacy 
Marie Bullock 
Ruth Topping 
Ruth Buddenhagen 
Pauline Striker 
Miss Donaldson 
Arefhusa Upsilon Chapler eslablished, March 1926 
Margaret Ashby 
Verna Barccllona 
Lillian Ballt." 
Marie Bullock 
Margaret Grant 
Ethel Engle 
Marion Hafl'ington 
Ruth Buddenhagen 
Myrtle Mansfield 
Marjorie Chapman 
Candace Doleman 
Charlotte Dugra 
Marjorie Eckhardt 
CLASS OF 1929 
CLASS OF 1930 
Virginia Toerner 
CLASS OF 1931 
PLEDGES 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
Mrs, Gemmill 
Miss Sipp 
11.5 
Edith Hubeler 
Maureen Malloch 
Stella Shurgot 
Ruth Topping 
Virginia Van Pelt 
Eleanor Peacy 
Dorothy Stephenson 
Jean Moulton 
Pauline Striker 
Marie Holme 
Ethel Huber 
Martha McCabe 
Janet Murphy 
Miss Houston 
\ 
M. Mitchell L. Siemon B. Newman K. Sargent I-I. Meinecke H. Trago K. Ward 
H. Snyder D. Wetmore C. Hunt E. Smith G. Slater L. Kiefer L. Page 
T. Swachamer M. Cain I . Houck V. Wells A.Stewart M. Leininger K. Casten 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Editor 
Faculty Adviser 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
OFFICERS 
126 
. Valma Wells 
Anita Stewart 
Marjorie Leininger 
Margaret Cain 
Kathryn Casten 
Miss Houck 
Theta Chapter esrailished, January 1927 
Margaret Cain 
Kathryn Casten 
Cora Hunt 
Mildred Kamery 
Helen Mienecke 
Louise Siemon 
Louise Kiefer 
Mary Mitchell 
Bernice Neuman 
Lila Page 
CLASS OF 1929 
CLASS OF 1930 
Harriet Trago 
PLEDGES 
Marjorie Leininger 
Eleanor J. Smi th 
Anita Stewart 
Valma Wells 
Gladys Slater 
Thelma Swachamer 
Katherine Sargent 
Hazel Snyder 
Katherine Ward 
Dorothy Wetmore 
M. Karsten J. Rautenstraut L.Orring B. Steffan M. Ryan K. Porcher 
L. DuItant R. Meegan D. O'Donnell L. Nowicki L. Hamilton C. Keller 
A. Miller M. Nye E. Cover F. Krzyzykowski D. Ball M. Jcrge D. Schmidt 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Faculty Adviser 
Pi Delta Theta 
OFFICERS 
128 
Flora Krzyzykowski 
Dorothy Batt 
May Alice Jerge 
Dorothy Schmidt 
Miss Gover 
i 
Zeta Chapler eslablished, June 1928 
Dorothy Batt 
Lorraine Hamilton 
Marie Hemerlein 
May Alice Jerge 
Dorothy Crandell 
Lida DuRant 
Margaret Kerstan 
Ruth Meegan 
Dorothy O'Donnell 
CLASS OF 1929 
Dorothy Schmidt 
PLEDGES 
Cerene Keller 
Flora Krzyzykowski 
Alberta Miller 
Leona Nowicki 
Lillian Oring 
Katherine Porcher 
Josephine Rautenstratlck 
Margtleri te Ryan 
Beatrice Steffan 
M. nindone M. Baumgarten G. Hann M. Woods A. Coffey 
L. Smith M. Murphy R. Milloy D. Herms H. Westcott B. Reynolds 
M. Young M. McMahon M. Peterson F. Scoulsr E. Bliss J. Rasch 
President 
Vice-President 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Treasurer 
Press Agent 
Keeper of Archives 
Sergeant-at-Arms 
Faculty Advisers 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
OFFICERS 
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Marion Peterson 
Marion Young 
Joan Rasch 
Elizabeth Wheeler 
Ruth Milloy 
Esther Blis~ 
Ruth Latsch 
Anna Coffey 
Miss McMahon, Miss Seoular 
Rho Chapter established, June 1925 
CLASS OF 1929 
Marion Peterson Elizabeth Wheeler 
Marion Young 
CLASS OF 1930 
Anna Coffey Ruth Milloy 
Ruth Latsch Joan Rasch 
CLASS OF 1931 
Esther Bliss 
PLEDGES 
Marion Baumgarten Bertha Reynolds 
Grace Hann Mary Rindene 
Dorothy Herms Lucille Smith 
Marie Murphy Helen Westcott 
Margaret Woods 
13 1 
T. Adams B. Wende G. ·Corcoran M. Martin E. Scharlock 0, Wilson L. NiLteraucr 
R. Ehrig K, Sweeney V. Bruce G. Noeller D, Garrett E. MedlicoLl M. Sider G. Lesher 
E. Weiss H. Winegar 1\'1. Poole H. Englebreck S. Otto D, Wesp M, Gro.ves 
President 
Vice-President 
Treasurer 
Corresponding Secretary 
Recording Secretary 
Keeper of Grades 
Faculty Members 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
OFFICERS 
Sally OUo 
Ellamae Loomis 
. Ruth Frei 
Margaret Poole 
Dorothy Wesp 
Martha Graves 
Miss Englebreck, Miss Bacon 
Zeta Chapter established, 1911 
R uth Christen 
Ruth Frei 
Martha Graves 
Jennie Katz 
Helen Eagen 
Ruth Ehrig 
Marie Martin 
Evelina Medlicott 
Theta Adams 
Virginia Bruce 
Geraldine Corcoran 
Dorothy Garrett 
Helen Gorman 
Grace Lesher 
CLASS OF 1929 
CLASS OF 1930 
CLASS OF 1931 
Betty Hausen 
PLEDGES 
Ellamae Loomis 
Luella Nitterauer 
Margaret Poole 
Margaret Sider 
Grace N oeller 
Sally Otto 
Dorothy Wesp 
Harriet Winegar 
Eleanor Sharlock 
Anita Senecal 
Kathryn Sweeney 
Ella Weiss 
Bernadine Wende 
Olive Wilson 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
N. LeCocq M. Hemerlein 
L. Mitchell A. nice A. Agio 
D. FitzGerald M. Caudell E. Hubeler 
G. Olief E. Bliss S. OLto E. Peacey 
M. Bauer A. 'Veatherston E. Gutekunst 
M. Martiny M. Sipp M. Cain M. Harrington 
Phi Upsilon Omicron 
President 
V ice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Honorary Home Economics Sorority 
OFFICERS 
'34 
Mary Martiny 
Edith Hubeler 
Elizabeth Mullet 
Dorothy FitzGerald 
Phi Upsilon Omicron 
Margaret Bauer 
Margaret Cain 
Dorothy FitzGerald 
Ruth Frei 
Marie Hemel'lein 
Amelia Agle 
Elsie Gutekunst 
Marian Harrington 
CLASS OF 1929 
CLASS OF 1930 
CLASS OF 1931 
Esther Bliss 
\ 
Edith Hubeler 
Grace Olief 
Mary Martiny 
Lucille Mitchell 
Angeline Rice 
Sally Otto 
Eleanor Peacey 
Alice Weathers ton 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Miss Caudell Miss Sipp Miss Keever 
\35 
, , 
H. Bruce W. Schill B. Bashford D. Callan M. Fontana C. SLonebel'g L. Owen H. Salmon 
G. Hornung R. MacDaniels C. Kurz L. Auchmoody C. Burg I. Perkins R. Ferrand L. Swain 
R. Romer E. Sharrow L. Burke F. Banyas W. Schneider R.Giddings H. Sczymanowicz E. Uhl 
C. Beck .T. Wilker A. JeITe G. Schultz E.Strong E. Morrice A. Metz N . Tiffany F. Ambel1an 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Presidenl 
V ice- Pres idenl 
Recording Secrelary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Treasurer 
Sergeanl-al-Arms 
OFFICERS 
1)6 
Edgar Strong 
George Schultz 
Arthur Metz 
Allen Jeffe 
Nelson Tiffany 
Jerome Wilker 
Alpha Chapfer eslablished, 1921 
Frederick Ambellan 
Leigh Auchmoody 
Paul Anderson 
Carleton Beck 
Walter Baumgart 
Frank Banyas 
Ralph Giddings 
Allen Jeffe 
Clifford Berg 
Lester Burke 
Byaly Bashford 
Louis Callan 
Charles Farrell 
Mario Fontana 
George Hornung 
CLASS OF 1929 
Jerome Wilker 
CLASS OF 1930 
CLASS OF 1931 
I.e Grand Owen 
Richard Romer 
George Schultz 
Wesley Schneider 
Earl Sharrow 
Edgar Strong 
Nelson Tiffany 
Edwin Uhl 
Carleton Kurz 
Roland MacDaniels 
Arthur Metz 
Harry Salmon 
Carl Stoneberg 
Howard Swain 
Henry Szymanowicz 
Richard Ferrand William Schill 
Mr. Bruce 
Mr. Clement 
FACULTY ADVISERS 
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Mr. Edward Morrice 
Mr. Perkins 
t· 
E . Whittington F. Prange G. Bennett R.Orcndorf B. Miller J. McCready E. Parent 
W. Carter 
G. Eddy W. Caster lin G. Foster W. Snell W. Martan W. Schaffer E. Johnson I-I. Miller 
S. Brown C. Allgeier C. Tripp N. Bate!; L. Wagner J. Brown W. Crotke W. Shepard 
R. Geddes C. Johnson G. Hatcll G. Quackenbush J. Phillippi F. Filmer C. Wagner 
H. GrcnncH C. Martin 
R. DeMond S. Wojnowski G. Schuster C. Baumler A. Kemnitzer II. Schultz J. Murl'ay 
N. JanowskY' G. Huckins 
President 
Vice-President 
Corresponding Secretary 
Treasurer 
Financial Secretary 
Chaplain 
Sergeant-at-Arms 
Psi Phi 
OFFICERS 
Allen Kemnitzer 
Charles Baumler 
Howard Schultz 
George Schuster 
J. Howard Murray 
Norman Janowsky 
Sigmund Wojnowski 
Beta Chapter established, 1923 
Charles Allgeier 
Stewart Brown 
Warren 1. Casterlin 
Floyd Filmer 
R. Guy Foster 
Ralph Geddes 
Russell Grauer 
Warren Grotke 
George Hatch 
Norman Janowsky 
C. H. Johnson 
Edward Johnson 
CLASS OF 1929 
Sigmuncl Wojnowski 
Charles Baumler 
Newton Bates 
S. Gordon Bennett 
Jewett Brown 
Walton Carter 
Robert Grennell 
Gordon Eddy 
CLASS OF 1930 
CLASS OF 1931 
Lavern Wagner 
Allen Kemni tzer 
Wilfred Martan 
J. Howard Murray 
Edward Paren t 
Franklyn Prange 
Dennis Ruby 
William Schaefer 
Howard Schultz 
George Schuster 
Wade Snell 
Clifton Tripp 
Carlton WagIler 
Clarence Martin 
Bertram Miller 
Roy Orendorf 
Weldon Shepard 
John McCready 
Edward Whittington 
Harold Miller 
FACULTY MEMBEnS 
Mr. DeMond 
Mr. Huckins 
'39 
Mr. Phillippi 
Mr. Quackenbush 
"With such a comrade, such a friend, 
I fain would walk til/journey's end-" 
Henry van:Dyke 
ACTIVITIES 
... 
The students' extra-curricular activities afford rich opportunities for fellowship; 
and for the cultivation of lasting friendships. These activities include the self-
government projects which are in process of development; and they also include a 
wide variety of offerings which constitute attractive invitations to undertake certain 
lines of effort, for the enjoyment of the activities and the pure satisfactions to be 
gained from them. Each successive student generation profits by the experiences 
of those which have preceded it, but enjoys a fme freedom in expressing its own 
interests and working in those directions most interesting and attractive to it. 
II 
I 
K. Laney J. Wilker S. Otto E. Scharlock 
G. Slater C. Beck H. Topping M. Ralph M. Fried 
A. Gramm J. Moulton C. Reed G. Neumann V. Barccllona 
• 
Social Program Committee 
Chairman . 
Vice Chairman. 
Secretary 
Assistant Secretary 
TreasureI' 
OFFICERS 
Dr. Neumann 
Verna Barcellona 
Jean Moullon 
Eleanor Sharlock 
Carleton Beck 
• 
Thc Social Program Committee, recognizing the cultural and developmental value 
of extra curricular activities and believing that successful participation in such 
pursuits is a professional asset to the teacher, has done much towards building and 
administering a program of such activities for the enrichment of the students' 
extra-curricular life. 
The Committee aims to cultivate an appreciation of these activities on the part 
of the students, and encourages participation in them. It acts in the capacity of 
counselor to many organizations experiencing difficulties and to groups of students 
who desire to organize for SOme new activity. This committee also serves the entire 
college by electing representatives to intercollegiate associations, and by aiding 
in the selection of students to receive scholarships. It is also responsible for the 
selection of the committee which edits the Student Handhook, and for the seleclion 
of the editor-in-chief of The Elms. 
The Social Program Committee operates by means of suh-committees. These 
sub-committees are: (1) a personnel sub-committee acting in an advisory capacity 
when organizations have referred to them in such matters as awarding scholarships: 
(2) a sub-committee in charge of the point system which regulates the extra cur-
ricular activities; (3) an extension sub-committee to which new organizations come 
for advice and admittance, and also anyone in need of help ; (4) a sub-committee 
which has charge of class elections; (5) an appointed committee to edi t the Student 
Handbook; (6) a finance supervision, which has oversight of the finances of all 
college organizations among the students; and (7) an athletic control sub-committee 
which has general supervision of the athletic activities of the college. 
, ~ 
I 
I 
I 
Stein Seoular Grotke Rosebrock Laney Nyc Dugr~ Schwach 
Messner Lempke Malone Johnson Morrise Crean Adams Holmes Hird Daly 
MacDaniels O'Byrne Harrington Schmidt Willis Murphy Leidy Owens Smith Cormack 
. Crane Keller Bunce I-runt Swain Krenning Allen Horgan Huggett Garrett 
Buddenhagen Agle Walker Mitchell Reed Phillippi Sloss Filmer Baumgarlen Rindone 
President 
Vice-President 
Secrelary 
Central Council 
Mr. Bradley 
Dr. Daniels 
Dr. Messner 
Mr. Morrice 
OFFICERS 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
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Mrs. Nye 
Mr. Phillippi 
Miss Reed 
Miss Scoular 
Mr. Phillippi 
Allen Jeffe 
Janet Adolf 
t 
1 
t 
I 
Seclion Caplain 
Rnth Molyneux 
Gertrude Schumacher 
Grace Harry 
Marie Munn 
Lorraine Willis 
Catherine Smith 
Elizabeth Arends 
Bessie Goldstein 
Grace Hann 
Fay Leidy 
Eleanor Hickey 
Doris Dove 
Dorothy Ralph 
Eleanor Hird 
Eleanor Schiersing 
Winifred Allen 
Warren Grotke 
Henry Richards 
Thelma Corcoran 
Marjorie Eckhardt 
Marie Holme 
Margaret McEneny 
Janet Murphy 
Jane Ramsey 
Ella Weiss 
Roland MacDaniels 
Martha McCabe 
Cyrus Johnson 
Central Council 
MEMBERS 
Represenlalive 
Fourth Year 
Cora Hunt 
Eleanor Walker 
Third Year 
Geneva Dusing 
Kathryn Laney 
Winifred Huggett 
Bernice Lempke 
Allen Jeffe 
Clarence Schwach 
Amelia Agle 
Second Year 
Catherine Mitchell 
Virginia Frey 
Janet Adolf 
Burnetta Stein 
Doris Haley 
Mary Rindone 
Ruth Buddenhagen 
William Jackson 
Firsl Year 
A daline Allen 
Marion Baumgarten 
Dorothy Garrett 
Ursula Horgan 
Frances Krenning 
Marie Murphy 
Beatrice Rosebrock 
Ruth Sloss 
Howard Swain 
Charlotte Dugra 
Floyd Filmer 
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Aliernale 
Eleanor Smith 
May Jerge 
Cerene Keller 
Clara Petrella 
Agnes Crean 
Helen O'Byrne 
Lillian Bautz 
Gertrude Schillke 
Marian Harrington 
Marian Rogers 
Ida Frantz 
Marie Bongardt 
Dorothy Stevenson 
Edith Johnson 
Emma Schmidt 
Esther Bliss 
Russell Grauer 
Theda Adams 
Margaret Bunce 
Grace Crane 
Marjorie Hogue 
Margaret Malone 
Catherine Owens 
Eleanor Sharlock 
Claire Rutland 
Carl Stoneberg 
Margaret Daly 
Edward Parent 
t 
Presidenl 
Secretary-Treasurer 
First Librarian , 
Second Librarian 
Faculty Adviser 
Orchestra 
Edwin Udl 
Lillian Zdarsky 
Bertram Miller 
Anthony Sroka 
Miss Hurd 
Firsl Violin 
Sara Butler 
Mildred Callahan 
Kathryn Casten 
Helen Hunt 
Beatrice Krovetz 
Bertram Miller 
Leona Schwegler 
Viola Steele 
Edna Wiley 
Lillian Zdarsky 
Second Violin 
Florence Coe 
, Richard Ferrand' 
Esther Kahler , 
Carlton Kurz 
Dorothy Letts 
Laura Longaker 
Henry Richards 
Helen Steinback 
Amelia Suppes 
Dolores Witt 
CeZZo 
R uth Dunkelburger 
Anthony Sroka 
Orchestra 
'47 
Saxophone 
Lester Hannan 
Clarinets 
Martin Fried 
Francis White 
Norris Turnbull 
Trombone 
Walter Wortendy ke 
Robert Grennell 
Trumpets 
William Heist 
Edgar Strong 
George Schuster 
Edwin Uhl 
Drums 
John McCready 
Piarw 
Leah Jaynes 
I 
M. Ralph M. nindone R. Brems M. Chapman 
H. Meinecke S. " 'ebel' G.Olief M. Ashby . E. Koenig M. Elliott D.-Wilson M. Murphy 
J. McLaren 
G. Stringer F', Cross J. Ackermltll M. Chappell M. Dehlinger D. Letts C. Scanlon 
.1\. Dahlman L. Willis M. Malloch 
n. Thompson M. Horton II, McGeorge G. Lanning M. Peterson E. Dalton R.Beach 
R. Lal8ch D. Fontaine E. Smith E. Parkhurst 
C. Pettillan E. Clark G. Hause D. McKee L. Durant V. Grader Zubkoff K. Kranickfeld 
R. Goodman E. Schier sing 
D. Grotke V. VanPelt V. Frank E . Hickey R. Speir D. Wilson R.Olief G. Harry 
P. Minot G. Gwodz 
President 
Vice-Presiden{ 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Director 
Senior Girl's Glee Club 
OFFICERS 
Dorothy Wilson 
Eleanor Hickey , 
Edna Jaynes 
Violet Frank 
Miss Speir 
Senior Girls' Glee Club 
Rachel Beach 
Marjorie Chapell 
Edna Clark 
Ramona Dahlman 
Eunice Dalton 
Marcella Dehlinger 
Bessie Eckstein 
Margaret Ashby 
Emma Boelson 
Lena Blossom 
Marj orie Chapman 
Frances Cross 
Marion Donahue 
Doris Dove 
Josephine Ackerman 
Mildred Alsworth 
Catherine Frawley 
Virginia Frey 
Mary Horton 
Ruth Brems 
Virginia Condon 
Lida Du Rant 
MEMBERS 
First Soprano 
Violet Frank 
Rose Goodman 
Grace Harry 
Eleanor Hickey 
Grace House 
Kathryn Jack 
Louise Kuttler 
Ruth Latsch 
Second Soprano 
Mildred Elliot 
Vera Grader 
Dorothea Grotke 
Gertrude Gwodz 
Leah Jaynes 
Edwine Koenig 
Gertrude Lanning 
Edith Levin 
First Alto 
Helen Hunt 
Edna Jaynes 
Kathryn Kranichfeld 
Lois Maus 
Marion Peterson 
Margaret Ralph 
Second Alto 
Margaret Harrington 
Amy Horder 
De Lona McKee 
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Dorothy Letts 
Maureen Malloch 
Lucile Smith 
Gladys Stringer 
Ruth Thompson 
Lorraine Willis 
Dorothy Wilson 
Helen McGeorge 
Jean McLaren 
Pauline Minot 
Ethel Parkhurst 
Gladys Petillon 
Christine Scanlon 
Virginia Van Pelt 
Mary Rindone 
Eleanor Schiersing 
Eleanor Smith 
Sylvia Weber 
Dora Wilson 
Helen Meinike 
Grace Olief 
Ethel Zuhcoff 
I 
Junior Girls' Glee Club 
President . 
Vice-President 
Secretary . 
Treasurer . 
Faculty Adviser 
Theda Adams 
Dorothy Allgrin 
Doris Becker 
Anna Bloom 
Mary Brady 
Ruth Carman 
Thelma Corcoran 
Grace Crane 
Leona Davis 
Candace Doelman 
Flora Donahue 
Ruth Dunkelberger 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
Loraine Frank 
Elsie Garnish 
Margaret Guener 
Esther Hartung 
Eleanor Hird 
Hazel Hora 
Ethel Huber 
Agnes Isaacson 
Margaret Ivancic 
Margaret Jones 
Bernice Kaiser 
Margaret Kersperske 
Pauline Kreuger 
J50 
Margaret Guener 
. Janet Murphy 
Ruth Carman 
Candace Doelman 
. Miss McMahon 
Josephine Maggio 
Janet McGamwell 
Florence Malmberg 
Martha McCabe 
Janet Murphy 
N akoma Rosenblum 
Romayne Sballer 
Frances Shelter 
Claribel Slater 
Ella Weiss 
o Ii ve Wilson 
Norma Wilson 
Men's Glee Club 
President 
V ice-President 
Secrefnry 
Charles Allgeier 
Paul Byron 
Claude Fosler 
Floyd Filmer 
Louis Gitin 
Ralph Geddes 
Warren Grotke 
Irving Hyman 
NOIman Janowsky 
Allen Jeffe 
Edwin Johnson 
Wilfred Martan 
Anthony Matiacio 
Frank Metzger 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
Roy Orendorf 
Charles Baumler 
Harold Miller 
Roland MacDaniels 
Lloyd Mcintyre 
John 0 'Neill 
Henry Richards 
William Schaefer 
Anthony Sroka 
Howard Swain 
Howard Schultz 
Harold Thielking 
Nelson Tiffany 
Carlelon Wagner 
Jerome Wilker 
Sigmund Wojnowski 
Arthur York 
1 
Veryl Abbott 
Presiderd 
Vice-President 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
Linda DeMarchi 
Rose Gornbein 
Mercedes J ncobs 
Edwine Koenig 
Bernice Lichtman 
,,,jlfred M artan 
Fred Ambellan 
Ruth Ehrig 
Mildred Elliott 
Alice Erickson 
Dorothy Ewers 
Edna Benson 
l\-lacy Bensinger 
Lillian Brant 
Doris Brown 
Lucy Corti 
J ahn Eigcnbrod 
Ethel Engle 
Elizabeth Fontaine 
Elizabeth Hau8en 
Eleanor Hickey 
Eleanor Bird 
Dorothy Lavely 
Eleanor Aaner 
Marion Baumgarten 
Melnick Bison 
Florence Brainam 
Thelma Corcoran 
Leona Davis 
Flora Donahue 
Margaret Guener 
Esther Harlung 
Dramatic Club 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
CLASS OF 1929 
Anthony Matiacio 
Robert May 
Christine Miller 
Frances IHoulton 
Grace Olief 
Edwin Johnson 
Etlw in Johnson 
Wilfred Martan 
. Linda DeMarchi 
~icholas Milano 
Gertrude Paltzik 
Clara PetersoIl 
Ruth Rasey 
Helen Rich 
William Rose 
Rulh Toppi~g 
Louise Vaughan 
CLASS OF 1930-Jllllior Degree 
Grace Hann Sally Otto 
Mildred Lyneh Ethel Parkhurst 
' Arthur McLz Eleanor Peacy 
:;Vlar), McGarry l\'Iildred Slate 
Evelina :Medlicott Dorothy \Vesp 
CLASS OF 1930 
Fay Leidy Elsie H~elz 
Dorothy Ludwig Mary. Rindone 
Laui8e Mannana Gladys Ruhland 
Dorothy JMorley Margaret Ryan 
Nicholas Milano Eleanor Schiersing 
Alberta Miller Glad·ys Smith 
Bertram Miller Burn~tta Stein 
Hose Naiditz Thelma Swahamer 
Li la Page Ralph Theobold 
RuLh Rech Kelsey \"lebster 
Henzo Renzoni Ruth Wilson 
Evelyn Rich Julia Woods 
CLASS OF 1932 
Hazel Hora Henry Richards 
George Hornung EI~nor Sharlock 
Carlton Kurz Janet Smith 
Carolyn Langdon Ada Snyder 
Laura Longaker Doris Spelder 
Ruth Lytle Bernice Straissman 
Agnes .MeN all Sylvia WeinsLein 
Dorolhy Meyer Ella Weiss 
n·largareL Woods 
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The Shepherd's Pipe 
A Christmas Miracle 
by 
Adelaide Nichols 
Presented December 16 and 17, 1928 
Pierre, the shepherd boy 
Francois I 
Lucette 
Jeanne 
Marie 
Paul 
Children of the village 
The Mother of Marie 
Countess 
Count Bertrand 
Gaspard, father of Marie 
Priest 
Acolytes 
Pages 
Guards . 
Ladies of the Court 
Courtiers 
Father of Francois , 
Brother of Jeanne and Lucette 
Peasant'Vomen: 
THE PLAYERS 
Dorothy E. Murphy 
{
John Lettieri 
Barbaro. Megee 
Margaret Mcgee 
Fay Leidy 
Henry N. Richards 
DeLona F. McKee 
Marian n. Baumgarten 
Frederick Ambcllan 
Ralph E. Giddings 
Carl W. Stoneberg 
William E. Upson, William Rose 
M. Irma Carmody, Kathryn V. Sweeney 
Wilfred S. Martan, Louis J . Callan, Edgar Strong 
Eleanor M. Hird, Lucy A. Corty, Lillian Brant 
Joseph D. Hillery, Clifford Berg 
John H. Eigenbrod 
Lloyd F. MclnL)'fC 
Drucilla E. Fontaine, Thelma Corcoran, Katherine Campbell, Josephine Ackerman, Rose 
Gornbein, Olive E. Wilson. 
CrWladera Charles Baumler, Joseph Hayne 
Angels: 
Elizabeth Hausen, Eleanor H ickey, Ruth Carmon, Virginia Van Pelt, Grace House, Eleanor 
Sharlock, Janice Schmidt, Ruth Letts, Evelina Mendlicott. 
Margaret Ralph 
Grace House 
Ruth Brems 
MEMBERS OF CHORUS 
Gladys Stringer 
Edna Jaynes 
Lida DuRant 
Dorothy Wilson 
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Leah Jayncs 
Pauline Minot 
Rose Goodman 
Student Committees 
Mildred Slate 
Margaret Diver 
Elsie Peterson 
Francis Vlhite 
Wilbur I\!Ionsell 
PROPERTIES 
Linda DeMarchi 
Ethel Engel 
COSTUMES 
Alice E rickson, Chairman 
Maria Lang 
Gertrude Lawrence 
Pauline Fox 
Clara Peterson 
MUSIG 
LIGHTING 
'Vesley Schneider 
A Hen Kemnitzer 
PUBLICITY 
FACULTY DIRECTORS 
Kathryn Barnes 
Mildred Elliott 
Helen Bruce 
Anthony Sroka 
George Hornung 
BUSINESS MANAGER 
Marion Donahue 
Marguerite Ryan 
Production under direction oj M i..<;s 11'1 ina S. Goossen 
Music, Miss Ruth E. Speir, Miss Louise McMahon 
Scenery, Mr. Charles B. Bradley. 
Costume Des ign, J\.·Jiss Marguerite H anson. 
CoslumeExeculion, Miss Faye Keever, Mrs. Naneye Lansdale. 
Dancing, Miss Ruth E. Houston. 
Lighting, Mr. Walter B. ·Weber. 
Properties, Mr. Clinton B. Burke. 
.sYNOPSIS 
Scene I. Open Square Before the Cathedral of the L'Enfant Jesus. 
Scene II. Inside thc Cathedral. 
Time. A Christmas Eve During the Twelfth Century. 
Place. A Town in Southern France. 
I 
A Comedy of Errors 
by 
William Shakespeare 
Presented April 25 _and 26, 1929 
THE PLAYERS 
Solinus, Duke of /:"phesus . 
Aegeon, a merchant of Syracuse 
Antipholus of Ephesus) 
Antipholus of Syracuse twin brothers and sons io Aegeon and Aemelia 
Carl Stoneberg 
Henry Richards 
{
Francis Mangold 
Harold Miller 
Dromio of Ephesus 
Dromio of Syracuse 
Balthazar. a merchant 
} twin brothers and allendants oTtilie two A ntipholuses { RoliIg::PS~~I~ 
Bertram Miller 
Angelo, a goldsmith 
First Merchant, a friend to Antiplwlus of Syracuse 
Second Merchant, to whom Angelo i~ a debtor 
Pinch, a magician . 
Aemelia, wife of Aegean, an AbbeS8 at Ephesus 
Adriana, wife of A niiplwlu8 of Ephesus 
Luciana, her sisler . 
Lucc, a servanllo Adriana 
COurW7.1::l1l 
Leo Foroscij 
Charles Baumler 
Ralph Giddings 
Harry Douglass 
. Eleanor HiI'd 
JeaIleLte Farber 
Theda Adl::lms 
Bessie Goldstein 
Mary Rinclone 
Attendants to Aemelia Erva Pcrkins, Marion Miller 
Officers Louis Callan, Norman Janowsky, J. H. E igenbrod, Lloyd Mdntyre 
The acLion of the play takes place in a public 
square in Ephesus. 
I( 
Amclia Aglc 
Alice Ericson 
Viola Vail 
Alice Ericson 
Clara Peterson 
Ruth Miller 
Jessie Hardy 
Leah Jaynes 
Francis White 
Helen Rich 
Lester Burke 
Ruth Topping 
Onnalee Agans 
Student Committees 
SCENERY DESIGN 
E leanor Peacy 
G race Cleary 
Grace Guarino 
COSTUME EXECUTION 
Alice Bagg 
Viola Vail 
Grace Guarnio 
Myrtle NT ansficld 
MUSIC 
Elms Wiley 
Helen Hunt 
PROPERTIES 
Rose Naidi tz 
Carol :Meehan 
LIGHTING 
PUBLICITY 
Flora Donohue 
BUSINESS 
H.uth Rasey 
Marion Baumgarten 
FACULTY DIRECTORS 
C II:H'1::l Peterson 
GcrLrude Churchill 
Dorothy Ludwig 
Dorothy Ludwig 
Amelia Agle 
Gertrude Churchill 
Norma Obernauel' 
Lillian Zdan;ky 
Viola Steele 
Margaret Woods 
Newton Bates 
Ralph Giddings 
Linda DeMarchi 
Production under direction of Miss Mina S. Goos8en 
Scenery Design, Mr.' Charles B. Bradley. 
Costume Design, Miss lVIarguerite Hanson. 
Costume ExecuJ.ion, Mrs. Nancye Lansdale. 
Nlusic. Miss Edna ,V. Hurd, :Miss Rosamond Olief 
Lighting, l\,lr. '\-Valter B. 'Veber. 
Publicity, Dr. Charles M essner. 
Printing, Mr. George E. Huckiw;. 
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The Elms Staff 
Literary Editor Hazel Barber 
News Editor Doris Glunz 
Art Editor Ellamae Loomis 
Assistants Ruth Frei, Margaret Sider 
Photographic Editor . Kathryn Laney 
R. Reiman S. \Vojnowski E. Weiss G. Schuster D. Freund 
Assistant Clarence Schwack 
D. Glunz K. Laney J. Wilker R. Molyneux G. Schultz H . Barber C. Schwach M. Sider Business Staff 
The Elms 
Editor-in-ChieJ . 
Bu..~iness lWanager 
Circulation and Advertising Manager 
Faculty Adviser 
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A uditor William VanAken 
Dorothy Freund George Schuster 
Christine Miller Sigmund Wojnowski 
Ruth Molyneux Undergraduate Assistants 
Jerome Wilker 
George Schultz 
. Miss Kempke 
• 
I 
I 
I 
Ruth Reiman Ella Weiss 
The Staff acknowledges the cooperation of Harold Thiel-
king and his Finance Committee, and of the members of 
the Vocational group who assisted by getting advertisements . 
Murray Reiman Filmer Spears Eddy Melnick Thw imld Doehnan Eigenbrod Molyneux Yark Tripp 
Barber Ruhland Mulholland Fried JackJing Heist Perkins Schraft. 
Ediwr-in-Chief . 
News Ediwr 
Literary Edilor 
Feature Editor . 
The Record 
. . Martin Fried 
Neva J ackling 
William Heist 
Hazel Barber 
E. Pauline Striker Business Manayer . 
Faculty Advisers Miss Mulholland, Mr. Huckins 
Wht.h I 417) () Id 
lsha// See 110 mo)-e. 'flf/dhS-
IShafl dl~eq h, d""e.iI h,f · 
5;;fe at fasi f'ro,,· de't-t·f/o "S 
I sha /1 .see. >1" mot-e vi.s {4h.J 
S h a II Pe. Jne wdA de c.lj:·IJ~f. 
How p/e.aSi!nd if See I)z.s-! 
I.shill/see no h~ot-e :r$/4hS_ 
I.$~,,/1 dream J.,...eA'rr.S. 
iii; /1 
\ 
The Record Staff 
Artisl 
Circulalion 
Proofreader 
Rose Gornbein 
Ruth Molyneux 
Howard Murray 
Ruth Reiman 
1) --r-J;-Candace Doelman o/'M Gordon Eddy 
Elsie Rietz 
Assislant Editors 
CLASS OF 1929 
CLASS OF 1930 
Roy Orendorf 
CLASS OF 1931 
Ralph Theobald 
CLASS OF 1932 
Arthur York 
Typisls 
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Mrs. Bessie Melnick 
Clifton Tripp 
Floyd Filmer 
Erva Perkins 
Ruth Schraft 
Ruth Thompson 
Gladys Ruhland 
John Eigenbrod 
Lloyd McIntyre 
Ethel Grabenstatter 
Gisel Strobeck Hindone Schmidt Murphy Waite Duskirk Senft Anderson 
'Watson Johnson Few Huber Rosebrock Morrissey Sargent Snyder Eckhardt Moulton 
Hoch LoIler Hutter Carnes Beitz Glunz Baird Durkee Buddenhagen Grant Wells 
Rich Holmes LeViness Smith Ziemann Spears Ri ley Burg Bliss McGeorge 
Murphy Bumpus 
Brady Smith Schultz Reuss Ralph Slater Sawyer Snyder Pappier 
Frank Siemon Corcoran Constable Chapman Doelman Schiersing Thomas Holme 
Meyer Robson Turner 
Sterns Trago. Greenwald Hall Siemon Dunkleberger Simms 'Vende VanLoan May 
Rasch Hann 
President 
V ice-Pres ident 
Secrelary 
Treasurer 
Y. W. C. A. 
OFFICERS 1929-30 
Dean Reed 
Miss Chapman 
Faculty Advisers 
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Eleanor Schiersing 
Candace Doelman 
Marie Holme 
Dorothy Ralph 
Miss Robson 
Miss Thomas 
Veryl Abbott 
Janet Adolf 
Hazel Ahrens 
Elna Andreasen 
Myra Atwater 
Isabella Baird 
Margaret Beck 
Hazel Becker 
Beulah Deers 
Marion Bessing 
Louise Beltz 
Edna Bcnson 
Ruth Bliss 
Margaret Brady 
Marie Braun 
Ruth Buddenhagen 
Marie Bullock 
Eudora Bumpus 
Dorothy Burg 
Doris Burton 
Marie Bushkirk 
Lucille Buckler 
Pearl Campbell 
Pauline Carnes 
Marjory Chapell 
Genct Chester 
Mary Clf>.gg 
Doris Constable 
Thelma Corcoran 
Vernu Corcoran 
Mary Coughlin 
Mary Cronin 
Helen Dickinson 
Candace Doelman 
Ruth Dunkleberger 
Alice Durkee 
Marjorie Eckhardt 
l\.'fargaret Ellis 
Gladys Feldberg 
Katherine Few 
Irene Fisher 
Doris Frank 
Ida Frantz 
Cecelia Gebhard 
Edith Gilbert 
D()ri~ Glunz 
Margaret Grant 
Elsie Greenwald 
Y. W. C. A. 
MEMnERS· 
Anna Grimes 
Elsie Gutekunst 
Reta Hall 
Evelyn I-Iammscher 
Grace Hann 
Eloisa Hanson 
Hedwig Heubner 
Irma Hock 
Marjorie Hogue 
Marie Holme 
Edith Holmes 
Ethel-Huber 
nita Hutter 
Fannie Jacobson 
Fanny Jelley 
EdiUl Johnson 
Pearl Johnson 
Tillie Kaiser 
Florence Kennedy 
Frances Kline 
Frieda Klump 
Ethel L,ackman 
Alice Larson 
Kathr), n Laube 
Ruth Le Viness 
Matilda Lincoln 
Julia Longnecker 
Iv,a Lotter 
Kathr)'n May 
Helcn McGeorge 
Ina Mead 
Dorothy Meyer 
Ruth Molyneux 
Mable Norris 
1\01 ary Morrisey 
Francis Mbulton 
J can Moul ton 
Elizabet.h Murphy 
Marie Murphy 
Virginia N esselbeck 
Violet Notter 
Kathryn Pappier 
Ethel Parkhurst 
Frieda Paschka 
"DoroLhy Ralph 
Joan Rasch 
Ruth Rasey 
Ruth Rech 
Dorothy Reichel 
Esther Reuss 
Mildred Ribbeck 
Evelyn Rich 
Marian Riley 
Mary Rindone 
Beat.rice Hosebrock 
Katherine Sargent 
Bernice Savage 
Elizabeth Sawyer 
Dorothea Scheib 
Eleanor Schiersing 
Emma Schmidt 
Marian Schmidt 
Ruth Schraft. 
Alice Schue 
Gretchen Schulz 
Nella Senims 
Stella Shurgot 
Norma Senft 
Mary Shiesley 
Gladys Sicmon 
Louise Siemon 
Gladys Slater 
Eleanor Smith 
Gladys Smith 
Lucille Smith 
Isabelle Smokowski 
Ada Snyder 
Hazel Snyder 
Jean Spears 
Dorothy Spencer 
Lora Stearns 
Harriet Trago 
Norma Turner 
Gladys TUl'pcll 
Katherine Van Loan 
Geraldine \Vaite 
Gwendoline \Vutson 
Valma Wells 
BCfIUldine Wende 
Veronica Whalen 
Doris Wheaton 
Elmo. Wiley 
Ruth -Wilson 
Norma Wilson 
Regina Wisniewska 
Janina \Veglewski 
Winona Ziemann 
President 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
Faculty Adt,iser 
Home Economics Club 
Lillian Wright 
Grace Hann 
Doris Constable 
Miss Keeyer 
Home Economics Club 
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
Amelia Agle 
Eleanor Biesinger 
Doris Constable 
Margaret Daly 
Elsie Gisel 
Grace Hann 
Myrtle Mansfield 
Lillian W righ t 
The Home Economics Club includes in its membership about ninety-nine per cent 
of the Faculty and students of the Home Economics Department. The purpose of 
this club is to foster the spirit of Home Economics, broaden the students by pro-
fessional contacts, and introduce a social note into the department life. 
:M. Slate M. Elliott H. Dickinson V. Vail 
1-1. America E. Parkhurst B. Melnick L. Kieffer 
B. Eckstein A. Erickson M. Benzinger C. Petrella E. G uLckunHt 
President 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Faculty Advisers 
Art Kraft Klub 
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Mary Benzinger 
Alice Erickson 
Clara Petrella 
Miss Hansen, Mr. Bradley 
Helen America 
Mary Benzinger 
Helen Ehle 
Mildred Elliot 
Helen Dickinson 
Pauline Fox 
Alice Larson 
Art Kraft Klub 
MEMBERS 
CLASS OF 1929 
Bessie Eckstein 
Clara Petrella 
CLASS OF 1930 
Alice Erickson 
Elsie Gutekunst 
Ethel Parkhurst 
Mildred Slate 
CLASS OF 1931 
Bessie Melnick 
Mary Reynolds 
Virginia Thornlon 
I 
Presidenl . . . 
Corresponding Secrelary 
V ice-Pres idenl 
Treasurer . 
Faculty Adviser 
Marie Alfonso 
Vera Bachman 
Florence BanLle 
Lena Bloom 
Jeanette Bongravonni 
Clifford Burg 
Mary Castilone 
Dominica Cirrincione 
Beo lah Congdon 
Helen Corby 
Agnes Crean 
Raflace DiCaesoso 
Marian Donahue 
aneta Dye 
Current Events Club 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
Gordon Eddy 
Evelyn Freedman 
Cecelia Gebhard t 
Bessie Goldstein 
Winifred Huggett 
Edith Holmes 
Katherine Jack 
Matilda Lincoln 
Rosina Locke 
Clementine Lombardo 
Mabel McElroy 
Laura Moot 
Helen O'Connell 
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Linda Di Marchi 
Frank Metzger 
. Valma Wells 
Catherine Camphell 
Mr. DeMond 
Evy Ots 
Katherine Pappier 
Mary Polmissono 
Marion Riley 
Esther Russ 
Helen Scanlon 
Marie Savort 
Norma Senft 
Gladys Sieman 
Marie Stahl 
Norma Sitterlee 
Martha Von Hassel n 
Josephine Wryzenska 
Mae Zdarsky 
Debating Club 
President 
Secretar'y 
Treasurer 
Facully Adviser 
Hazel Barber 
William Emerling 
Rose Gornbein 
Amy Horder 
Mildred Jones 
Rose Lederman 
Alezander Corti 
Louis Gitin 
Dora Donohue 
Gorden Eddy 
OFFTCERS 
MEMBERS 
CLASS OF 1929 
CLASS OF 1930 
Gladys Ruhland 
CLASS OF 1931 
Alexander Corti 
Louis Giti n 
Hazel Barber 
Mr: Bennett 
Anne Maloncy 
Marion McNally 
Agnes O'Laughlin 
Katherine Pappier 
HowaId Schultz 
Ruth Smith 
Helen Keller 
Nicholas Milano 
Leo Foroscy 
Helen .Johnson 
L' Alliance Francaise 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Faculty Ad,,;ser 
Angeline Aloisio 
Pauline Burgess 
Nora Burke 
Geraldine Bigenheimer 
Catherine Camphell 
Edna Clarke 
Genevieve Coyne 
Caroline Cuoco 
Alice Durkee 
Claude Foster 
Guy Foster 
Doris Frank 
OFFICERS 
Lucy Pace 
Charles Rosenkranz 
Caroline Cuoco 
Catherine McEneny 
Dr. Messner 
MEMBERS 
Doris Gritman 
Ross Gross 
Doris Hickey 
Lloyd MeIn tyre 
Margaret Kern 
Catherine McEneny 
Margaret McEneny 
Katherine Mayer 
Marie Murphy 
Lucy Pace 
Helen Peterson 
Marion Pellinato 
Adelia Poplawska 
Ursula Powers 
HelenPul'eell 
Josephine Rautenstrauch 
Lillian Reiss 
Lenore Rollet 
Frances Rooney 
Charles Rosenkranz 
Ka therine Secrist 
Magdalene Sheehan 
Alice Zahm 
Non-Resident Association , 
President 
Vice-President 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
Dean Reed 
Miss Chapman 
Onnalee Agans 
Mildred Frank 
Elna Andreasen 
Hazel Barber 
Ellen Blessing 
Edna Clark 
Marion Distler 
Marion Donohue 
Oneta Dye 
Gertrude Flynn 
Rose Gornbein 
Katherine Jack 
Leah Jaynes 
Mildred Jones 
Ethel Baker 
Alma Borem 
Marguerite Burch 
Catherine Cannon 
Evelyn Carrol 
Ellen Cassidy 
Maryrose Cronin 
Beatrice Devlin 
Frances Kline 
Ruth Lytle 
OFFICERS 
FACULTY ADVISERS 
Miss Keever 
Miss Rohson 
MEMBERS 
Fourth Year 
Ruth Gillison 
Lucille Mitchell 
Angeline Rice 
Third Year 
Second Year 
Rosina Locke 
Gladys McGraw 
Laura Moot 
Mary Owens 
Ellen Quinn 
Marian Radder 
Ruth Rasey 
Mabel Smith 
Josephine Stekl 
Ada Turrell 
Lorraine Willis 
Florence Wyman 
Ida Fothergill 
Helen Hosmer 
Edna Jaynes 
Ruth Rasey 
Oneta Dye 
Edna Jaynes 
Ida Fothergill 
Marion McAvoy 
Loraine NewLon 
Josephine Rautenstrauch 
Helen Reynolds 
Harriet Rice 
Martha Saille 
First Year 
Ina Mead 
Nella Simms 
Mildred Starr 
Nu Lambda Sigma 
President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Faculty Adviser 
Florence Bantle 
Helen Brolinski 
Linda DeMarchi 
Bessie Goldstein 
Ida Frantz 
Elsie Greenwald 
Doris Haley 
Eleanor Hird 
MEMBERS 
Agnes Issacson 
Doris Haley 
Martha Von Hasseln 
Mrs. Gemmill 
CLASS OF 1929 
Reta Hall Viola Steele 
Alice Krenning 
Edith Levin 
Ellen Quinn 
Dorothy Reicbel 
CLASS OF 1930 
Florence Hughes 
Agnes Issacson 
Edith Johnson 
Isabelle Johnson 
Grace Steinbach 
Martha Von Hasseln 
Marion Webster 
Geraldine Rankins 
Elsie Rietz 
Evelyn Rich 
Marion Schmidt 
1.£.v1'l~ 
Sociology Club 
OFFICEHS 
President 
Vice-Presidenl . 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Treasurer . 
Lillian Konikoff 
Rose Frucella 
Josephine DiGiore 
Gertrude Paltzik 
Rose Croglio 
Dr. Neumann, Mr. ClcmcnL }i'acuUy Advisers 
MEMBERS 
Mary Aloisio Rose Croglio Marguerite Jones 
Amelia Agie Elsie Curley Tillie Kaiser 
Florence Bantle Marion Donohue Harriet Kerwin 
Vera Bachman Linda DeMarchi Lillian Konikoff 
Jeanette Bongiavanni Josephine DiGiore Bertha Kopek 
Sylvia Bookbinder Camille Freedman Beatrice Kravetz 
Nora Burke Evelyn Friedman J osephinc Mcsi 
Mary Colarusso Hose Frucellu Alice Mikulec 
Catherine Campbell ESlelie Gold Rose Naidilz 
Sara. Carrell Mary Gugliuzza Gertrude Paltzik 
Mary Castilone Ruth Gutman Mary Uibbeck 
Marguerite Cirrincione Thena Harris Mary Swart 
Frances Christen Winifred Huggett Ruth Schrt:tft 
Holene Corby Katherine Jack Gretchen Schullz 
Clara Corratierc Fanny JaeobMon Henrietta Williams 
Agnes Crean Alice Zahm 
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Student Handbook Committee 
1928-1929 
Kathryn M. Laney Editor 
Delona McKee Grace N oeller 
Bertram Miller Ruth Rasey 
Ruth Molyneux Jerome Wilker 
1929- 1930 
Gladys M. Slater Editor 
Margaret Ralph Stella Shurgot 
. Janet Murphy Joan Rasch 
Alfreida N emeschy Allan Kurtz 
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Basketball Team Song 
Ready all! Get a start I 
Down the court! To do yoU!' part! 
Give to T . C. a vict'ry again. 
Set the pacel Ev'ry one! 
Work until the game is done, 
Give to T. C. a vict'ry again. 
Chorus: 
Oh, How they play, All out to win today, 
Lift up your voices to the teaml RAH! RAH! 
For they'll fight, flght, 
Fight with all their might, 
For the Orange and muck's esteem. 
KEEP ON PLAYING! (shouted) 
For the Orange and mack's esLeem. 
Pass it in! Hear us shaull 
Steady on Lhe loss, 01' scout, 
Give to T. C. a vict'ry again. 
Forge ahead! Raise lhe score! 
Play to win I Like teams of yore! 
Give to T . C. a vict'ry again. 
Snappy play! Soon will tell, 
Cet thal basketl Hear us yell ! 
Give to T. C. a vict'ry again. 
Shoot! ShooLI That's the kind, 
Leave your rivals fur behind, 
Givc to T. C. a vict'ry again. 
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Words by Everett Kampel 
Music-Artillery Song 
A, Jeffe 
V. Corcoran J, Vlilker 
A, Grabau 
Athletic Association 
President . 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Ruth Houston Andrew Grabau 
Jerome Wilker 
R. Houston 
Allen Jeffe 
Verna Corcoran 
• 
Coach . 
Captain 
Manager 
E. Uhl W. Jackson N . Bates 
G. Schuster E. WhiLLington S. Wojnowski C. Beck 
R. May J. Wilker A, Grabau E. Sharrow W. Schill 
Varsity Baskethall-1928-1929 
Financial Managers 
Mr. Grabau 
Jerome Wilker 
Carleton Beck 
George Schuster, Dennis Ruby 
FORWARDS 
Edward Whittington William Schill 
William Jackson 
Robert May 
CENTER 
Jerome Wilker 
GUARDS 
Edwin Uhl 
SUBSTITUTES 
Sigmund Wojnowski 
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Earl Sharrow 
Newton Bates 
The Basketball Team 
The prospects for a really great team this year were early manifest by the return, 
of four lettermen: Captain Jerry Wilker, high scoring center; Eddie Whittington: 
fast lillie forward; Bill Jackson, forward or guard; and the reliable Earl Sharrow. 
Besides these regulars, there proved to be a wealth of reserve material; men who 
last year baWed daily to oust the regulars from their positions. Among these were 
Granny Owens, Sig Wojnowski, Bob May, and Eppy Uhl. Uhl was later to prove 
to be of varsity calibre, taking a regular guard position. 
After the first few practices, a young, curly-headed lad attracted the attention 
of Coach Grabau, and it soon became evident that it would be difficult to keep him 
off the Varsi ty team. This prediction became true in the second game of the season, 
when, through the enforced absence of Captain Wilker, the name of Bill Schill 
appeared in the line-up. He played a hard, fast game, and thereafter bore the brunt 
of the Orange and Black offensive with Eddie Whittington in every game. 
With the addition of Newt Bates, who learned his basketball iTl Amsterdam, 
the team was complete and ready to start the 1929 season: Captain Wilker at the 
pivot position; Whittington at forward, teamed with either Jackson or Schill who 
alternated at guard and forward; Uhl, playing the other regular guard position, 
and Sharrow also ready to step in at guard. Bates, May, and Wojnowski were held 
in reserve. 
TI-IE SEASON 
The season as a whole was a very extraordinary oTle. The team had its ups and 
downs-the ups very high, and the downs quite low. Most of the early games were 
discouraging, while the closing contests showed the finest basketball of the year. 
The Basketball Team 
( Continued) 
State opened in an unimpressive manner, and did not improve until the Alumni 
game during Christmas week. The fine showing here was indicative of the real 
ability of our men. Following this the team again slumped in the next two contests. 
Then, against Geneseo, the Orange proved victorious. But for three games after 
this, State dropped each game. The reaction to these losses was seen in the Canisus 
game, in which discouragement must have been a big factor in our defeat. 
And then a week later the Varsity seemed a new team when they outclassed the 
strong Alfred University quintet. In a game at Cortland, State dropped its last 
game of the 1928c1929 season. 
The Orange and Black played great basketball in the last three games, com-
pletely outplaying Mechanics Institute, Geneseo, and Fredonia. In the Mechanics 
game, State displayed team work and accuracy in shooting that bewildered the 
Rochester team. In both the other games our team had to ant-fight the opposition. 
These games were thrillers, and the rooters from Buffalo were on edge from sLart 
to finish. 
The return to fOlID and tbe whirlwind finish made up for the early season reverses, 
and gave Coach Grabau and his men a satisfaction that comes when success has 
marked the close of a season. 
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SEASON 
Our first victory in collegiate competition-against Alfred. 
After suilering a bad defeat on our court, Geneseo came hack to give State 
the greatest battle of the season. The crowd was nearly hysterical from the thrills 
of the contest. 
Billy Schill walked off with scoring honors this season. During his best game--
at Rochester-he scored 17 points. 
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Varsity Schedule -1928-1929 
VAIlSITY SCHEDULE-1928-1929 
December 7 State 18 University of Bufl'alo 
December 15 StaLe 13 Canisus College 
*December 22 State 46 Alumni 
"January 5 State 20 Fredonia N onnal 
January 9 State 20 Niagara University 
"January 13 State 42 Geneseo Normal 
"January 26 StaLe 27 Mechanics Institute 
February 2 StaLe 37 Brockport Normal 
*February 8 State 2'1 Brockport Normal 
*February 13 State 17 Canislia College 
*February 16 State 24 Alfred University 
February 23 State 13 Cortland Normal 
March 1 State 42 Mechanics Institute 
March 2 State 34 Geneseo Normal 
March 8 State 24 Fredonia N ormsl 
Total Points, StaLe 406 Opponents 
*Home Games, 
RESERVE SCHEDULF~1923-1929 
December 7 SLaLe Frosh 19 U . of B. FrOi:lh 
December 15 State Reserves 19 Canislis Frosh 
December 18 State Reserves · 17 St. Joseph's C. T. 
January .5 State Reserves 18 Fredonia Reserves 
January 9 State Reserves 21 DeVeaux Institute 
January II State Rf',serves 31 Seneca Vocational 
January 18 State Reserves 17 Seneca Vocational 
January 26 State Reserves 14 Elm Vocational 
February 8 State Reserves 13 Elm V~cational 
February 13 State Reseryes 5 Canisus Frosh 
February 16 State Reserves 40 Peckham Vocational 
February 25 State Reserves I U. of B. Frosh 
March I StaLe Rescrve...;; 29 Peckham Vocational 
March 5 StaLe Hescrves 23 Elm Vocational 
March 3 State Reserves 16 Fredonia Reserves 
Won 9 Lost 8 
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23 
32 
2'1 
24 
34 
23 
32 
38 
27 
32 
16 
35 
25 
31 
23 
424 
37 
22 
24 
21 
20 
29 
15 
12 
12 
19 
13 
50 
20 
33 
25 
Coach . 
Captain 
Manager 
W. Shepard A. Yark K. Clugston R. MacDaniels 
'V. Schneider L. Owen B. Bashford A. Verber 
Reserve Basketball-- 1928 -1929 
Mr. Grabau 
Sigmund Wojnowski 
. Irving Hyman 
Sigmund Wojnowski 
FORWARDS 
Kenneth Clugston LeGrand Owen 
Wesley Schneider 
Weldon Shepard 
Arthur York 
CENTER 
GUARDS 
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Byaly Bashford 
Albert Ver ber 
Roland MacDaniels 
The Basketball Reserves 
The success of the Varsity Basketball Team has been due in the past few years in a 
arge measure to the spirit of the Reserve players. The Reserve team was used in 
all the practice sessions against the Varsity squad~and this often proved anything 
but fun. However, faithfulness and love of the game induced the men to give 
their services. 
Manager Hyman completed a stiff schedule for the season. Seventeen games 
were played at horne and abroad. 
A number of veterans of last year's Reserves were rcady to start the season. Sig 
Wojnowski was named captain of the team. The other names that appeared in 
the line-up were those of John Arcara, Bob May, Granny Owen, and Wes Snyder. 
The Freshman Class contributed some good players, who rounded out the squad. 
THE SEASON 
The season opened with a bonafide Freshman team taking the floor against the 
U. of B. Frosh. This game went to the Bulls by a safe margin. 
The rest of the schedule was played by the usual Reserve team. Games were 
booked with Canisus Frosh, prep schools, and vocational schools in the vicinity. 
The results were satisfactory, for the Orange and Black came in ahead in over half 
the games played. 
Fredonia Reserves, ancient rivals, won both games against our mell this season 
in a home and home series. The Orange could not, however, tally a victory against 
our local college rivals, the U. B. and Canisus Frosh. 
Sig. Wojnowski led his men in every baLtle by ·his display of spirit and fight in 
every minute of play. Bates, York, May, Owen, and Clugston played consistently 
good games all season. In facL, the whole team did almost uniformly well, and 
the names of Pike, Sheppard, Verber, Schneider, MacDaniels, and Bashford must 
be mentioned. 
r8L 
Baseball- 1929 
Baseball in its second year at State Teachers College is, at the timc of writing, quite 
an uncertain thing. With a promise of a fine team, the prospects were very bright. 
But this was before that ungracious visitor, bad weather, had been anticipated. 
A year ago, when baseball was fIrst introduced into our athletic program, the 
schedule was played entirely, with the result that a number of good players were 
developed. Eight letter men returned to the diamond this spring, to form the nucleus 
of a letter team. Eddy whittington was elected captain as fIrst practice was called, 
and George Schultz was named manager. The returned veterans were: Eddy 
Whittington, pitcher; George Hatch, Earl. Sharrow, LeGrand Owen, and Jerry 
Wilker, infielders; Carleton Wagner, Norman Janowsky, and Leigh Auchmoody, 
outfielders. 
The Freshman class gave the team good material. In catching and hiLLing the 
team was materially strengthened. 
As this Annual goes to press, the team is gloomy over the weather, but confident 
concerning its ability. Two games have been cancelled on account of rain; however 
the men have been working faithfully between rainstorms and snow, and appear 
ready to playoff the remaining games in fIne style. 
Tennis 
The prolonged inclement weather during the month of April and early in May 
interfered with the carrying out of proposed plans for extensive tennis activities. 
At a meeting held early in April, twenty-two candidates for the tennis team 
registered with the squad. Many of these men have had considerable experience as 
tennis players, and prospects for a successful team are therefore bright. Several of 
the squad members have also played in local and out-of-town tournaments. 
Until this time of writing it has been impossible for the squad to have outdoor 
practices, because rainy weather has retarded and prevented work on our own 
tennis court, as well as on the courts at the Front, which our players hope to use for 
tournament and team matches. 
In spite of this handicap many members of the squad have practiced in the college 
gymnasium for several weeks. 
One match has been definitely arranged with the team representing Canisus 
Collegc, Buffalo. This contest is to be played on the Delaware Park courts on 
Saturday, May 18. OLher matches are pending. 
Before the end of the season a tournament will be conducted for the members of 
the tennis squad. 
G. Martiny T. SWHchamer G. SlaLer 
B. Neumann D. Staby H. Mcinicke 
UPPER CLASS BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS 
F. Shetl er K. Secri!!L E. Simmons 
N. Roscllhlom J. Ramsey N. Sims M. Ralph 
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS 
Girl's Basketball 
Basketball is the maJor winter sport in girls' athletics. More than one hundred girls 
took part in basketball during this season. Approximately thirty-six games were 
played on Tuesdays and Thursdays; along with a great number' of practices. 
Tbe general plan ofthe games is dass tournament with the goal of being chosen 
to the Orange or Black Teams when all tbe "champs" from all the sections and 
classes bave played against each other. 
At first tbe Freshman sections play against eacb other, and any team defeated 
twice is out of the tournament. The same applies to the upper class games. The 
undefeated Freshman team then plays against the undefeated upper class team 
for the cbampionsbip of the college. Section VII was the undefeated Freshman 
team; and Second Year Grammar Section II won the championship of the college. 
The players on Second Year Grammar II's team were: 
Gmce Martiny Doris SLaby Bernice Newman 
Thelma Swachamer Helen Meinicke 
The Freshman Champs were: 
Nella Sims 
Ethel Simmons 
Margaret Ralph N ahoma Rosenblum 
Leona Sbetter 
The Orange aud Black teams are chosen by the vote of their teammates with the 
confirmation of the Health Education StafL These teams represent tbe best players 
of all sections that qualified in the annual series. 
Orange 
Grace Martiny 
Etbel Simmon 
Janet Murphy 
Verna Corcoran 
Grace Hann 
Ruth Carmen 
. Stella Shurgot 
Helen Burns 
Nahoma Rosenblom 
Jane Heath 
Violet Nolter 
Black 
Nella Sims 
Alice Brown 
Dora Staby 
Margaretta Kerperske 
Dorothy Ralph 
Veronica Whalen 
Dorothy Herms 
J canette Spears 
President 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
Riding Club 
OFFICERS 
Ruth Reiman 
Josephine Ackerman 
Louise Morton 
FACULTY ADVISERS 
Miss Gover Miss Thomas Miss Hansen 
MEMBERS 
CLASS OF 1929 
Verna Barcellona 
Christine Miller 
Pauline Minot 
Frances Moulton 
Alice Schue 
Stella Shurgot 
Winona Ziemann 
CLASS OF 1930 
Josephine Ackerman 
Grace Cleary 
Gertrude Cheplove 
Belle Feinstein 
Ruth Harris 
Louise Morton 
Mary Murphy 
Bernice Newman 
Ida Winer 
Mary Newton 
Katharine Porcher 
Dorothy Ralph 
Ruth Reiman 
Mary Smith 
Alice Standart 
Virginia Thornton 
Bella Weekes 
CLASS OF 1931 
Veronica Daley Doris Hickey 
Marie Halloran Hedwig Huelner 
Esther Hartung Helen Klas 
Ann Manning 
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FEA 'TUR E s 
I, 
" 
And all ~hose 
Who [o11ow Qf~er 
Shall he no . .", 
funnier ~ 
Than lhese I L.,;;.--
September 11-13 
18 
24,-28 
25 
28 
October 2 
3 
it 
8 
9 
11-12 
11 
12 
15 
16 
19 
22 
23 
25 
November 2-3 
6 
Calendar for 1928 - 1929 
SEPTEMBER 
Registration. 
Miss Houston spoke on "Vagabonding." 
:Freshman Week. Speech. I. Speec I." I 
Home Economics Tea for Freshmen. 
Orchestra picnic. 
OCTOBER 
Edwin Markham read from his poetry. 
Delta Sigma Epsilon apple sale. 
Y.W.C.A. Reception for Freshmen. 
Miss Englebl'eck and Dr. Reynolds gave accounts of their 
European travels. 
Dr. Losey lectured on Shakespeare. 
Senior Glee Club party. 
Normal School Teachers' meeting at Syracuse. 
Students in charge of College. 
Columbus Day. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha skating party. 
Dramatic Club presented "Tbe Flattering Word" 
Dr. Edward Albert Winship spoke on "Educational Standards." 
}'aculty-Freshman Reception. 
Dr. Frank Baker gave an address on the Social Sciences. 
Sigma Sigma Sigma Treasure Island dance. 
Dr. Bruno Rosell i lectured on "The Facist Movement." 
Mr. George Diehl spoke on "Development of the Niagara 
Frontier. " 
Sophomore-Freshman dance. 
NOVEMBER 
State Teachers' Association held Convention in Buffalo. 
Election Day. 
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November 7 
8 
9 
12 
13 
16 
20 
23 
28 
December 3 
7 
10 
11 
12 
~.~U I4 
~_~4, 16,17 
(J tJ,.-. 17 
18 
19 
28 
January 2 
11 
14 
Calendar for 1928 - 1929 
(Continued) 
Ground-breaking ceremony for new College. 
Dr, Dallas Lore Sharp spoke on "The InIluence of the Teacher." 
Pi Kappa Sigma poppy sale for American Legion. 
Alpha Sigma Tau Indian dance. 
Senior-Freshman Corridor dance. 
Y.W.C.A. skating party. 
Dr. Dora Wagner spoke on "The German Youth Movement." 
David Lawrence lectured on "Public Opinion." 
Interclass Competitive Song contest. 
Thanksgiving recess began. 
" 
DECEMBER . ~/ 
.. ~ ~ .. j? College re-opened. 
Basketball season opened with U. B. game. " tP /' Jf ~ 
Inter-sorority Bridge and Dinner. ~ ~ I rd' 
Sophomore Class presented "Sofrivolities." IJ''' J, .. ,., r~(1 
Kappa Kappa Kappa skating party. ", . .' 
Alpha Sigma AIJlha Christmas dance. "~ , -' \<~~")Vrfl/Ii-v-hi ," 
Dramatic Society presented "The Shepherd's Pipe." ( me  ~" 
Sigma Sigma Sigma holly sale. I' ~ . ( ,,,' ..< I , 
b ~ :4~'-< j<:. c/, Evening caroling by Glee Clu . .- I / ><--"'- < 
Mr. Bradley gave annual lecture on "The Christmas Theme 
in Art." 
College Christmas party in Auditorium. 
Christmas Vacation began. 
Junior Prom at Twentieth· Century Club. 
JANUARY 
Classes resumed. 
Reports of delegates to National Students' Conference. 
Psi Phi "Janua" dance. 
Kedroff Quartet concert. 
21-25 Examination Week. 
28 Elms Supper. Subscription Campaign started, 
29-30 Registration for second semester. 
February 1 
5 
6 
11 
11 
12 
15 
IS 
22 
26 
27 
March 1 
5 
8 
8 
9 
15 
19 
22 
27 
April 8 
9 
Calendar for 1928. 1929 
(Conlinued) 
FEBRUARY 
Professor Kimball Young gave an address on "The Making of 
Public Opinion." 
Kappa Kappa Kappa Red dance. 
Debating Club held annual Assembly debate. 
Sophomore Sweater dance. 
Professor Kirtley Mather of Harvard lectured on "Educational 
Aims in a Scientific Age." 
Phi Upsilon Omicron tea. 
Lincoln's Birthday. 
Third Year Class "Skeedaddle" party. 
Dramatic Club presented "The Wonder Hat" in Assembly. 
Washington's Birthday. "Swell ~ I0.t; "1 i Vl Delaware 
Bennett J. Doty related experiences in the French Legion. 
Stunt Night, sponsored by the Art Kraft Kluh. 
MARCH 
William Ellsworth lectured on "The Era of Queen Elizabeth." 
Troubadour Fantasy presented hy M usical clubs. 
Dr. Henry Neumann gave an address on "Making a Living 
and Making a Life." 
Basketball season closed with a victory over Fredonia. 
"0 b ? " N.R.A. skating party. a to'" YerIJ€m ef . 
Dr. W. Pickens talked on "Economic Phases of' Inter-race 
Relations. " 
Captain Donald MacMillan, Arctic explorer, lectured on 
"Under the Northern Lights." 
Home Economics Day. 
Easter Vacation began. 
APRIL 
College reopened. 
Dr. Rockwell described his Florida trip. 
10 Y.W.C.A. skating party . 
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April 19 , 
25-26 
May 1 
3 
I" 
9 
10 
13 
PaY k ~' 17 
17 
18 
23 
24 
29 
30 
31 
June 4 
10-14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
Calendar for 1928· 1929 
(Coutinued ) 
Senior Ball at the Buffalo Consistory.·tl n,;qbt .h lied wJto. 1:,1:, 
Annual Spring play-"Comedy of Errors" presented by 
Dramatic Club. 
MAY 
Alpha Sigma Tau rose sale. 
Freshman Day. 
Annual Spring Concert given by Musical clubs. 
Fourth Year Class picnic. 
Phi Upsilon Omicron tea. 
Nu Lambda Sigma Declamation Contest . 
Pi Delta Theta "port dance. 
Y.W.C.A. week-end at Forty Acres. 
Third Year Class Circus performance. 
Panhellenic Day. " 
Moving-Up Day. Th.e n. iqkt tkat Jack f~oFosed " 
Memorial Day. Moo" 1 ;9~t a",d 1"D~e5 . 
President and Mrs. Rockwcll's reception to the Board of 
Directors, the Faculty, and the Graduating Class. 
JUNE 
Kindergarten-Primary Day. 
Examination Weck. 
Dinner at Buffalo Consisl.ory. 
Baccalaureate sermon by Reverend Allan Knight Chalmers 
Class Day. "The wo~ ld i:; vnade .c,.( h .. o.,.,d ·I=;.ol ,"c "- Ok 
Commencement exercises at Elmwood Music Hall; address by 
Chancellor Flint of Syracuse University. 
AINID 
\NOW 
WE'RE OIN TIHE 
IMAP 
~IALUn 
PARLOR ~ 
THE 
1 
, 
• 
"LITTLE 
STAR. 
Marty Fried 
Verna Barcellorxl 
R.uth Toppin<j . 
, SOIlL] Olto 
JerrLj Wilker 
. Verna Corcoto", ~ 
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CHEESES" '1 
I 
CAST I. 
Dr. R.oC:k\.leIl 1 
I 
Mr Steele .. 1 
Dean Reed 1 
MI55 Caudell j 
Mr. Petkins , 
Facull'j 
Annual Stunt Nite 
under Ihe auspices of Ihe 
ART KRAFT KLUB 
Slale Teachers College Auditorium 
Wednesday, February 27, 1929 
PROGRAM 
Pari One 
1. Paradise Sought First Year, Section II 
Third Year Kindergarten-Primary II 
First Year, Section VII 
Second Year Grammar, Section II 
2. Rain 
3. Ted Lewis and His Crazy Kittens 
4. Why Bill was Bored 
Pari Two 
1. Dog Show . Third Year Kindergarten-Primary, Section I 
2. Something Naughtical Third Year Grammar, Section II 
3. Double Sextet of the Flora Doras Second Year Intermediate, Section II 
4. Advertisements . First Year, Section VIII 
DECISION OF THE JUDGES 
Pirsl Prize-Advertisements. 
Second Prize-Dog Show. 
Honorable Menlion- Rain; Double Sex tet of the Flora Doras 
'94 '95 
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Why My Students Like Me 
A Faculty Symposium 
(Guess who wrote these. A"swers 0" page 233.) 
I. 
That precious little thing called student love 
I have labored without ceasing to attain, 
Even prayed for guidance from above 
And still the answer comes, "Try again." 
"Make the work easy" is my motto. 
I never ask a question of the class 
And give no exams unless I've got to-
They love this type of method, every lass. 
As I want all my students to love me, 
I'm liberal with my A's and B's. 
I criticise nothing, but give praises, 
And urge everyone to take his E's. 
II. 
I am not at all sure that I am popular with my classes except on Wednesday noon 
before the ?hristmas or Easter vacations. Assuming a limited popularity, however, 
I.am sure It can be explained by certain well formulated procedures. Long ago I 
discarded tests and examinations. This met with snch popular approval that I 
decided to see if class assignments could be discarded as well. Upon consultation 
with my classes I found that they were quite willing to forego all assignments. 
I do not think that I should take any step involving the conduct of the class without 
consulting the judgment and convenience of the class. Consequently, we have no 
nine o'clock classes and no classes after two. The afternoon classes interferred with 
matinees it was found. It has not seemed wise to insist on prompt attendance as I 
know my students are busy people with a great many extra-curricular activities 
which are absolutely essential to their scholastic careers. 
For several years it has. seemed to me that class reports and note books were an 
an~oyance to the stude~ts ~n my class. Realizing that to keep the young people 
satisfied was very essentIal m order that their S- R bonds might operate success-
fully, I have gradually eliminated these sources of irritation. Our class periods are 
now used as periods for the discussion of the various topics of the day and for social 
intercourse. 
Why My Students Like Me 
III. 
"RAIN OR SHINE" you "CAN'T HELP LOVIN' DAT MAN" when "RIGHT 
OUT OF HEAVEN" "BILL" with the "MANHATTAN WALK" says with a 
"CRAZY RHYTHM," "TRY THEM OUT AT THE DANCES" "IN THE 
BLUE SHADOWS"-
" 'S WONDERFUL" how "FOR ONCE IN A LIFE TIME" "1 WANT TO 
BE BAD," but "I'LL GET llY" with a "RAINBOW ROUND MY SHOULDER" 
for it's "THE MAN I LOVE." 
IV. 
The basic assumption implied in the title is incorrect in my own case, at least. 
Hence, the writing of this assignment becomes for me the fruitless task of finding 
reasons for a condition which does not exist. For the above and other good reasons 
I suspect this assignment of being in the nature of a satire (and not a very subtle 
one at that) on some of the assignments of my co-freres. . 
But to the point of this otherwise pointless task. Four reasons for this non-existent 
condition suggest themselves to me at the moment, but let me point out that they 
would serve equally well as reasons why my students dislike me. They are: One, 
because I place responsibility for class preparation upon the students; two, because 
I know the names of only a few of my students; three; becau~e I mark on the dis-
tribution curve; and four, because I take greal care to have my tie match my socks. 
v. 
My students like me because I am fair , fat and forty. They say fat people always 
have good dispositions. A second reason is that they admire my costume jewelry 
which always matches my dresses; this one, and the other one. Of course. my 
students like the fact that they get credit /'01' a bright idea; in fact , any idea at all. 
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Josephine Burke Nita LeCocq 
The Merrill·Palmer School 
The Merrill-Palmer school in Detroit. Michigan was established in 1920 by Mrs. 
Lizzie Merrill-Palmer for the furthering of Home Economics education. Twelve 
colleges of high standing have made co-operative arrangements with t.he Merrill-
Palmer school whereby Home Economics students may study without loss of 
credit in their own college. Buffalo State Teachers College sends two representative 
seniors each year. The class of 1929 was represented by Miss Josephine Burke and 
Mhs Nita LeCocq. 
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Vol. I 
CENTRAL COUNCIL 
SOLVES PROBLEM 
Rumor has it that the 
Central Council has . solved 
the Hall Control Problem. 
Rumor has it. 
Buffalo Teachers Get 
Salary Increase 
Rumor has it that the 
teachers of Buffalo will re-
ceive an increase in pay UD-
der a new salary schedule 
which will go into effect next 
Septemher. 
This time rumor really has 
it. 
The Last Rubber. 
June I, 1929 
CALENDAR 
June 5. D's hirthday. Don't 
forget to send her a card. 
Everyhody send her one. 
June 6. Date with A. No 
study. 
No need of study. 
June 7. Exam. Cram Alaka-
zam. Hunk. 
June 8. Movie. No study. 
Education must proceed. 
June 12. Editor's day. No 
paper. 
EXAM WEEK 
Weather Stormy 
No.1 
FRESHMEN RESOLVE 
TO ADMIT STUPIDITY 
At a special meeting of 
the Freshman Class last week 
a resolution was adopted 
whereby the class admi tted 
its general lack of intelligence. 
This strategic move may ' 
end the interclass conflict if 
the Sophomores should admit 
their presumption, the Juniors 
their envy of the Seniors, 
----------~ and the Seniors their arro-
Notice 
Whoever stole the Ed's 
head, re turn it. 
gance. 
Vote for Red Martan for 
cheer leader. 
Pol. Adv. 
Teachers' College Student Writes Prize-Winning Lesson ~---------~ 
Plan- Claillls Philosophical Values for Pemnanship 
The prize offered hy the National Association of Penman-
ship Materials Salesmen for the Iiest lesson plan for the 
teaching of penmanship in the ninth grade has been awarded 
to a student of our own college. 
The outstanding principle of the lesson plan was its claim 
to philosophical value. 
Well-known Students 
Seen at Night Club 
Our star reporter claims 
to have seen Sol Gilman and 
George Huber at a fashion-
able night club in town. 
The accusation has heen 
denied ' by the Grosvenor's 
lawyers. 
Home Ec. Student 
Burns Toast 
A Senior in the Home Eco-
nomics Department has left 
school overcome by shame 
and dishonor ever since she 
hurned a piece of her own 
toast. 
George Bernard Shaw 
Praises Henry Ford 
Henry Ford, the auto manu-
facturer, is the ou tstanding 
thinker in the U. S., accord-
ing to G. B. S., the English 
author and critic, who, it is 
rumored by himself, rarely 
washes his face. 
Dr. Neumann Flunks 
Senior Student 
No further comment upon 
this startling piece of news 
is necessary. 
I 
j' 
THE LAST RUBBER 
THE LAST RUBBER Letters To The Editor 
Published in a hurry by Dear Sir: 
the Editor, for the Elms of I have been a subscriber 
S. T. C. to your newspaper for some 
time and have enjoyed read-
ing it. 
EDITORIAL 
In a magazine of literary 
review, an eminent English 
critic praises the rising Ameri-
can culture as manifested by 
the popularity of the classic 
drama in the American thea-
ters and of tbe best of litera-
ture in the American home. 
The leisure which our 
wealth has given us is heing 
utilized very worthily, he 
continues, and will eventually 
result in the development of 
a civilization which will sur-
pass all the cultures of the 
past. 
A few more instances of 
such pretty rationalization 
and cooperation between the 
English diplomats and liter-
ary cri tics will do more to 
bring peaceful relations he-
tween the two countries than 
any peace treaty or disarma-
ment conference. 
Patronize Your 
Naborhood Store 
Ad. 
A small town newspaper in 
the South announces that it 
will back Professor William 
Jennings Bryan for President 
in 1932. 
.. 
I especially enjoyed your 
damnation of all reds, I. W. 
W.'s, Bolsheviks, and Wets 
in your last issue. 
Let me commend your 
editorial policy. 
A. B., Secretary 
Anti-Saloon League. 
Dear Sir: 
Your attack on Pollyanna 
in the last issue was ahso-
lutely unfounded. 
Please discontinue my sub-
scription. 
M.B. 
Dear Sir: 
Will you please publish in 
your newspaper the an-
nouncement of a new machine 
invented by our technicians 
for measuring the intelligence 
of malnourished children ~ 
In consideration of this 
favor we will send you one of 
these for your own use. 
BuU'alo Co. 
Note: We are not mal-
nourished and therefore can-
not use this machine. We 
will loan it out to any Fresh-
man, however. 
FACULTY NOTES 
Mr. Gorham was seen 
downtown eating lunch with 
a newspaper. Some enterpris-
ing reporter reported it as 
hig news. 
Mr. DeMond is going to 
give an objective examina-
tion on Friday. Everyhody 
be there. 
Mr. Bruce wore the same 
tie every third day for four 
months, reports the girl who 
sits in front row in his 
Principles class. 
Dr. Messner bawled out 
one of his students the other 
day because she was study-
ing too hard. 
Mr. Steel announces that 
he will pass anyone in his Jr. 
H. S. Organization class who 
can tell him what word is at 
the heginning of the tenth 
line of the forty-first page of 
the text. 
An alternative will be given 
the students in regard to the 
writing of term papers in the 
same course. Either the stu-
dent write a term paper or 
he take a flunking mark. 
SMOKE LUCKIES 
THEY SATISFY THE 
TOBACCO COMPANIES 
EVERYWHERE 
. 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
1 
Legs 
Legs out on the campus 
In locker room and class: 
Thin legs and thick legs 
Back and forth they pass. 
Long legs, short legs, 
Everywhere in pairs, 
By the drinking fountain, 
Rushing down the slairs. 
Swinging from the window sill, 
Tripping down the aisle, 
Crowding 'round the mailbox 
In rayon, silk and lisle. 
Dawn and dust and moonlight-
Black only in gym-
Nude, champagne and pearl blush, 
'Though fat Ihe legs or thin. 
Moving- Up Day 
Wednesday, May 29 
PROGRAM 
11:00 A. M.-Parade on Campus. 
1. All classes march through Arch of Progress. 
2. Freshmen discard Green. 
3. Judging of Mascots. 
1l:30A. M.- Program in Assembly. 
1. Song. 
2. Announcements. 
3. Fourth Year Stunt. 
4. Cheering. 
5. Song. 
6. Exeunt. 
12 :00 N non-College dismissed. 
12:30 P. M.-Boat leaves foot of Commercial Street for Crystal Beach. 
1:30 P. M.-Boat arrives at Crystal Beach. 
2:30 P. M.- Interclass Field Meet, and Freshman Orange and Black Competition. 
General Chairman . 
Assistant Chairman 
COMMITTEES 
Assembly 
Dorothy Schmidt, Chairman 
Martin Fried Marjorie Leiinger 
Reta Hall Monica Sahlen 
Field Meet 
Edwin Uhl, Chairman 
Verna Corcoran 
Grace Olief 
George Schuster Sigmund Wojnowski 
Seniors 
Viola Steele 
William Emerling 
Juniors 
Eveline Medlicott 
William Schaefer 
Marshals 
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Sophomores 
Dorothy Ralph 
Earl Sharrow 
Freshmen 
Thelma Corcoran 
Roland MacDaniels 
l" 
- - -- -----
Field Events 
' Erents of Freshman Orange andBlllck Competition- to be judged. 
I. 
100 Yd. Dash Heats Men 
50 Yd. Dash Heals Girls 
220 Yd. Dash . Heats Men 
Three-Legged Race Heats Girls 
II. 
Running Broad Jump Men 
Shot Put . . Men 
Baseball Throw Girls 
Basketball Throw . Girls 
III. 
100 Yd. Dash. Final Men 
50 Yd. Dash. Final Girls 
220 Yd. Dash . Final Men 
Three-Legged Race Final Girls 
IV. 
"Athletic Pageant Drill and Dance Sections 2, 3, 4, 8 
V. 
Interclass Relay Girls 
220 Yd. Interclass Relay Men 
VI. 
Special Faculty Event 
VII. 
'Two Dances Sections 6, H.E. 
VIII. 
Interclass Tug-a-War Men 
IX. 
' Two Dances Sections 1, 5, 7 
X. 
Interclass Kick Ball Girls 
XI. 
'Dance. Entire Freshman Class 
XII. 
Exhibition Baseball Game 
Ten players on a team; Jive men and five girls. 
Three sets of teams to play two innings each. 
6 :00 P. M.- Dinner. 
7 :30 P. M.- Dancing and Amusements. 
10 :00 P. M.- Boat leaves for Bufralo. 
2 0 7 
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Junior Prom 
at 
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY CLUB 
December Twenty-eighth, Nine/een Hundred Twenty-eight 
COMMITTEE 
Dorothy Ewers, Chairman 
Elizabeth Rowe Lillian Frances Wright 
Viola Vail Fred Ambellan 
Arthur Metz 
CHAPERONES 
Mr. and Mrs. Glunz Mr. and Mrs. Grabau 
Miss Olief Miss Sipp 
Mrs. Gemmill 
SENIOR BALL 
at 
THE BUFFALO CONSISTORY 
April Nineteenth, Nineteen Hundred Twenty-nine 
COMMITTEE 
Margaret Poole, Chairman 
Gertrude Schumacher Marion Peterson 
Lillian Bautz Floyd Filmer 
CHAPEROKES 
Dr. and Mrs. Rockwell 
Dean Reed 
Miss Bacon 
Dr. and Mrs. Neumann 
Miss Allen 
Miss Caudell 
Mr. and Mrs. Perkins 
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THE ELECTRIC CITY 
ENGRAVING CO. 
Buft'alo, N. Y. 
We made the Engravings III'=' 
for tW. book 
Thia ad .... tiumenl was taken.(rom the 
first Elms, publiahed by the S.enw~ Clas, 
of BuJlatn Normal &hool In nme/een 
hundred twelve. 
==;;;;;;;;;;; 
ADVERTISEMENTS 
1h~l 'Jr:~ 
i i 
II 
State 
Teachers College at Buffalo 
SUMMER SESSION 
JULY 1 TO AUGUST 9 
SEVENTY-SEVEN COURSES OFFERED BY A 
SELECTED FACULTY OF FIFTY 
Undergraduate Students May Pursue Work on Pennission 
of Student Program Committee 
Former Graduates are urged to return and earn credit toward 
the degree of Bachelor of Science (in Education). 
H. W. ROCKWELL, President 
213 
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, 
Proposed New Campus and GrOUD of Rnildings 
Gymnasium 
Vocational Building 
Main College Building 
Practice School Athletic Field 
Residence 
Bounded by Elmwood Ave. (Front), Scajaquada Boulevard and Proposed New Boulevard 
c. H. EVERITT 
INCORPORATED 
Contractor and Builder 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~ 
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Du BOIS -PRINTED BOOK 
Wins All-American Contest as 
Best Annual of 1928 
The 1928 Lucky Bag of the United States Naval Academy 
won ihe All-American contest sponsored by The Scholastic 
Editor for the best Year Book. 
The Du Bois Press shares this honor with the Bureau of 
Engraving of Minneapolis which designed and engraved the 
Lucky Bag and John J. F Tapley Company of Long Island 
City, the binders. 
THE DU BOIS PRESS -. - Rochester, New York 
Photographs in This Annual 
Made by 
MOSER STUDIO 
INC , O R ' PO ' RAT E D 
Studio arid Home Portraiture ' 
27 Clinton Ave. North 
ROCHESTER, N. Y. 
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L 
Peter Paul & Son 
INCORPORATED 
ANTHONY M. PAUL 
President and General Manager 
Stationers and Engravers 
Sorority Dance Programs and Stationery, Wedding Invitations and 
Announcements. Cards and Gifts for All Occasions. Class 
Pins, Rings, Invitation Cards, Caps and Gowns. 
256 DELAWARE A VENUE 
Above Chippewa Street 
Compliments 
of the 
SENIOR CLASS 
of 
1929 
PRIN'I'ING •• ENGRAVING •• NU·PnOCESS WORK. 
EMBOSSING 
The Artcraft Company 
Effective Printing 
79 COLLEGE ST. BUFFALO, N. Y. 
Tupper 7298 
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STUDIO SCHOOL OF THE 
THEATRE 
JANE M. KEELER, Director 
Classes in Play Production 
Scene Design 
OUTLINE OF COURSES • 
PLAY PRODUCTION INTERPRET A TION 
VOICE DEVELOPMENT PHONETICS 
STAGE DESIGN 
Phone, Riverside 3657 JOSEPH M. HOLLAND, Prop. 
Buffalo's Newest, Largest, and Best Equipped 
Conveniently Located for Either Park or Country Riding 
Holland's Riding Academy 
298 HINMAN AVENUE 
West of Elmwood BUFFALO, N. Y. 
All Our Horses Cleaned by Vacuum Cleaner 
IMPORTED SADDLERY FOR SALE 
SADDLE HORSES BOARDEiD 
WM. J. ATWILL 
LINOTYPE COMPOSITION 
501 WASHINGTON ST. Seneca 2249 
DODD~S QUALITY MILK 
(( the best that Science, Modern Equipment, 
and years of experience can produce. 
"Quality Tells" 
DODDS ALDERNEY DAIRY 
~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~ 
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COX, SONS & VINING 
131-133 East 23rd St. New York 
Makers of 
CAPS, GOWNS 
and HOODS 
for all Degrees 
CORRECT OUTFITS FOR SALE 
OR RENTAL 
An Entire Factory Devoted to 
the Manufacture of 
SCHOOL JEWELRY, SORORITY AND 
FRATERNITY PINS 
Commencement Invitations 
Jewelers to the Class of 1929 
WARREN-KAHSE, Inc. 
ROCHESTER, N. Y. 
MEM. FLORIST TELE. Du" 
KRAMER, Florist 
Buffalo's Most Modern 
Flower Shop 
1291 Jefferson Ave. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Fill. 288 
JOHN L. KRAMER 
T. & E. DICKINSON & CO. 
INCORPORATED 
618·620 MAIN STREET 
BUFFALO'S LEADING JEWELERS 
"Gifts for the Graduate" 
Sometimes , , 
EXPERIENCE 
is the best TEACHER 
Take.fo~d8, for instance. Those who have "experienced" the fine flavor and low prices 
of Fhckmger foods need no further teaching. Need we say more? 
"Where the Best Foods Come From' 
FLICKINGER'S FOOD SHOPS 
STORES THROUGHOUT WESTERN NEW YORK AND PENNSYLVANIA 
Fraternity and Sorority Sweater8 
Made to Order 
EDWARD J. ROSE 
ATHLETIC GOODS 
51·53 Genesee Street 
BUFFALO, N. Y. 
DICK FISCHER, General Manager 
Seneca 2551 
The Late.t Books in Our 
CIRCULATING LIBRARY 
ADON RICE 
Pharmacist 
Corner 
PORTER and NORMAL AVES. 
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F. W. PAULIN 
Contracting Co., Inc. 
SEWERS 
BUFFALO, N. Y. 
General Contractors 
WATER MAINS 
ROCK EXCAVATING 
'j 
Two Fully Equipped Plants Assure Prompt 
Printing Service 
THE HAMMOND PRESS 
569 WASHINGTON STREET BUFFALO, N. Y. 
Phone Seneca 4945 and 4946 
C.ombined with 
RAUCH & STOECKL 
107 EAST EAGLE ST. 
A. W. Haile Motor Co. 
1291·1299 Main St. 
BUFFALO, N. Y. 
Tu 7218 We Deliver 
DUTHIE BROS. 
HARDWARE, PAINTS, OILS AND 
VARNISH 
Electrical Appliances, Glass and Putty 
410 CONNECTICUT ST. 
220 
Phones 6993 and 6994 
Distributors of Peninsular Paints and Varnishes 
UNITED GLAZING CO. 
ALL KINDS OF GLASS 
Manufacturers of MIRRORS 
Mirrors Re·Silvered 
255 GENESEE ST. BUFFALO. N. Y. 
Telephone- Seneca 8188 
Distributors oj 
KROYDON GOLF CLUBS 
WM. N. GREGOIRE CO. 
SPORTING GOODS 
699 MAIN ST. 
We Carry a Complete -Line of Fishing Taclde, 
Guns and Ammunition 
• 
1 
J effrey Fell 
Co. 
Physicians, 
Surgeons, 
Hospital 
and Invalid 
Supplies 
CLINIC AND FIRST AID EQUIPMENT 
318·320 PEARL ST. BUFFALO, N. Y. 
Sen. 2324· 2325 . 2323 
LOCKSMITH 
Is My Name in Your Pocket? 
Lawn Mowers Sharpened 
A. H. OLIEF 
430 CONNECTICUT STREET 
F. W. SCHEER 
Heating and Plumbing 
430 CONNECTICUT STREET 
Tupper 4218 
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Compliments 
of 
ALLEN 
RESTAURANT 
225 ALLEN STREET 
Near College 
Four Minutes Walk From School 
We Cater to Those Students of the 
College Who En;oy Good Food at 
Reasonable Rates 
FRO-JOY Quality 
IS CONSTANT 
always the same f f always good I 
• 
Fro-joy Ice Cream is the most wholesome, delicious 
and invigorating food you can serve your guests, or 
your family. Place it on your daily menu. 
"Fro -joy" ICE CREAM 
Chock-full of "Youth Units"! 
Use 
EQUITY 
Sweet Cream Butter 
Distributed by 
HICKMAN 
and 
COWARD 
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Reickert's TeaRoom 
Colonial Court 
190 DELAWARE AVE. 
Catering to Sororities and 
Parties 
Motor Busses Rented for All Occasions 
WOOLEY'S 
DeLuxe Motor Coach Tours 
63 ALBERT A VENUE 
BUFFALO, N. Y. 
Phone Riverside 1379 for Our Rates 
Interior Decorating Service 
THE services of our experienced decorators will be of invaluable as-
sistance to you if you are furnishing a new home or refurnishing your 
present one. Estimates made without charge. 
We Carry Complete Lines of Drapery and Upholstery, 
Fabrics, Oriental and Domestic Rugs, Imported 
and Domestic Curtains. 
ANNA E. ELLINGER, l'rea.surer FRANK R. Hi\. WKINS, Sec'y and Gen. Mgt. 
24-,) ALLEN ST. 
545 -ELMWOOD AvF.. 
1375 DELAWARE Avy., 
3325 BAILEY AVE. 
1795 H ~;I{TEL AVE. 
ill:;l{THA A. UNTERECKE.R, President 
UNTERECKERS 
INCORPORATED 
Malcers of Home Made 
Candies and Ice Cream 
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 
Tup 0169 2586 MAIN ST. Cres. 7606 
Tup. 2675 1549 GENE'EE Fill. 6090 
Bid. 3070 
Cres. 8123 GENERAL OFFICE 
Cres.8120 247 ALLEN ST. Tup. 9752 
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ARE WOMEN 
LOGICAL 
who want their 
hardest tasks 
by hand? 
IRONING is the hardest 
task of all. Yet many a 
woman who uses an electric 
cleaner to do the sweeping, 
an electric washer to do the 
washing-still continues to 
iron hy hand. 
Be logical. Do you ironing with an electric ironer· - - in a 
third the time. Come into our store or see your nearest electri. 
cal dealer. See how you can sit comfortably while you iron 
shirts and children's dresses as well as .fiat pieces - - - for less 
than five cents a week. 
Never before has your electricity cost so little. Interconnected 
plants of the Niagara Power System supply electric service 
where and when it is needed at the lowest possible cost. Gen-
erating expenses have been reduced to a minimum. Operat-
ing costs have been lowered. All these savings are reflected 
in your monthly bill. 
BUFFALO GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
NIAGARA fi SERVICE 
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The "Better Place" for Private Dinners 
North St., ncar Delaware Ave. 
Buffalo, N, y, 
CLAR~:NCE A. MINER. Pres. 
A private dining room on 
the top floor of Hotel Lenox 
will make your club, so-
rority, or class dinner Il!-0re 
inviting. Excellent service 
... and the food prepared 
by Chef Manfred. 
We will submit menus and 
prices upon request. Call 
Tupper 1700 or write. 
DRAWING INSTRUMENTS 
Slide Rules, Scales---in fact all of the requirements for drafting, whether for 
student, instructor or .professional draftaman are be5t served by 
Sullivan· McKeegan Co., Inc. 
17 E. SWAN ST. BUFFALO, N. Y. 
BRANCH BLUE PRINT ROOM, 76 ROOT BLDG, 
Bison Electrical Co. 
INCORl'OUATED 
256 PEARL STREET 
BUFFALO, N, Y. 
Distributors for 
Electric Washing Machines 
Electric Ironing Machines 
Electrical Appliances of All Kinds 
Complete Wiring Systems Installed 
Complete Power Plants Furnished and 
Installed 
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You can have these tasty, bone-free 
fish, lusc ious lobsters, shrimp and 
. other dainties, just a few hours from 
the sea, for your own meals at home. 
Telephone Seneca 204<l-for our auto 
delivery-to your door. 
MARKET: 388 Pearl St. 
RESTAURANTS: 
199 Delaw!lre Avenue 386 Pearl St, 
/I 
j 
Make A. M. & A.~s Your Store -Home 
While You Are Here at Scho~l 
fl THIS Store has been serving Buffalo and its vicinity for three generations 
... very likely at some time during that period it has served some of your 
own family ... offering only worthy merchandise ... and making sure that 
that merchandise is both style. right and price.right ... at all times. So 
we invite you to make this your store-home while here at school. 
i THEN we feci very sure you will wish us to continue to serve yOU after you 8; have graduated ... no matter where you go ... through our Personal-Mail· Order Shopping BlUesu. 
Adam~ Meldrum & Anderson Co. 
BUFFALO, N. Y. 
THE 
CLASSROOM 
TEACHER 
64 of America 's greatest 
educators have prepared a magnificent 
12·volume series of professionalized.sub-
ject.matter for the American elementary, 
intermediate and junior-high teacher. 
The series has already set a precident in 
education standards . . _ Thousands of 
teachers are realizing how much better 
they are teaching with this new aid .. Send 
for a descriptive folder or 
Milo B. Hilles"" Ph.D. LL.D. 
Professor 0/ Education 
Teachers College 
Columbia University 
Write to Dept. EE, The Classroom Teacher Inc ]04 S Michigan Ave Chicago 
111. for our free volume "Who's Who in The Ci~ssrool~ Teacher."" , 
The Editor-in-Chiej 
Bryon-"There is no mathematics in shoe making." 
Giddings-Gwan, the first thing you do is measure a foot.H 
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How TO DANCE 
Be hold, dancing is a 
matter of confidence. 
Go up to the best dane· 
er on the floor and ask 
IIt:r for a dance. When 
the music starts, go into 
a clinch and shove off. 
Pilot her in a circular 
course around the fioor. 
If you bump anyone, 
glare and he will apol· 
ogize. If you step on 
yo ur purtner's toes, be 
polite, you can even 
pardon her. If you stum-
ble, teU her you arc try· 
ing a new step; even 
offer to show it to her. 
11 any thing not men· 
tioned happens, blame 
it on the floor, say it is 
too slippery or not slip· 
pery enough. Talk a lot 
throughout the dance to 
ease the agony. When 
the music stops, escort 
her to her seat and 
thank her for the dance. 
Find another partner 
and proceed as before. 
THE NEW FRANKLIN $2225.00 and up 
Fully Equipped Delivered, Buffalo, N. Y. 
The Air-cooled Car with the Airplane Feel 
Ostendorf Motor Car Corporation 
1221 MAIN STREET, BUFFALO 
Special Values in Used Cars 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
DEAN EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 
(Formerly Still·Dem~) 
Employment Specialists 
Twenty-five years of business experience applied to the intelligent 
selection of suitable types of Buffalo employers 
MEN AND WOMEN- Capable and efficient fo. every department of business 
OFFiCE - TECHNICAL - SALES - EXECUTIVE 
Suite 430, Brisbane Building 
Phone Seneca 5149 
FURS 
MILLINERY 
46 W. CHIPPEWA ST. 
SEGAL'S 
Furs Repaired and Remodeled 
Phone Seneca 6223 
FURS STORED 
LINGERIE 
HOSIERY 
BUFFALO, N. Y. 
Phone Seneca 9580 'Making Folks Happy Since 1904" 
SCHWEGLER BROS., Inc. 
PIANOS VICTROLAS RADIO 
393 ELLICOTI ST. AT GENESEE BUFFALO, N. Y. 
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THEaspiring teacher keeps pace with history in the 
making, with the newest inventions and with every 
modern trend through the medium of a progressive 
and dependable newspaper. 
In Buffalo, her quest for prompt, complete and ac-
curate reports of events and discoveries the world 
over is fulfilled in the 
BUFFALO EVENING NEWS 
THE L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY 
ATTLEBORO MASSACHUSETTS 
Manu/acturers of 
Badges, Rings,- Favors, Programs, Station-
ery, Fraternity Jewelry, Memorial Tablets, 
Emblem Insignia, Athletic Figures, Door 
Plates, lVledals, Cups, Trophies, 
Medallions, Plaques 
"Known Wherever There Arc Schools and 
Colleges" 
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I COMPETITION IN BUSINESS I 
MAKES 
ONE 
WISH 
THAT 
HE 
HAD 
THE MORE STABLE FOUNDATION 
OF A BETTER PREPARATION 
IIII Pay. To Attend A Good School U 
BRYANT &: STRATTON 
r 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
'-
IOU Moio Strflt 
BUFFALO, N£W YORt:; 
till T"""'-T_ "U 
I STANDARD AND COLLEGE GRADE COURSES J I 
SJ;ND FOR FRa CA TALOO 
SHEA 
THEATRES 
Greater Buffalo's J:> 
Greatest Entertainment! 
NOW- MORE THAN EVER 
BEFORE! 
The world 0/ entertainment changes constantly. 
Personalities bloom and pale with the shi/t-
ing tide of popular approval! 
Vogues in stage and screen progra~s vary. with 
the times. SHEA THEATRES, winle keepmg 
pace with public- taste and in tune with 
changing -times, stay fixed as the 
North Star in 
THEIR GUARANTEE of QUALITY! 
Today, the new developn;tent in entertainment-
the Motion picture With DIALOG UE and 
SOUND - emphasizes OUR QUALITY 
PLEDGE! 
MORE THAN EVER BEFORE, SHEA 
THEATRES are your UNFAILING 
GUIDE to the BEST in 
ENTERTAINMENT! 
SHEA'S 
BUFFALO 
SHEA'S 
HIPPODROME 
SHEA'S 
CENTURY 
AND- IN THE COMMUNITIES! 
SHEA'S BAILEY 
Bailey Ave., at Genesee St. 
SHEA'S NORTH PARK 
Hertel Ave., at-North Park 
SHEA'S KENSINGTON 
Bailey Ave., at Kensington 
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The Maiden's 
Bugbear 
1. 
They ::oay the mirror tells no lies, 
Yes -this is sad but true, 
Oh,' I never really realized 
What a looking.glass could do. 
II. 
It's all right for pretty faces 
And softly combed hair 
For dainty clothes -and laces 
And slinky forms so rare. 
III. 
But when the monster ·'Avoirdupois" 
Envelopes us in his mesh 
Tell me how can we please the boys 
If we have put on flesh? 
IV. 
Somelimes we wish Shylock were here, 
To take a pound from us 
But he is gone forever, I fear 
So why kick up a fuss? 
V. 
The only thing for us to do 
h to start in to reduce 
Get out our corsets and lemons too 
And put them back in use. 
VI. 
Then perhaps our swelled-up. shapes 
Will shrink to their former hnes 
From the ogre's clutches we may escape 
And lure men from the stag lines. 
VII. 
Oh I look for the day when food and drink 
Will make us so fairy.like 
That we l'von't have to rise from our meals 
To take off weight by a hike. 
VIII. 
But such a day is just a myth 
No use in bringin' up that . 
So I guess I'll end this sordid tale WIth 
"Oh, ain't it fierce to be fat?" 
ICE CREAM 
C. H. LORISH 
129 Fourteenth SI. 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
Light Lunches Served 
CONFECTIONERY , NOTIONS 
As a Guide to Yo,:r ludFfment in Selecling Your Agen(}Y, Remember That the 
POStt,ons m the Better Sch.ools Are Filled by the 
ScherrnerhornTeachers' Plgency 
CHARLES W. MULFORD, Prop. 
366 Fifth Avenue, New York City 
Cleveland Office: 1836 Euclid Avenue 
Pittsburg Office: 945 Union Trust Bldg. 
"A SUPERIOR AGENCY FOR SUPERIOR PEOPLE" 
Since 1855 
FOUNDED 1826 
BEPlLS, McCPlRTHY & ROGERS 
INcoltPORATEtl 
STEEL - - HARDWARE - - METALS 
TOOLS AND SUPPLIES 
MOTOR CAR ACCESSORIES 
40 to 62 Terrace 
A CENTURY OF SERVICE 
The Best in 
R A D I 0 - at its BEST 
Buffalo, N. Y .. 
when you buy from 
DENTON COTTIER & DPlNIELS 
INC. 
COURT AND PEARL STREETS 
Now In Our 101st Year Selling Dependable Instruments 
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ERIE COUNTY 
FAIR 
AUGUST 20-21-22-23-24 
OPEN DAYS AND EVENINGS 
"Western New York's Finest 
Exposition" 
HAMBURG, N. Y. 
, 
KAISER- BPlRNETT 
COAL & COKE CORP. 
Exclusive Distributers in Buffalo and Suburbs 0./ 
the Celebrated 
SUSQUEHANNA WHITE ASH 
HARD COAL 
DONNER-HANNA COKE 
A Furnace Scoop with Every Spring 
Order Without Extra Charge 
432-438 MARINE TRUST BUILDING 
Seneca 8053-8054-8055 
FILLMORE AVE. ONTARIO ST. 
leff_3282 Delaware 1258 
\ 
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Schultz Ice Co. 
I NCORPORATED 
1155 Bailey Avenue 
Distributors 0.1 
ICE and COPlL 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 
FOR 
Quick - - Clean 
and 
Quiet Service 
tALC 
Abbott 3649-W Abbott 2979-W 
Jeffcr30n 3192 
Compliments 
of 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Fraternity 
The RIVIERA' 
454 PEARL ST. OPPOSITE SHEA'S BUFFALO 
for LUNCHEON, DINNER, 
AFTER-THEATRE SUPPER 
Every dish a delicious appetizer-
especially prepared 
BUSINESS MEN'S FULL COURSE 
LUNCHEON 60c DINNER $1 
OUR modernly equipped private Banquet Hall is 
available for Wedding, Dirthday, Card or other 
social parties. also for regular meetings and club 
luncheons. 
. 
I 
SCOTT'S ROLLER RINK 
Which is Located at 
MAIN and BURTON STREETS 
This rink has been all re·dccorated, and re-floored, and will give 
Buffalo the Last Word, in Roller Skating Rinks. 
WE WISH to call to call to the attention of Private Parties, Churches, 
Schools and Clubs, tbat this rink can be rented for the evening, wbich 
will make money for these organizations. 
Rates for Use of Rink 
Monday Evening 
Tuesday Evening 
Wednesday Evening 
Thursday Evening 
Friday Evening 
Open for Parties September 1929 
Open from 7 P. M. until 11 P .. M. 
For Reservations Call 
$50.00 
50.00 
80.00 
50.00 
60.00 
HOME PHONE-Riverside 0774 BUSINESS PHONE-Tupper 10027 
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